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Voting Is 'Heavy'In Primary Election

Rain Doesn't Damper
Spirits Of Local Voters

WAIT YOUR TURN — Voters at Murray Precinct No. 1, which votes at the courthouse, waited their turn this
morning to cast their ballots in today's Primary Election. Voting to decide a full slate of city and county offices,
district judge, commonwealth's attorney and state representative was characterized as "heavy" by county
clerk Marvin Harris.

Report Suggests Amendment
To Shelve Bond Issuance Ceiling
By SY RAMSEY
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — A new
report on the state's bonded indebtedness suggests amending the
constitution to shelve an "unrealistic
and impractical ceiling" on issuance
of general obligation bonds.
Instead, according to a Legislative
Research Commission Study, the
state should be able to issue such
bonds upon approval of three-fifths of
the state Senate and House.
The state constitution forbids the
commonwealth to go into general
obligation bonded debt of more than
$500,Q00 without a vote of the people.
The report said this outmoded limit
has led to issuance of inherently more
expensive revenue bonds to circumvent the ceiling.
It said the proposed constitutional
amendment could be tied to another
amendment setting a realistic debt
ceiling for the state.
General obligation bonds carry the
full faith and credit of the commonwealth. With revenue bonds, proceeds from the project they pay for
are supposed to be used to repay the
debt and the state theoretically has no
liability.
"Despite these disclaimers,
however, most debt service on state
revenue bonds is paid from general
state revenues," the LRC report said.
"The commonwealth could not
feasibly allow revenue bonds of the

More Auditions
Set For Community
Theatre Production
The Murray-Calloway County Community Theatre will hold more auditions for the summer "Playhouse in
the Park" at 7 p.m. Wednesday, May
27, at the meeting room of the
Calloway County Public Library.
These auditions are primarily for
the Cole Porter musical, "Anything
Goes." All of the parts are for adults.
Auditioners do not have to have
anything prepared,a spokesman said.

state authorities to default. Failure of
these bonds would severely impair
Kentucky's ability to borrow and
would result in greatly increased interest costs for future bond issues."
The report said general obligation
bonds have significantly lower interest rates than revenue bonds.
"If Kentucky issued general obligation bonds instead of revenue bonds,
debt service payments would come
from exactly the same sources as at
present," it said:
And the lower interest rates would
provide an indirect windfall to Kentucky taxpayers,the report claimed.
"The savings on new debt issued in
the 1980-82 biennium alone would be
between $70 million and $150 million
over the life of the bonds," it said.
Any proposed constitutional amendment must be approved for the ballot
by the legislature, and then can be
voted on in November of the next
year. Thus, the earliest such a plan
could be decided by voters would be
November 1983.
The LRC study put Kentucky's current bonded debt at nearly $2.9 billion,

with most bonds issued by the Kentucky Turnpike Authority, state Property and Buildings Commission,
Kentucky Housing Corp. and the eight
state universities.
Local government debt totals $3.1
billion.
"Compared to the other states, Kentucky has a relatively high debt
burden,"the report said.
"Comparisons to states with sound,
stable bond ratings and to states
which have experienced deterioration
of their debt conditions indicate that
Kentucky's debt burden statistics are
closer to those of the problem states,"
the study said.
-However, this similarity is not
conclusive. At least three states with
high, stable bond ratings have
statistics similar to Kentucky's and at
least one state with a low debt burden
has experienced significant debt problems."
The main apparent reason is lack of
efficient management, the LRC staff
said, suggesting that the new Office
for Investment and Debt Management in the Finance Department has
the potential to avert that danger.

The rain did not seem to dampen the
spirits of Calloway County voters as
large numbers went to the polls to
cast their ballots in today's Primary
Election.
Voting was characterized as
"heavy" this morning by county clerk
Marvin Harris. Long lines partially
blamed on the lengthy ballot were
reported during a check at eight of the
county's 24 precincts.
Harris said the only real problem he
had encountered had been some poll
workers' confusion as to the voting
machine technique involved when a
Republican votes in the Democratic
Primary.
The only race Republicans can cast
ballots for is the district judge's race
in the 42nd Judicial District, which is
a non-partisan contest. The county
clerk said a lever must be pulled by
the poll worker to block out the rest of
the races when a Republican casts his
ballot.
• •After that confusion and a 'set-up'
problem at the Faxon precinct,
everything seems to be going fine,"
Harris said.
Calloway voters will be deciding a
full slate of county officials including
judge-executive, four
county
magistrates, sheriff, circuit court
clerk, county clerk, jailer, coroner,
property valuation administrator and
county attorney.
In addition, Murrayans will also
vote on the city's mayor and 12 seats
on the Murray City Council.
Other races on today's ballot include district judge and commonwealth's attorney, both of the
42nd Judicial District, and Fifth
District state representative.
Suzanne Ford, poll worker at
Calloway County High School,said 160
persons had voted there at 10 a.m.
Ford said other poll workers had said
this was a better turnout than that
precinct had during the November
presidential election.
A total of 129 persons had voted at
Murray Precinct No. 1 at the courthouse at 10:10 a.m., according to a
poll worker. The unidentified worker
said the lines had _been long with a
heavy turnout but she attributed the
length of the lines to the length of the
ballot.
"Heavy and slow" was the response
of poll worker Stanford Andrus at

Americans Remember Dead
By BRIAN FRIEDMAN
Associated Press Writer
Americans remembered the nation's war dead, the young blacks
slain in Atlanta, the plight of Vietnam
veterans and the pleasures of sun and
food in celebrations of Memorial Day.
Former South Vietnainese army
soldiers honored the sacrifice of
American GIs at a ceremony in
Oregon on Monday, Vice President
George Bush visited Arlington National Cemetery,and in a little town in
Tennessee they held tobaccospitting
contests and wheelbarrow races. And
wherever there was sun, there were
picknickers and sunbathers.
Accidents marred the weekend,
however. By the end of the three-day
holiday, 346 people had been killed on
the nation's roads, according to the

National Safety Council. During last
year's Memorial Day Weekend, 411
people were killed, the council said.
Bush laid a wreath at the Tomb of
the Unknown Soldier after a 21-gun
salute and the sounding of taps as
about 5,000 tourists arid dignitaries
watched.
A dozen veterans of the army of
South Vietnam joined present and
past American servicemen in a service at Williamette National
Cemetery in Portland, Ore. Thuan Q.
Pham, formerly a lieutenant colonel
in the Army of the Republic of Vietnam, presented a wreath of flowers at
a memorial to the unknown soldier
and told the Americans, "The people
of Vietnam will never forget your
sacrifices."
In New York City, Josephine

Holmes attended a service at the
Soldiers and Sailors Monument, wearing a Gold Star pin on her dress. Her
son was killed at Guadalcanal in
World War II.
never forget the day," Mrs.
Holmes said. "Sept. 19, 1944. He was
19."
She later went to the Veterans Administration Hospital in Manhattan as
part of what she called her duty -to
take care of those who come home."
At the Wadsworth Veterans
Hospital in Los Angeles, eight Vietnam veterans continbed a fast and
another group staged a sit-in in the
hospital's lobby to demand an investigation into health care for
veterans and into the effects of Agent
Orange, a chemical defoliant used in
the Vietnam War.

Murray No. 2, which votes at city hall. voting.
They predicted that approximately
One hundred forty-eight persons had
6,000
of the 12,358 registered
a.m.
voted there at 10:15
Voters at Murray No. 4 at Dwain Democrats in Clark County would
Taylor Chevrolet were running cast ballots be(gre the polls closed at 6
-about average or above," poll p.m. local time.
Voting was unusually heavy in
worker Irene Humphrey said. By
County and officials atJessamine
voted
persons
had
10:15 a.m., 140
tributed this to the heated race for
there.
The voting process at Murray No. 11 Democratic nomination for sheriff.
In terms of problems, the election
at the House of Thousands at Fox
Meadows Trailer -Court was taking was one of the quietest in years in Jef"an unusually long time," poll worker ferson County.
One of the few complaints involved
Tom Hogancamp said. A total of 153
persons had voted there at 10:15 a.m. a family problem for a candidate in a
hotly contested race in eastern Jefferand a steady line was reported.
"We've had more people than nor- son County.
Reid Martin, father of Peppy Marmal by this time of day," Providence
is opposing incumbent Rep.
precinct poll worker Iva Mae Allbrit- tin
ten said. A total of 130 persons had Louie Guenthner Jr., R-Jefferson
C2unty, was serving as a challenger
voted at Herndon Seed Mill bi7-1•0_,5
t a polling place when he himself was
a.m.
Glenna Harris, a poll worker at challenged for telling voters that he
Burkeen's Grocery where the Faxon was the candidate's father.
Martin was ordered to stop after a
precinct votes, said 174 persons had
captain complained to the
precinct
a.m.
She
voted there by 10:25
election board that Martin was eleccharacterized the voting as "heavy."
"We've had a long line almost all tioneering within 200 feet of the voting
morning,- Hazel precinct- poll worker machine — a violation of county law.
Those who win election to the
Celia Grogan said. By 10:30 a.m., 207
will serve longer terms
legislature
Hazel
City
persons had cast ballots at
than their predecessors.
Hall.
Under terms of a 1979 amendment
Nearly two million Kentuckians
to
the Kentucky Constitution, state
were eligible to vote in today's election, with Democrats holding a 1.3 representatives elected this year will
million-to-700,000 edge over serve three years rather than two,
and senators will serve five years
Republicans.
Fifteen state legislators are volun- rather than four.
The one-time extension will shift
tarily giving up their seats — up from
nine two years ago — and others face legislative elections to evenchallengers who want to unseat them. numbered years rather than oddHundreds of local offices ranging numbered, so newly elected
from justice of the peace to mayor are legislators have a year to get their
being contested across the state. feet wet before facing a regular
Altogether, an estimated 8,000 can- General Assembly session.
sczators elected this year
didates were running.
will
serve
in three consecutive sesThe primary will decide the final
outcome in five Senate and 25 House sions, including 1986, before facing
districts in which the winner will have election again. The other 19 senators
will be elected to five-year terms in
no opposition in November.
One precinct in Henderson shut 1983.
Gov. John Y. Brown Jr. has kept a
down until a mechanic could repair
the voting machine there, and trouble low profile in the election except in the
First District House race, where he
was reported at four other precincts.
has denounced incumbent Rep. Ward
as
moderate
Voting was described
in Franklin County but was running -Butch" Burnette, D-Fulton, as an
moderate to heavy in Lawrence Coun- obstructionist to his programs.
Burnette faces Jerry P. Pace, an inty and in Nelson County, where a
record number of candidates were surance salesman from La Center.
There is a crowded field in the 89th
listed on the ballot.
Interest in local races brought a District in Breathitt, Lee, Perry and
heavy response at the polls in Simp- Wolfe counties, where five Democrats
See VOTING,
son County while Clark County ofPage 14, Col. 1
ficials reported light to moderate
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cloudy skies
Variably cloudy skies with
showers and thunderstorms
then
today
developing
diminiohing and ending tonight.
Locally heavy rainfall at times.
High today in the upper 70s to
lower 80s. Low tonight near 60.
Mostly sunny and pleasant
Wednesday. High 75 to 80.
Extended Forecast
Chance of showers developing
Friday and continuing Saturday.
Lows in the 50s and highs in the
upper 70s to low 80s.

Assembly May Reshape Property Tax Ceiling
By SY RAMSEY
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — A property tax ceiling born of a taxpayer
rebellion in 1979 may be reshaped a
mere three years later, because of an
outcry from schools and local governments with money problems.
The signal that this is a strong
possibility was sounded by Gov. John
Y. Brown Jr. a week ago when he
retired to a western Kentucky retreat
with his cabinet intimates for a wideranging discussion of governmental
matters.
Brown said he may ask the General
Assembly next year to raise the ceiling on revenue increases from local
property taxes.
This is the main suggested solution
of groups which contend they are being squeezed fmancially by the eeiline
imposed by House Bill 44.
Yet, HB 44 — passed during a
special session called by'then-Lt. Gov.

Thelma Stovall in the absence of Gov.
Julian Carroll — actually is little
more than an extension of legislation
passed 15 years earlier.
It keeps any taxing district —
schools, cities, counties — from taking in more tax revenue than in the
previousk year except under certain
conditions.
But the limitation is no more severe
than had existed since 1965, when the
legislature, in a special session, frozeproperty tax rates except for two onetime increases.
That law resulted from widespread
public alarm over a ruling by the state
Court of Appeals — now the state
Supreme Court — that all property
must be assessed at 100 percent.
Implementation of that decision
would have tripled the average property tax in Kentucky and the
legislature felt compelled to enact a
so-called rollback law.
All went fairly well for a decade,
with tax assessors — now called pro-

perty valuation administrators — inBy the time the 1979 special session
creasing assessments about 5 or 6 per- had started, about half of the state's
cent, as they were allowed to do, to 120 counties had experienced
compensate for a similar increase in substantial increases in both
property values.
assessments and taxes.
This also was the time of ProposiThe tax rate, distinct from
assessments, remained the same, but tion 13 in California, part of the growtaxing districts were, getting more. I ing demand for tax relief.
The outcome in Kentucky was HB
money/ because of the legitimate
assessment increases.
44. Gilmore Dutton of the Legislative
But in 1975, the delicate balance Research Commission, who heads the
went awry. Property values began in- fiscal research for legislative comcreasing at a rate of 12 percent an- mittees, points out that the new act
nually while reassessments fell kept the same ceiling as the thenbehind.
current law.
The net result was that taxing
"But it established two bendistricts were prodded by the state chmarks, a compensating tax rate
Revenue Department, which oversees and a 4 percent growth rate," Dutton
such matters, to make substantial in- said.
creases in their assessments, beginn"And it established procedures
which forced the tax-levying bodies to
ing in 1978.
That produced a lashback by tax- publicize their decisions anytime they
payers plus vocal resistance "by the exceeded those benchmarks."
Under HB 44, if a taxing district
PVAs who, running for office every
fo9r years,felt wronglyblamed by the chooses not to obtain any more tax
revenue than in the previous year,
electorate,for the increased taxes.

there is nothing it must do to account
The one most commonly mentioned
to taxpayers.
would be to increase the percentage of
But if it intends to raise more tax new revenue allowed before taxrevenue, a public hearing must be payers can petition for recall.
held.
The other, more recently suggested,
And if the district plans to increase would be to abandon the 4 percent
revenue by more than 4 percent, it benchmark and the petition-andmust permit a vote by taxpayers on recall provision and substitute a
that rate. Taxpayers may request the simpler method.
vote by signing a petition With at least • - Under this proposed system, a tax10 percent of the names of those ing district which wants to increase
voting in in the last presidential elec- revenue above the previous year
would have to advertise and hold a
• tion.
public hearing,then advertise the new
"The legislature's goal in House Bill rate.
44 was accountability," Dutton said.
-While the local taxpayers would
"That is, accountability by fiscal lose the ability to vote on tax rates
courts, city commissions and school they-considered excessive, they would
boards."
retain the ability to vote on the elecNow the pendulum may have swung tion of those persons who had levied
the other way: Local taxing jurisdic- the tax rates," Dutton said.
tions are in a no-win situation because
The presumption is that fiscal
of inflation and the resistance of tax- courts, school boards and other local
payers to higher levies.
governmental units would be restrainDuttoritsaid there appear to be two ed in their rate-setting by fear of
possible solutions.
retribution at the next election.
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Mr. and Mrs. Edwin
Elkins, 514 Whitnell Avenue,
Murray, announce the approaching marriage of their
daughter, Edwina Kay, to
Thomas Ira Rogers, son of
Mrs. Elva Todd of Murray
and the late Charles I.
Rogers.
The ceremony will be
solemnized on Saturday, July 4, at 2 p.m. at the Seventh
arid Poplar Church of Christ
with John Dale officiating. A
reception will follow the
erernorry.
All friends and relatives of
the couple are invitefl to atnd the wedding and the
:•eception.
,Miss Elkins is a 1979
, r,Alkiate of Murray High
School and attended Murray
State University. She is
i)resently
employed at
Storey's Food Giant.
Maternal grandparents of
Miss Elkins are Mr. and
s. Frank Hargis of Mur:
and paternal grandparents are Mrs. Aucira
Eikins and the late Floyd
Elkins, Murray. Mrs. Ethel
l-largis of Murray is a maternal great grandmother.
Mr. Rogers„ also a 1979
;raduate of Murray High
School, is presently serving
with the United States Army
SP-4 with the 385th Signal
Company ( Spt. in Ft. Gor- Tucker and the late George
ion, Ga.
E. Tucker, McLeansboro,
Maternal grandparents of Ill. Paternal grandparents
Mr. Rogers are Mrs. Grace are Mrs. Juanita Rogers and

Tuesday, May 26
District 17 Unit I Licensed
Practical Nurses will have a
its second workshop on drug
and alcohol at the private
dining room of MurrayCalloway County Hospital at
7 p.m.

Murray TOPS (take off
pounds sensibly) Club will
meet at 7 p.m. at the Health
Center.
Tau Phi Lambda Sorority,
Woodmen of the World, will
meet at 7 p.m. at the home of
Linda Fain.

Suburban Homemakers
Club will meet at the home of
Lillian Dunn at 7 p.m.

Calloway County Orchard
and Garden Club will meet
at 7 p.m. at the County Extension Office, 209 Maple
Street, with Douglas
Johnson as guest speaker.

Miss Edwina Ka

EikitiS

and Thomas Ira Ro..,(r(rs

the late Ira T. Rogers, also of Broughton, Ill.
McLeansboro, Ill. A materAfter the wedding the counal great grandmother is ple will reside in Windwood
Mrs. Polly Ann Wheeler, Apartments, Augusta,Ga.

13,9 00
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What kind of day will tomorrow beJ To find out what the
stars Tsay, read the forecast
given for your birth Sign.
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 191 gr
Use a quiet day constructively. Don't brood about
past slights or a lack of activity. The pace will quicken
tomorrow.
TAURUS
( Anr. 20 to May 201
Keep financial moves
realistic. Avoid dubious investment schemes. Social life
needn't lead to extravagance
or self-indulgence.
GEMINI
( May 21 to_Jane 20) 11
Gird against inappropriate behavior with a
higher-up. A too-friendly or
familiar attitude could work
against your best interests.
CANCER
June 21 to July 22) 131
0
Be careful of • health and
diet. You may have mixed
feelings -about a trip. Think
positively and don't succumb
to moodiness.
LEO
i July 23 to Aug. 22 412
Romance has a deceptive
quality. Others are sensitive
and easily hurt now. Curb
spendthrift tendencies in the
late evening.
VIRGO
Aug. 23 to Sept. 221
Others are slow to commit
themselves at present. Too
much preoccupation with
career matters could cause
you to slight another.
LIBRA
Sept. 23 to Oct. 22 --An element of confusion affects business dealings. Don't
congrut yourself untilyou double check the facts. Egos are

CrtST•MYT10111,
40•PrI•lyt
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Southold, Shopping Canter Murray

759-1616

1 1

All You Can Eat Taco Dinner

302 00 ,

i Toro Rice Berms)
No Talieouts

$2
99

,

Two Tacos, Rice, Beans

Tuesday
4

,

or Three Tar .

009 00
Large Burrito
(Beef or Bean)

400.900

$1 99

(),.
Toshio°

Thursday
4

$1 99

,

Wednesday

00 9 00

(Beef

Friday

$1 99

(Beef or Cheese)
-

Tamale, Enchiladas,

Saturday
4:00-10:00

Rice 8. Beans

_

eLscFs
Feb. 19 to Mar. 20
Be yourself. Anticipating
another's needs in the hope of
gaining favors_ is tantamount
to insincerity. Downplay ego
after dark.
YOU BORN TODAY dislike
subordinate work and are happiest in a position of leadership. You are interested in the
welfare of your fellows and
are often found in politics and
government service. Despite a
tendency to be suspicious,
you're diplomatic enough to
enjoy cordial relations with
others.

MORGANFIELD
—
James B. Thornton of
Henderson has been named
manager of training of the
Satellite Land Reclamation
Program of the Earle C.
Clements Job Corps Center
near Greenville.
Thornton, a native of Lexington and 1962 graduate of
Madisonville High School,
Madisonville, received his
bachelor degree in vocational education from Murray State University in 1975.
He began work at the
center in September of 1965
as a resident advisor with
the Residential Living Division. He subsequently
transferred to the vocational
training area and was a
senior instructor in the
automotive cluster at the
time of his promotion.

$2s0

GLENDALE, Ariz. —
William Lyn Dunn, son of
Mr., and Mrs. George W.
Dunn of Murray, was awarded the degree of Master of
International Management
American
the
from
Graduate School of International Management recently
at the school's cornmencemet exercises held at
the Glendale campus.
Dunn is a graduate of Murray State University where
he majored in business.
The American school is the
only school in the United
States devoted exclusively to
training men and women for
careers in international
management, a school
spokesman said. The school
is accredited by North Central Association of Colleges
and Secondary Schools.

Homemaker
Training
School on "Calligraphy" for
cultural arts leaders will be
at 10 a.m. at the County Extension Office.
Hazel and Douglas Centers
will be(pen from 10 a.m.to 2
p.m. for activities by the
Senior Citizens with lunch at
Hazel at 11:45 a.m. and at
Douglas at 12 noon.
Overeaters Anonymous
will meet at 12 noon in the
basement of the Baptist Student Center.

Ladies Day events at the
Oaks Country Club will include golf with Mabel
Rogers as hostess and bridge
with Mayrelle Clark as
hostess at 9:30 a.m.

Over 14,000 students have
been trained in the school
curriculum of international
studies, modern languages
and world business. Over
The Louisville Orchestra
two-thirds of these. will be presented in
concert
graduates have served at 8 p.m. at the
Paducah
overseas or are domestically Tilghman Auditorium.
based with companies and
Thursday,May 28
organizations having interZeta Department of Murnational operations.
ray Woman's Club will have
a breakfast at the Holiday
bui at 7a.m.

Susan K. Crass
Named To Honor

Golden Age Club will meet
at 11:30 a.m. at the social
hall of the First United
Methodist Church. A potluck
luncheon will be served and
Hawaiian travel films will be
shown by Robert Crenshaw.

UNIVERSITY, Miss. —
Susan K. Crass, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Crass of
Murray, was recently added
to the University of
Mississippi Chancellor's
honor roll for the spring
Mixed tennis with Don and
semester.
Sue Overbey as hosts will be
A grade-point average
at 6_ p.m. at ..the Murray
between 3.75 and 4.0 is reCountry Club.
quired for full time students
carrying at least 12semester
Roberta Whitnah will be
hours
for using on the
HALL BOY
hostess for the meeting of
Mr. and Mrs. Douglas Chancellor's honor roll.
the Magazine Club.
Hall, Benton Route 2, announce the birth of a baby
boy, Dustin
Warren,
weighing seven pounds five
ounces, measuring 20 inches,
born on Sunday, April 26, at
9:04 p.m. at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
You can become a licensed cosmetologist in one year,
Grandparents are Mr. and
or a licensed manicurist in three months.
Mrs. Bobby 0. Hall of BenThree Enrolling Classes Each Year
ton Route 2 and Mr. and Mrs.
•Janeary *Jess *August
Jack D. Thompson of Benton
Enrol Now For Classes Beginning
Route 8. Great grandparents
lune Iti, 1981
are Mr. and Mrs. Rollie J.
Call or Come By
Jackson, Benton, Mr. and
Mrs. Louis Starr, Paducah,
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard
Thompson, Benton, and
Louis DeFew, Gilbertsville.
A great great grandmother
is Mrs. Vada Hall of Calvert
City.

The play failed to match
the bidding in today's excellent slam. Declarer did well
to reach six hearts; he was a
little less determined to
search for the best play.
Declarer won his spade
ace and played the-ace and
king of trumps.' The diamond ace provided a parking place for the losing
spade and a spade was
ruffed before drawing the
last trump. A club finesse
lost to East's queen and
declarer was forced to ruff
another spade. A club to the
ace and a diamond ruff left
everything up to a 3-3 club
break and that's when the
slam exploded. Declarer's
club king brought the bad
news, and the defenders
took the last two tricks for
down two.
Declarer had a surer road
to land the slam. After winning the spade ace, he
should have forgotten about
the club finesse and led a
club to dummy's ace. The
ace of diamonds would take
care of declarer's spade and
dummy's club jack would go
to East's queen and declarer's king. A third club would
be ruffed in dummy with the
trump king and a spade ruff
would put declarer back in
his hand. A fourth round of
clubs would be ruffed in
dummy and overruffed by
East, but now the "Slam
would be safe. Declarer
could claim the remaining
tricks—six hearts aggressively bid and made.
Note the necessity for
ruffing the third club with

I,k 5\1

in

COOK BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Mike Cook of
Benton Route 2 announce the
birth of a baby boy, Adam
Michael, weighing nine
pounds four ounces, born on
Sunday, March 29, at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospial.
Grandparents are Mary
O'Neill of Falls of Rough, J.
R. McGee of Houston, Texas,
James W.
and Nola Mae
Cook of Greenville.

Bible Journakng Group of
First Christian Church will
nieet at the home of 0. B.
and Margaret Boone at 7
p.m.
Chitdren's Choirs of First
United Methodist Church
will have an outing at Shiloh
National Park.

Vulnerable: Both. Deal
South. The bidding:
South West North East
i
3+
3+
4•
6

Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass

2•
Pass
3+ , Pass
4+
Pass
4,
• Pass
Pass
Pass

dummy's king. If declarer
tries to ruff with dummy's
eight, East will overruff and
return a trump: This will
leave declarer with a club
loser and the beautiful slam
Will be one down.

ANSWER: Two spades.
The raise in a major with
three trumps and two doubletons is preferred to
rebidding the weak six card
minor.
Send bridge questions to The Aces.
P0 Box 12363, Dallas, Texas 75225.
with self-addressed, stamped envelope
for rept!?

Italian

Hamburger
& Chopped Steak
Special!

Spaghetti
Special

with garlic bread

inside dining ,,Ms

inside dining onh

Free Refills on Drinks

Free Refills on Drinks

WEDNESDAY
4-9 P.M.
You Can't Eat This Good
At Home For This Price

Ezell Beauty
School

&log

Thursday,May 28
Youth Lock-In will be at 10
p.m. at the Memorial Baptist
Church.

''A failure establishes
only this, that our determination to succeed was not
strong enough." — Cristian
Bovee.

/tier itr.

MIX

INTERLOCK KNITS

SOLID COLORS & PRINTS
GO" WIDE—MACHINE WASHABLE
EXTRA SOFT FINISH
SOLID A PRINTED

DRESS
PRINTS

CHECKED
GINGHAM

4,..$2
YD.

T-SHIRT
KNITS
POLYESTER &COTTON
SOLIDS, mums AND
OTHER FANCIES
SO - MOTO $
MAOISM
WAINAOLI
Of& 2.55 £3.55 YARD

Central Shopping Center
Hwy. 641 t Arcadia St.
Mon.-Tves.-Sot. 9:00-6:00
Wed.-Mgrs.-Fri. 9:00-3:00 Sun. 1:00-5:00

2

OXFORD
CLOTH

POLYESTER & COTTON
45" WIDE
MACHINE
WASHABLE
NEC. 2.00

POLYESTER DOUBLE KNITS

$1 99

or Be
"
)

Two Enchiladas

4-00-10:00

nt,Atic•

Thornton Is
Manager At
Job Center

Qui4Mexican Restaurant

Sunday

SCORPIO
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 2i )
Finances could be a bone of
contention between close ones.
Intimate questions aren't easily solved now. Don't force
issues.
SAGITrARRJS
( Nov. 22 to Dec. 21
You may not accomplish as
much as you'd like on the job.
Don't let your aim exceed
your grasp. Be considerate of
family.
CAPRICORN
i Dec. 22 to Jan. 19)
Wf
You may be on the wrong
track regarding another's
motivations. Don't play the
part of an amateur
psychiatrist. Watch verbal
slips.
AQUARIUS
1Jan. 20 to Feb. 18 ""`.
Friends tempt you to selfindulgence. Avoid excessive
expenditure in the pursuit of
pleasure. Power 'plays now
center on finances.

A Day of recollection,
iponsored by the Legion of
Mary of St. Leo's Catholic
Church, will start at 9 a.m.
at the parish center.

Parents Anonymous will
meet at 6:30 p.m. For inforLadies Day events inmation call 753-5995 or 435- cluding golf at 9 a.m., bridge
4385.
and tennis at 9:30 a.m. and a
luncheon at 12 noon are
scheduled at the Murray
Country Club.

Lyn Dunn Receives His
Masters, Arizona School

— Thru Thur. —

MAW
viGRIGNG

Group D of Ladies Beginning Tennis of Murray Country Club will play from 6 to 8
p.m.at the club.

Tuesday,May 24
Thursday,May 23
Alcoholics Anonymous will
Support group tbr SIDS,
meet at 8 p.m. at the west
sudden death syndrome, will
end of the Livestock and Exbe at 7:30 p.m. at the
position Center.
Calloway County Health
Calloway County High Center.
School will have its 1981 commencement exercises at 8
Senior Citizens centers
p.m.at the school.
will be open as follows: Ellis
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.; Hazel
Wednesday,May 27
and Douglas from 10 a.m. to
Murray-Calloway Com- 2 p.m.
munity Theatre will hold
auditions for the summer
Mothers Day Out will be at
"Playhouse in the Park" at 7 9 a.m. at the First Baptist
p.m. at the meeting room of Church.
the Calloway
Public
Library.

SOUD COLORS & FANCIES
HEAVY A MEDIUM WEICKTS
40; WIDE—REOL 2.119 & &OS YD.

$2
YARD

STRETCH TERRY

:MIL
`

POLYESTER & COTTON
GO" WIDE—MACHINE WASH
SAVE ,—REG. 24.1/11 YD.

BOUCLE
SATIN

ifp
SA
CMPl
100% CELANESE ACETATE
MANY MKS
45" WIDM
YARD
REC. 2.00

auu.
REMNANTS
MOTS•WOVINS •PCS
U. TO U. TO. PCS. 02
411
,
410" MOM

11,\;1.-triiiIi\S Ifl

YD.
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.-Celebration To Be Sunday
Mr. and Mrs. Phillip G.
Rogers of Almo Route 1
observed their 25th silver
wedding anniversary on
May 25.
An open house in celebration of the event will be held
in their home on Sunday,
By Abigail Van Buren
May 31, from 3 to 5 p.m. All
relatives and friends are invited to attend. The family
•
requests that guests not bring gifts.
DEA* ABBY: Your answer to BOWLEGGED AND Mr. and Mrs. Rogers were
MISERABLE was both unkind and unhelpful. You advised married May 25, 1956, at
this 18-year-old boy to see a psychiatrist or psychologist. Highland Park Freewill
Now tile poor kid will not only worry about his bowlegs, but Baptist Church in Michigan
he'll think he's mentally disturbed, too!
by the Rev. Charles Thigpen.
Your only other advice was to recite a prayer to an Their attendants were Ann
imaginary deity. What cop-out advice! Why didn't you name R. Palmer and Paul
some famous people who are bowlegged, yet attractive? Or
McPherson.
you could have suggested wearing loose trousers.
• Your blanket advice that people seek psychiatric help for Mrs. Rogers, the former
minor problems is lazy, uncaring and potentially harmful to Sally Lovett, is the daughter
the spirit and the pocketbook. Next time someone like this of Mrs. Luvena Donelson
tioy writes, give him what he asks for — common-sense Lovett and the late Sedley
.:idvice.
Clay Lovett of Murray.
INDIGNANT IN MADISON Mr. Rogers, employed by
the Prudential Insurance
DEAR -INDIGNANT: BOWLEGGED AND MISERCompany of America, is the
good-looking
18-year\BLE got 'my best advice. A
son
of Mrs. Oina Suiter
1d who perceives himself to be "deformed and
,nferior"(his words) and is afraid to ask a girl for a Camp of Murray and the late
:ate because he's moderately bowlegged needs more Henry Phillip Rogers of
Mr. and 'Ws. Phillip G. Rogers.
than a list of "bowlegged yet attractive" people. He Smithland.
needs a more realistic perception of himself.
They are both members of are P. Lynn Rogers, Cindy children are April, Timothy,
Furthermore,one need not be mentally disturbed to the Bethel United Methodist Rogers and Wade
Rogers, all Kiistopher, and Rebecca
-eek psychotherapy. A temporary emotional upset is Church. Their three children
of Murray. Their four grand- Rogers.
,:ufficient reason. And as for psychotherapy being
111.
1116,• 4b, 4111.
ar%
-harmful" to the spirit and pocketbook — poppycock!
fhe spirit will be nourished, and there are mental
health clinics everywhere that charge only what the
/•
,!atient can afford.

Identify type of deafness
Lawrence E. Lamb.

DEAR DR .LAMB — I have
been deaf now for almost two
years. I can't even understand
much with my hearing aid. An
X-ray made about six months
ago showed that the bone was
somewhat thick over the right
ear. They stated possible otosclerosis.
I looked this up in the encyclopedia, which says such
problems can be helped by an
operation called fenestration.
What is that? Is it dangerous?
I asked one doctor if an operation would do any good and he
said he was afraid it would
not help me. If it isn't dangerous what have I to lose? Both
ears are bad now. I'm willing
to try the operation; no need
being deaf if help.is possible.
DEAR READER — You
need careful testing including
a battery of modern hearing
tests to identify the nature of
your deafness. Otosclerosis is
a condition where there is an
overgrowth of bone in the ear
It can prevent the normal
transmission of sound waves.
In some instances the bone
can be removed or another
opening be made (fenestration) to permit the sound
waves to pass through the ear.
This operation and modifications of it have been very
helpful in selected cases.
You may have more than
one type of hearing loss. If
you have degeneration of
some of the nerve cells in
your inner ear or the nerve
mechanism of hearing, then
I
NEWS
[
"
HOSPITAL
DEAR ABBY: This is not a request for advice, it's a
surgery will not correct this
form of hearing defect.
-essage to BOWLEGGED AND MISERABLE:
Hearing aids are commonly
I grew up with one side of my face paralyzed, and
5-18-81
used in nerve cell and nerve
lthough it- set me apart from everyone else and caused
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
damage. These should
eople to remember my name, I yearned to be like everyone
grade average and will atdesigned to fit the particular
Coleman,
baby
girl
Ezell,
Jr.,
Wayne
Robert
But
make
me
look
"normal."
At times I begged God to
type
of hearing loss a person
tend
Paducah
Corrununity
)
(Paula
Rt.
1,
Dexter.
awarded
a
been
'laving to accept my flaw has helped me become emotion- has
has. Just amplifying all the
Workman, baby boy sound frequencies may enable
,!ly stronger than I would have been had I been able to scholastic scholarship by the College, qudjoring in preeorrect" my condition — which, of course, was impossible. Paducah Southside Kiwanis law. He received the It-lien* Rt. 1, Box 207. you to hear a lot of sound but
distort it so much that you
Now'I have my own separate identity.
. Murray.,
Club. This award is given to American Woodmen of the'
understand normal
I saw a psychiatrist, as Abby suggested you do. A trained a senior for atademic exBuck, baby girl (Kemlee) can't
conversation. In case most of
ieofessional will let you lay your cards out, then the two of cellence and superiority in
324 Backusburg Road, the loss is of high frequency
ou will go over them together. In the end, however,it is you
sounds, the aid should seleccurricular acMayfield.
who will decide how your cards will be played. Try to be less extra
tively amplify these:
DISMISSALS
i'reoccupied with your appearance, think positively, and complishments.
The different types of hear1981
man,
a
young
Mrs.
Helen
I.
The
Crittendon,
p a sharp eye out for that villain of all villains — selfing loss and what can be done
graduate of Lone Oak High
F2 Southside Manor, South about them are discussed in
, ity. •
Because I can accept myself-Alr ratir -Flyave made it. By School, is the son of Mr. and
Fulton, Tenn.; Mrs. Sandra more detail in The Health Lethe way, I am 26 and pulling for you.
Mrs. Wayne Ezell, 167 North
K. Delk, Sedalia; Mrs. Judy ter number 16-8, Your Vital
Hearing, which I am sending
HAPPY IN HOUSTON Friendship Road, Paducah.
Lynn Hobbs and baby girl, you. Others who want this
Rt. 4, Mayfield; Mrs. Fannie issue can send 75 cents with a
-DEAR ABBY: This is for that 18-year-old boy who is He is the grandson of Mr.
L. Pierce and baby boy, 323 long, stamped, self-addressed
3OWLEGGED AND MISERABLE: I am a 30-year-old and Mrs. Garnett Loafman
Fairview, Paris, Tenn.; envelope for it to me, in care
Ingle male, considered attractive by women, and I am of Murray Route 2 and of Mr.
of this newspaper, P.O. Box
bout as bowl-egged as they come.
and Mrs. Novis Ezell of MurMrs. Beverly Jean Ardebili 1551. Radio City Station, New
When' I ivasaT8, I also felt self-conscious, but that never ray Route 8, and the great
and baby boy, 716 College York, NY 10019.
•topped me from asking a girl for a date. I just made up my grandson of Mrs. 011ie
Just getting a hearing aid
Courts, Murray; Mrs. Jacmind that nobody's perfect and there are worse imperfec- Workman of Murray.
testing may
quelene Dickerson, 341 without proper job
for your
not do the best
• ions than having bowed legs. At least mine were strong
a 3.5
graduated
with
Ezell
Browder,
Fulton.
hearing loss. That is why it is
.,ndnealthy and got me where I was going.(They even took
Mrs. Betty L. Morris, 901 important to define what kind
me to the beach where my legs were in full view of the
Robert W.Ezell, Jr.
Johnny Robertson Road, of hearing- loss you have and
- 4'hue.
what is causing it. Some
Murray; Mrs. Laura Ann forms
Keep this in mind: Any girl who would refuse to go out
of hearing loss can be
for
Award
Society
World
Wilson, Rt. 7, Mayfield; Mrs. corrected and no hearing aid
- Hai a guy because he is bdwlegged isn't worth spending
AmeriCan History, was Ronda K. Sullivan, Rt. 1, is then necessary.
our time and money on.
.
So, fro m-sone bowlegged guy to another, ask girls for dates
Junior Rotarian, and Mayfield; Mrs. Shirley A.
DEAR DR. LAMB — My
of
irtd fofget about yourlekS.`Life is too short to do otherwise. The Zeta Department
selected for Boys' State. He Murray, Rt. 7, Murray; Mrs. 28-year-old daughter has
BOWLEGGED AND NOT MISERABLE the Murray Woman's Club was also an active memberdeveloped high blood pressure
Ida J. Walker, Rt. 8, Mur- and
is on medication. The
28, of the Future Business
May
Thursday,
meet
will
* * *
ray; Mrs. Phyllis F. Ray, Rt. problem is she has different
a.m.
at
at
7
for a breakfast
Leaders of America, Biology 2, Puryear, Tenn.; Nick readings in her arms. Her left
Club, the Lone Oak Baseball Allen Swift, 1303 Story, MurDEAR ABBY: Tell BOWLEGGED AND MISERABLE the H°ljdaY Inn'
to waste any more time feeling sorry for himself. There Hostesses will be Christine team, and the Future ray.
are plenty of girls who would be glad to go out with him. I, Batts, Dewdrop Rowlett, Farmers of America
Mrs. Judy A. Hollander,
Hazel Beale, Pauline Mc- Chapter receiving the class Box 825, Murray; James E.
tor one, think bowlegged guys are sexy.
TRUDY IN WILMINGTON, N.C. Coy,and Mary Frances Bell. academic award each year. Hurt, 1004 Olive Street, MurLEWIS BOY
ray; Parvin L. Adams, Rt. 2,
boy, William Scott,
baby
A
Murray; -Jerry D. Lamb,213
pounds three
Irvan, Murray; Mrs. Clara weighing five
born
to Mr. and
was
ounces,
M. Routh, Rt. 5, Murray;
Lewis of
Wayne
Scott
Mrs.
Mrs. Mary Bell Overby, 1324
Court,
Trailer
McClain
Main Street, Murray; Nolen
Monday,
on
Tenn.,
Paris,
M. Atkins, Rt. 6, Murray.
May 11, at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
SAVE BOTTLES
The mother is the former
Instead of throwing out Cindy Morris. Grandparents
empty perfume bottles, leave are Mr, and Mrs. Sherman
them to scent the contents of Morris and Mr. and Mrs.
drawers.
Roger Lewis.

Readers Throw Curves
Strikes to Bowlegged Boy

Grandson Local Persons
Is Granted Scholarship

arm is normal, the high reading is in her right arm. Her
doctor does not know why Do
you have any idea why this
occurs?
DEAR READER — Have
her ask her doctor to refer her
to a cardiologist. One possible
explanation is that she has a
congenital defect called
coarctation of the aorta " In
these cases there is a constriction of the main artery that
leaves the heart, on the aortic
arch, between the place where

SAVE — SAVE!

D & T Warehouse Foods

the artery originates that v.. to the right arm and the ‘r,•
that goes to the !eft any
The anaturm is sur
pressure falls he ,saa
constrictiai A,
•
high pressure
right arm and the
sure beyond the,-tri.s•t
in the left arni
is the case the he.ir.
:4'. ,:i;
ist may %%ant
how ,she shout re- Tt.•,1 1
When the ,
severe, it cAri
corrected

A NEW BOOKCATARACTS and
their TREATMENT
By Dr. Joe W

MOrclaf;

of the

Paris Eye Clinic
READ ABOUT ARTIFICIAL LENS IMPLANTS! This is the only compleie up
to-date book of its kind available of, thy
subject of cataracts.
Price $695 HardcovN,
available u!

e goohmanil
WILLARD ALLS

-0111/WERS-

fl 9S. 4th St

MARTINA At

Mui roy K v

Uniforms
25%

Off
Excluding /
1
2 Price Items.

Men's &Women's

Tops-Prints & Solid
Colors

Slacks-Lab Coats

Zeta Department
Mans Breakfast

SAVE

Women's
Pansuits, Dresses
Nurse Mates
'
a Shoes & Hose
One Rack Spring

-44

Sportswear
/
1 2 Price
A New Supply of

Dolls
By Pauline

Any doll during this sole
Layaway Now

pay monthif

til Christmas or until

S 4 00
Off

ri

You Can Tell By The
Total On The Tape D & T
Is The Lowest In Town

Good 5-26 Hum 6-2

Margarine

Coffee
$198
1 Lb. Paper

1 Lb.

Turner

Turner Potatoes

Buttermilk

Topphig

/
1
2 Gal.

16 Oz.
20 Lb.

NMI MN MIMI MGM ism

*Offer Good Wets
!, Sot., May 23

8 P.c.
160z.
Plus Deposit

63
$ 48

lam ICOUPOK-CHECKB Bow me=

Ewa mew

HANCOCK
FABRICS
I
836 Joe
Clifton Drive
Paducah, Ky.

0
-v
0

0

NAME:

'You must have this coupon at time of purchase

$

Eggs

Doz.

Mon.-Thurs. 8-7
Fri.-

49c

Lynn Greve Large

Potatoes
$ 19
Coca-Cola
Sprite
Tab & R.C.

CHECK
REBATE
$5
53.
HURRY! OFFER GOOD
TUES., MAY 16 THRU SAT., MAY 30

Blue Bonnet

Maxwell House

I...

00

Rebate

With $15.00 Or More
Fabric Purchase
(Limit Om,Per Customer)
ma awn owl mom ENNCOUPON-CHE K mom Elm Imo Nom mmi
OPEN MON.-FRI.
9:30 A.M.-8:30 P.M.
SATURDAY, 10 A.M.-6 P.M.
CARDINAL POINT
SHOPPING CENTER

Across From Murray Drive-In
r

r..

•
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10 Years Ago

Editorial

Military
Manpower Needs
People support the defense
buildup proposed by President
Reagan, but there is little support for the military draft
which may eventually be required to meet the manpower
nOds of the buildup.
A wcent newsreport put the
reqdrement over the next five
years at 250,000 recruits, no
easy target under the present
circumstances.
The number of men in the
17- to 21-year-old group is
declining and is expected to
decline more rapidly in the
near future. The services want
to put a celing on the number
of women in uniform, close to
the present level. If the
Reagan economic program

• •.t.

k.

Agree Or Not

succeeds, private employment opportunities for young
men may be more attractive
than military pay and
benefits, even after proposed
military pay increases.
The draft'remains intensely
unpopular in America, but
some form of universal
military service may eventually become necessary. A
peacetime draft would keep
the armed services in the
tradition of civilian-soldiers
that we , Nave known in wartime, a tradition that is
healthy for the services and
healthy for the nation. It is
tradition we do not want to
bbse.

By S.C. Van Curon

Nationwide Coal
Strike Costs State
'FRANKFORT — The nationwide
coal strike•has already cost the,Commonwealth of Kentucky $7.15 million
for the month of April, Kenneth Hart,
editor of the Kentucky Coal SOurnal,
-- said. He gave production figures for April
as 13.4 million for 1990 and only 7.6
million tons for 1981. Estimating the
'severance tax at roughly $1.25 per ton,
the loss comes to $7.15 million, providing the state would collect it all.
Meanwhile, clashes between striking United Mine Worker pickets and
non-union miners and truckers have
----------heen_reprted throughout the state,
but chiefly—in—Eastern Kentucky.
There were also rend-its-of-vandalism
and threats.
AC.&0. Railroad bridge was burned near Wayland in Floyd County
whew four nearby fire departments
failed to try to douse the fire because
they had been threatened by
telephone not to appear on the scene.
Kentucky State Police continue to
patrol the area, but are maintaining a
handsoff attitude. Few arrests have
been made although injuries to nonunion workers or innocent people- are
reported almost daily.
• The UMWA pickets are flirting with
disaster when they burn railroad
bridges for this is a violation of
federal laws and the federal
authorities don't wink at transgressions.
Even pickets from West Virginia
are coming over into Pike County,
Kentucky threatening truck drivers
and nonunion operations.
The situation in West Virginia is
similar to that in Kentucky, and the
Bluefield ( W.Va.) Daily News took
note of this by pointing to neighboring
Virginia where nonunion mines are
continuing to operate.
The newspaper noted in a story that
all non-union mines in southwest
Virginia are running coal. "No
violeyce has been reported. Virginia
has sent 150 additional state troopers
IPPrvis•••••%:

firr(or

into the coal fields. Virginia also has a
right-to-work law.
The coal industry traditionally has
been bothered with labor problems
and a strike every three years has
become automatic. In most cases the
federal government has taken a
hands-off stance and left law enforcement up to the states. Only when
federal laws, such as the burning of
railroad bridges, are violated has the
federal government acted.
The Bluefield newspaper quoted a
foreman of a non-union mine in
southwest Virginia as saying,-We expect our men to work. We are pro=
tected by a right-to7work law.'? He
said he used to belong to the unto& but
now the non-union mines provide
Morebenefits than the unionized.
The Kentucky _ legislature traditionally has sided i(rith-the unions
when it comes to legislation concerning a man's right to work. Weak efforts have been made in the past to introduce such legislation, but it never
gets out of committee even if it gets
introduced.
Kentuckians should respect the
right for a man to belong to o union
and to bargain for contracts, but the
union men also should respect the
rights of others to work.

By JOHN CUNN1FF

r,

By M.C. Garrott

The Day Ed Elkins Got Cooled Off
In Charlie Clark's Swimming Pool

20 Years Ago
The Murray High School Band,
directed by Irvin Gilson, will present
a concert on May 28 at the school.
Mrs. C. C. Lowry of the Murray
Woman's Club and governor of the
First District of the Kentucky Federation of Women's Clubs, has been
elected to the office of recording
secretary of the Kentucky Federation
at the state convention held at
Louisville.
The engagement of Patricia Ann
Hooper to Alton Allen Swift,son of Mr.
and Mrs. Headley A. Swift, has been
announced by her mother, Mrs. Parvin Adams.
Births reported at the Murray
Hospital include a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Larry Brewer, a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
D. E. Hale, a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Merle Collins, a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Glen McCallon, a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
David Bogard, and a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Thomas LeVan.
Mrs. Donnie Foust, Mrs. Eugene
Russell, and Mrs. Josiah Darnall,
Murray kindergarten teachers, attended the 12th annual conference of
the Southern Association on Children
Under Six held at Lexington.

Clark family.

+++
Sure enough. When the appointed
day and time arrived and the three of
them went to the Clark home,straight
to the pool went Ed and around it he
began to walk, peering down into the
water as if he was trying to visualize
hew nice it would be just to jump in
and splash around.
As hecame in line with the window
from which the attire Clark family
was watching, Kenneth eased up next
to him as if,too,looking at something
in the water and with a gentle shove
sent Ed,a mass of flailing arms and
legs,.gbinging into the water. Only his
CheVron cap bobbled on the surface
where he disappeared.
•
Seconds later, up he came like an
atomic warhead fired from a submarine, sputtering and Wiping his
. eyes. By then the Clarks had come
from thebonse and laughingly joined
Papeye and Kenneth, who were
almost doubled over with laughter, on
the side of the pool.
Wiping the water from his eyes and
By GEORGE
seeing
them all there, Ed right off
HACKETT
:
W.
began to apologize for falling into the
pool.
"I didn't jump in On purpose, Mrs.
Clark!" he exclaimed."I didn't jump
in! They pushed mein!"
That happened a long time ago, but
The A. B. Beale & Son Hardware
the fellows around the station and the Store will be 54 years old on Sept. 27,
Clark family have never let him according to a feature story written
forget it. Too,Ed long ago lost interest by Frieda Jones and published in The
in swimming pools,especially the one Ledger & Times.
Jerry Williams of Murray has been
together,
she's
going
to collect more at the Clark home
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (API — Dave
+++
selected as director of Campus Lights
Holland grinned when the customer tips. It seems to work that way."
Seven out of ten bartenders don't My friend Russ Metz up at Ow- of 1952, annual musical production at
asked for a martini "so dry-that I can
drink on the job. "I quit long ago," ingsville in Bath County and whom I Murray State College, sponsored by
Sweep the floor with it."
got to know some 14 years ago when I Phi Mu Alpha and Sigma Alpha Iota
`111 such cases, you whisper the word said Holland, a former consultant to
worked at Morehead State University musicfraternities.
the
retail
industry.
"vermouth"over the drink and pass it
says
you know you live Ins small town
"Mrs. E. S. Ferguson writes from
"I changed careers after suffering_a
along. The olive is optional for those
when:
National PTA convention in
the
heart attack from eating greasy foods
counting calories.
Everyone knows that it was your Miami Beach, Fla., that everything is
—
while
on
the
road."
After
a
mental
Service is always accorripanied by a
who threw the cantaloupe at the going well," from the column, "Seen
smile. "No..1:me wants to see a gloomy readjustment, he completed the kid
even if the name was not & Heard Around Murray" by James
minister,
bartender, nor listen to his troubles. bartending course and went to work
by the police because the C. Williams.
released
the
night
he
graduated.
Always use a clean bar towel and
Girl Scout Troop No. 4 closed its
He returned to the Institide and brat wasa juvenile.
never Permit a customer to fall
the
day
after
—
Everyone
will
know
work on May 24 with a court of
year's
moved into the executive ranks before
asleep."
you have been to a convention in Mhi- awards held at the home of Mrs. A. B.
These are just a few of the tips pass- transferring to Lexington at 41.
The sign over the school reads: neapolis all alone that you made a fool Austin.
ed along to students at the InternaThe Coles Camp Ground Methodist
"Warning:
There are no alcoholic of yourself on Hennepin Street at extional Bartending Institute in Lexa.m.
actly
1:37
will have its annual homecomChurch
ington, where' Holland is managing beverages •on these premises. All lihemorrhoids
is
state
of
your
The
—
Sunday.
on
ing
director. Similar schools can be found quors are simulated mixes,and drinkcommon knowledge,indicated simply
Riley Furniture & Appliance will
in 36 other cities, including Louisville, ing them could prove to be harmful or
your
crawl
out
of
the
way
you
by
have
its grand opening at the location
fatal."
Nashville and Indianapolis.
pickup
truck.
Main Street, next to the VarWest
on
This
failed
to
deter
one
thirsty San
"You'd be surprised at the people
— People smile and beep horns in- sity Theatre,on June 1 and 2.
enrolling for the two-week course — Diego, Calif., resident who kicked in
stead of snatching one another's
accountants, mechanics and school the front door and helped himself.
purses.
"Was
he
sick!
Plastic
cherries
are
principals. One man signed up to
— The barber remembers when the
qualifyfura maoaliglding jab arid pay difficult to digest."
was still wiping his runny nose
mayor
for his education at the seminary."
By The Associated Press
on
his
sleeve.
Ten percent of the students are
Today
is Tuesday, May 26, the 146th
— The bank cashes your check
wives of wealthy executives "who
day
of
1961.
There are 219 days left in
it,
because
forgot
to
sign
if
you
even
want to be sure they know how to Mix
sloppy the year.
recognizes
your
the
cashier
a proper drink when their husbands
Today's highlight in history:
handwriting.
are entertaining at home."
And Jesus answering said
On May 26, 1521, Martin Luther was
office
doctor's
in
the
Patients
—
Each clss has 10 students "so they unto him, It is said,
Thou shalt waiting room watch both the married banned by the Edict of Worms for his
can. receive individual attention.
not
tempt the Lord thy God. and the single females carefully to religious beliefs.
There's a daily, hour-long lecture and
On this date:
find out who is.going in for pregnancy
students are given a copyrighted Luke 4:12.
In 1805, Napoleon Bonaparte was
Jesus was tempted but tests.
manual of instructions.
might add one more to Russ' crowned King of Italy.
And,
I
"The manual was compiled by the resisted temptation, and He
In 1885, the Civil War ended with the
list.
company and includes everything calls us to be as strong and
surrender
of the last Confederate arYou know yoti live in a small town
from fruit cutting to hundreds of iaithful as
He.
best friends run for my at Shreveport, Louisiana.
when
two
of
your
recipes. The University of Virginia
In 11188, an attempt to impeach
the same political office.
wanted to.,use it as a regular texPresident Andrew Johnson was
tbook."
defeated in the Senate by one vote.
Marray Ledger & Times
Students take a written test at the
And in 1970, prices on the New York
USPS)18-700
end of the first week and get another
Stock Exchange hit their lowest level
Publisher
Walter L. Apperson
written examination the second week, Editor
R. Gene McCutcheon
in eight years after a steep 17-month
The Murray Le,dger & Tunes is
plus a speed test requiring them to
slide.
every afternoon except Sundays. July 4.
prepare 10 drinks in eight minutes.
Five years ago: foreign ministers of
ChrisUnas Day, New Years Day and lliankagiv
There are goofs, naturally, and a ing by Murray Newspapers, Inc., 103 N. 4th St,
By Ken Wolf
nine European Common Market counMurray,
Ky.
41071.
Second
Claw Postage Paid•
few of the concoctions would make a
The determined refusal of tries agreed to step up trade with PorMurray,Ky. 43171.
drinker swear off, but the student
Americans to learn other people's tugal to help maintain democracy in
SUBSCRIPTION RATES: In areas served by
tamers, $3 25 per month, payable an advance
keeps trying.
languages ("we are the most power- that troubled nation.
By mail in Calloway County and to Benton, Har"Before we issue a mixology cer- din,
ful country in the world; let them
One year ago: George Bush gave up
Mayfield, Sedalia and Farmington,Ky.,and
tificate,the student must know how to Paris. Buchanan and Puryear. Tn., 12411 Per learn English!") can result in some his bid for the Republican presidential
year.
By
mail
to other destinations, $31.50 per
fix 130 drinks," said Holland, adding
embarrassing situations.
nomination, conceding the party's top
year.
that the institute has little trouble
Illinois Congressman Paul Simon, prize to Ronald Reagan.
Member of Associated Press, Kentucky Press
Astociation and Southern Newspaper Publishers
placing graduates.
writing in The Tongue-Tied
l'oday's birthdays: Oakland Raider
Association.
"There are more jobs than
American (1980), reported that when quarterback Dan Pastorini is 32 years
The fiuisociated Press is exclusively entitled to
bartenders. We do business with the republish local news originated by The Murray General Motors put out its new Chevy old and former White House consulehain-metelsand better-classlounge, Ledger & Times as well as all other AP news.
Nova, no one realized that the word tant William Magruder is 511.
TELEPHONE NUMBERS
Graduates can expect to earn $3.50 to Business Office
Nova, when spoken as two words in
753-1111
Thought for today: A zoo is a place
Classified Advertising
753-1916
$5 an hour,exclusive of tips."
Spanish, means "It doesn't go." Until devised for animals to study the
Advertising
753-1919
Retail
Do women make good bartenders? Circulation
GM changed the name to Caribe in habits of hiunan beings. — Oliver Her753.1111
Holland avoided a direct answer."If a
News
753.1911
Puerto Rico and Latin America,there ford, English writer-illustrator (l1-8
man.. and a woman are working
were few sales.
15).

Ed Elkins is one of my special
friends. Ed works at Popeye Ross'
'Chevron station on West Main, and
when summertime really gets down to
business, the temperature soars_ on
the concrete apron of the station.
There has been many a sweltering
day that Ed, as he went about his
work of pumping gas, changing oil,
greasing fittings, changing tires and
what-have-you,didn't wish for a dip in
the cooling waterS-- of 'a swimming
pool. .
And many is the time,no doubt,that
he would go to Dr. Charlie Clark's
home on South 16th Street to pick up
one of the Clarks' cars for servicing,
that he wouldn't take the time to make
a pass• around their swimming pool
with apparently just that on his mind.
It became, in fact, a sort of summertime ritual with him whenever he
would go to the Clarks' — walking
around and looking down into the cool,
cool waters of that pool. Too, this
didn't go unnoticed ,by Popeye and the

+++
Popeye, who enjoys a good prank as
much as anybody, decided to set him
up for a swim — to pull a trick on him.
So, he set it up with the Clarks. They
would just let him feel how refreshing
a dip in that pool could be.
The plan would be for Popeye to
come over to the Clarks' with Ed;supposedly to pick up one of the family
cars for servicing. Kenneth Hosford,
another employee at the station, also
would be along.
Once there, hopefully, Ed would
make his usual pass around the pool,
and watching from the house would be
Charlie and Mary Ann and their three
children, Charles D., Jr., now in the
carpet business in Johnson City,
Tenn., Hollis J., a pre-med student at
Murray State, and Pam, now Pam
Mavity of Murray. •
At an opportune moment,Popeye or
Kenneth, whichever was most immedite,would push Ed into the pool.

Kentucky Closeup

30 Years Ago

Bartending Institute
Attracts Many People

Today In ilistorY

Two Issues Add Up
In Dollars And Cents
NEW YORK (AP) — Viewed
politically, two particular items being
considered by the nation's elected officials probably don't amount to a
precinct's worth of votes. But in dollar
and cents they add up.
One involves Uncle Sam and the
way he pay his bills, which is often
late. A 1978 General Accounting Office
study found that while most
businesses pay bills in 30 days or less,
Uncle Sam often does not.
Uncle Sam demands interest on
payments overdue to him, but he does
not reciprocate. He, and those who
distribute funds for him,refuse to pay
penalties on delinquent bills owed to
others.
"This is simply unfair," said Hilton
Davis, a vice president of the
Chamber of Commerce of the United
States, who supports'',S.1131, which
seeks to force some changes in Uncle
Sam'sfinancial habits.
"In effect," Davis claims, "the
federal government is borrowing up
to $11 billion per year from %local
business firms by not paying its bills
on time."
S. 1131 wodld require government to
pay its bills in 30 days;or pay interest
on overdue payments. Any penalty
payments would come out of an
agency's funds rather than from the

Garrott's Galley

Winners in the Primary election include Guy Lovins for state representative, Carroll Hubbard, Jr., state
senator, Wendell H. Ford,state governor, and Julian Carroll, lieutenant
governor.
Elected as members of the Murray
City Council in the primary election
were Prentice Lassiter, Heron B.
West, Rex Alexander, Dave Willis,
John E. Scott, and Buel E. Stalls,
Ward A, Roy Starks, Melvin B.
Henley, William R. Furches, Paul
Mansfield, Fred Workman, and R. L.
Ward,Ward B.
Deaths reported include Gardie
Lassiter,89,and Dr. Marie D. Napier.
Births reported include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Donnie Yarbrough on May
23.
Elected as officers of the Hazel
Parent-Teacher Club were Mrs. Edward Russell, Mrs. J. F. Phillips,
Mrs. James D. Erwin, and Mrs.
Charles Tidwell.
The Madrigal Singers of Murray
High School, directed by Mrs. John
Smirker, presented the program at the
meeting of the Murray Lions Club.
Bologna is listed as selling for 38
cents per pound in the ad for Storey's
Food Giant this week.

Treasury. Moreover,it would ban talsing early payment discounts when
payments are tardy.
Davis said the late-pay practices
are reprehensible when interest rates
are high. He contends that"90 percent
of the everyday commercial products
bought by the federal government
come from small dealers,distributors
and manufacturers," which means
the biggest burden of slow payments
falls on relatively small businesses.
All that is sought, said Davis, are
"sound business practices."
Something , of the same is being
claimed by the copper industry, which
seeks to prevent the Bureau of the
Mint from producing zinc pennies.
While the concern is pennies,the issue
involves at least $200 million of taxpayer's money, says Robert J.
Wardell,a copper man.
-Wardell, president of the Copper &
Brass Fabricators Council, sees red.
He maintains the change would cost
rather than save money, as some
government people have claimed. It
would, he said, Icost hundreds of
thatm
- an& Of dollars In replacement
costs, new facilities, pollution control
equipment, handling
and
transportation.
Americans will fight for every
dollar,and every red penny too.

Bible Thought

Thoughts
In Season
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ER-2 Passive Solar Heating and Circulation Flow

What Do You Know About
Saving Energy In Homes?
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New HUD Houses To Test Techniques
Some solar energy enthusiasts say that solar
heating is available now for
heating of houses, and that
it's economical in most
climates. Some solar energy
critics say that it's a
pipedream fostered by environmentalists who want to
discourage the use of fossil
fuels and nuclear power.
The extremists on both
sides of the argument are
wrong, says the NAHB
Research Foundation, a
technical
respected
organization, after lengthy
study of this and related
energy conservation issues.
As a result of their studies,
the Foundation's engineers
are incorporating passive
solar design techniques in
EER-2,the second test house
to be built as part of the
Energy Efficient Residence
and
Research
Demonstration Program.
The program is sponsored by
the U.S. Department of
Housing and Urban Development.
The first test house, EER1, represented a typical
builder house in Mount Airy,
Md. It was outfitted with
some 70 off-the-shelf energysaving products and equipment, and monitored over a
year's time together with a
"control" house next door.
EER-1 drew some solar gain

Southern
States
SOYBEAN
SEEDS
AVAILABLE
753-1423
Industrial Rd.
Murray, Ky.
•

1

through south-facing windows on sunny days, but
most of the required heat, as
well as-air conditioning, was
provided by an electric heat
pump.
EER-2, now under construction near Damascus,
Md., will rely more heavily
on passive solar energy for
home heating, using techniques and products that may
not be widely available for
several years. The house, a
bi-level structure of contemporary design, was planned
by Foundation architects
and engineers with large
south-facing windows that
will collect heat in a twostory solarium.
The solarium will act as a
solar collector. When the
glass doors to the living area
are open, the heat will enter
the house directly. When
they are closed, heat will
rise through openings in the
sun deck and be drawn into a
duct leading to a rock bin
within the house. Heat stored
in • the bin will be recirculated through the house at
night andon sunless days.
When the solar gain is insufficient to heat the house,a
thermostat will turn on an
"earth-source" heat pump
that will draw heat from a
closed loop heat exchanger
inserted into a well.
Underground water is found
at approximately 50 degrees
F, which will enable the heat
pump to draw heat from it
with ease. A heat pump can
extract heat from outside air
even at 0° F., but functions
most efficiently in moderate
temperatures.
In the summer, the heat
pump will reverse its cycle
and draw heat from the
house to produce interior
cooling.
A similar dual-system concept is plaaned for water

heating. A passive solar
water heater will provide hot
water for the household during the surrune,T. During the
winter, when it is less effective,it will be drained and an
electric water heater will do
the job.
The Foundation also is giving close attention to the
energy losses that accrue
from the large window expanses used in passiv.. solar.
heating techniques when
there is no sun.
Foundation engineers note
that even triple-glazed window glass (two panes of
glass plus a storm window)
provides an insulation value
of less than R-3. By contrast,
a well-insulated opaque wall
may be rated at R-19. The insulation level prescribed for
the walls of EER-2 is approximately R-28.
Consequently, when the
sun goes down, the southfacing glass that produced
the passive solar gain rapid,'

ly becomes a net energy
loser. To overcome the problem,. the Foundation has
designed thermat shutters
that slide out of the walls to
close over the windows at
night and on sunless days.
The-shutters-are rated at R14.
Heat buildup in, the
solarium area during the
summer will be dissipated
through an opening in the
ceiling and a vent mounted
in a roof "spoiler."-Since the
spoiler faces away from the
prevailing wind, this will
help to create negative air
pressure to draw-.the hot air
out of the opening.
Solar energy offers a real
value 'to tomorrow's
designers, builders, and
homebuyers, Foundation
engineers say. But,they add,
the public should recognize
that solar is a low-intensity
heat source that has to be
collected over a broad area
to be useful. The size of that

area must be governed by
the .space available and by
economlp practicality.
r, since no solar
gain" is produced when there
is -no sun, the technique is of
limited value in areas that
have extended periods of
cloudy weather.
Over a year's testing, to
begin in the fall, the Foundation plans--to find out more
about the, values of passive
solar energy, its limits, and
how they can be extended in
a practicable manner.

•

Bargain water heaters cost
more to operate because
they're less efficient in the
heating cycle. They're also
less efficient in retaining
heat. And heat loss is dollars
out of your pocket

Murray
Supply
is now the
distributor for
A. 0.Smith
Water Heaters

Murray Supply
Company,Inc.
208 E. Main 753-3361

Marjorie and Bill Major
753-0880

GOOD,IVEAR
SERVICE STORES

Front End Alignment:
YourChoice

Fireplace Savings
Depend On Wood Cost
A crackling fire in a
fireplace is pleasant to look
at and comforting to warm
your hands by. But, says the
NAHB Research Foundation, unless your supply of
wood is free - and perhaps
even if it is free-it's almost
certain to be a net energy
loser.
The Foundation, a national
authority on residential
energy conservation, is conducting the Energy Efficient
Residence Research and
Demonstration Program for
the U.S. Department of
Housing and Urban Development.
As part of the study, Foundation engineers studied two
nearly identical houses
located side by side in Mount
Airy, Md. One was fitted
with some 70 energy-saving
products. Both were
mOnitored over a year's
time.
•

The specially-equipi•ed
house had a prefabricated
metal fireplace incorporating a number of energy
features. It had glass doors
and a tight-fitting damper. It
used outside air for combustion rather than drawing
warm air out of the house.
And it recirculated room airaround the firebox and back
into the room. However, it
contributed nothing to
energy saving, though it
wasted none.
By contrast, the conventional fireplace next door
was a major source of
energy loss.
If you want a fireplace, the
Foundation advises, get one
with the features used in the
program's test house. But
don't expect it to actually
save you energy unless your
wood supply is free or very
cheap and you're willing to
cluster around the fireplace.

The bargain
water heater you're
considering may Research Foundation
notbe abargain
Studies Windows
after all.
Indla11110111wum

most climates should be
B. Refrigerator
How much do you know
A. R-30 to 38.
C.Frontdoor
about saving energy in your
B. R-8 to 14.
6. For maximum energy
home? Can you distinguish
C. R-19 to 30
between fact and sales efficiently, windows should
claims when you buy eneftr, be located:
saving products and equip- A. On east and west walls.
Answers: 1-B. 2-C. 3-A. 4ment? The NAHB Research
B. On the south wall onC. 5-A. 6-B. 7-C. 8-A. 9-B. 10•
Foundation, a national ly.
authority on residential
C. On north and south A. Each question carries 10
point.ip 80 or better is exenergy conservation, offers walls.
this multiple-choice test to
7. A triple-glazed window celttat; 70-80 is fair to good
help you find out.
(two panes of glass plus a For more information, write
1. The most effective storm window.) is about as for a free copy of- the F;EE
single step you can take to energy-efficient as the same Research Results, HUD
USER, P. 0. Box 280 Gersave household energy number of square feet of:
I assuming your situation is
A. A well insulated attic. mantown,MD,2jr/f17_.----an average one)is to:
B. A normally-insulated
A. Blow insulation into frame wall.
C. Neither.
your outside walls.
8. In a poorly-insulated
B. Turn down the
THE DEEP
temperature on your water house, which is the most imBARTLESV11.1.E, Okla.
heater.
portant part of the house to
;AP) - Oil companies arri,
C. Insulate exposed insulate?
'going deeper to find
A. Attic.
pipes.
petroleum.
Improved
B. Basement.
2. In buying insulation, be
- technology has led to an ailsure to specify it by:
C. Walls.
9._ Sealing and insulating time record number of L' S.
A.Thickness in inches.
B. Mineral wool or foam exposed ducts and pipes in oil wells drilled -Inure than
composition.
your garage and otter un- 15,000 feet, or nearly three
•
conditioned spaces will save miles.
C. R-value.
Nearly 750 wells w ere
3. Heat pumps are most ef- up to:
ficient and economical in:
A. One percent of your drilled to that depth in 1980, a
10 percent increase over t he
A. Moderate climates
heating and cooling bill.
previous year. said Rieke d
B. Hot climates.
B.Five to ten percent.
C. Very cold climates.
C.Two to three percent. L. Clampitt of Drilittg
10. Given today's energy Specialities, a suppliei rof
4. The best way
.to save
energy overnight in the costs, attic insulation in drilling-fluid additives.
winter is to:
A. Raise the furnace *****************************
thermostate setting by 5
For all your Travel Reservations Call
degrees.
B. Always leave the
thermostat at a normal
daytime temperature so the
house won't get chilled at
night.
'
.5
C. Install a clock thermostat and set- it for a 10degree reduction at night.
representing
5. The biggest energy loser
American
and
International
Traveitime
in a typical householdis the:A. Fireplace
:****************************

For maximum energy efficiency, windows should face
toward the south and be
eliminated or minimized on
other exposures, according
to the NAHB Research Foundation.
South-facing glass should
be double-glaied in most
climates. It should also be
shielded by a roof overhang,
balcony, or other device to
keep out the high-angled
summer sun.
In cold climates, windows
facing in other directions
should be triple-glazed.

Ideally, windows should be
equipped with tight-fitting,
insulating drapes or shutters
to cut the substantial energy
losses that occur through
even the best windows at
night or on sunless days.

These are some of the findings produced by the Foun- -dation in its three-year
Energy Efficient Residence
Research
and
Dekponstration Program,
conducted for the U.S.
Department of Housing and
urban Development.

$19 $44
WHICHEVER COMES FIRST

• Inspect all four tires •, Correct air pressure
• Inspect steering and,suspension systems
• - Set front wheel caster,camber,and toe to proper
iligb
alignment'
US.cars and imports with adjustable suspensions Includes front •%heel
Cheyettes.pucks and cars requiring MacPherson Strut correction extra

'LIFETIME ALIGNMENT AGREEMENT
h as 1..ng as ,..ou (Axil the car Ike will recheck and align the purchased Offer does not cover the replAcernerlt
front end :f!needed. in.
WIN)rmies - or when parts that become worn or ,damaged Agreement
ever needed Valld onk.
the (,I,•lvear service Store where work affecting the alignment is performed N. another

GOODYEAR...FOR MORE GOOD YEARS IN YOUR CAR

4c.ss

Pre-Season
Special: Air
Conditioning Service
Plus required replacement refrigerant
$3.95 lb.
• Perform complete leak test
• Evacuate and recharge system
-• 'Adios' drive belt tension
• Tighten k•aporattir. condenser. and
compressor in
IS

•

Additti ilia) parts and labin extra il needed
Mom 1.1S ars and
• imports
Offer good through May,30.

Brake Service -Your Choice

*88

4-WHEEL DRUM:Install new
2-WHEEL FRONT DISC .
Make lining and resurface all
moll new from brake pads and
lour drums • Install new hjont
restifftWe.ft.MtstOtOTS • Install
new hoot grease seals and pack OR grease seals and repack frontwheel hearings - Inspect hydraufrom-wheel hearings • losiwil
lit-system, add fluid and road
i alipers and hydrairlii women]
• Add fluid and road test car. " lest tar • Most U.S. cars and
some imports.
I Dors not include rear wheels.)

Just Say'Charge It'

Danny M. Dunn's
Electric
Licensed For
Commercial 8, Residential

Call 436-2372
Murray Ky.

111;14111: . us

Goodyear Revolving Charge Account
,
1sv am of thew other ways to hoc
Own CIIS111111V1 Credit Plan • Mlbiert aid
•
• Amen,ant spies. • tart.' Illam.he
Cash
• Diners t.

Lube, Oil Change & Filter
Includes our 9-point
check:

Walla

enante

-Trautsutiussi,III fluid •
.u,', stilling(hod
• Differential fluid • Brake fluid
filter • Pollen, ably,8. nit., ley el •
Belk- • Flows • 1 ire presstur. 8; I Itritludotr

Includes up to five
quarts major brand
motor oil Oil filter
extra if needed.

', Includes ropst imports and light Insks
•

Please call for appointment.

Drive It
With Confidence
Power Streak 78 S
r
• 1 he strength and resilience of
polyester cord • Plenty of road
contact for all-around traction

Arldononal pans and servo( e
exilta d

i =153MI

•••

LIFETIME ALIGNMENT
AGREEMENT'

WARRANTED 90 DAYS
OR 3000 MILES.

$2995
A78-I3 blackwall
Plus 51.50 1-IT, and old 0n.
Whitewalls Slightly More

Blackwall PRI( t
Size
874-13
174-14
F/8-14
G7H-14
1174-14
(.78-IS
1174

$32 75
$38 10
$39 95
$4 40
$43 40
$42 b5
144 70

Pito.
Ii T and
old tire
SI 61
SI 75
52 14
S2 28
52 52
$2 .90
52 -17

NATIONWIDE AUTO SERVICE LIMITED WARRANTY
All Goodyear service is warranted for at least 90 days or 3,000 miles, whit hevei
comes first - many services, much longer. If warranty service is ever mg
A.
,so to the Goodyear Service Stole Where the ofiginal work was pertlimied. and'
g we'll fix ieftee. If. however, you're more than SO miles horn the original store.
go to any of
_ Goodyear's 1300 Service Stores nationwide

The Goodyear Service Store
Phone: 753-0595
11.

S. 12th st. Murray, Ky. -7:30 8.m-4:00

-Mon-Sat.
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Kentucky Traffic Toll Goes To Seven During Holiday

CALLOWAY BAND AWARDS — Aw As were
presented to Calloway County High School and
Calloway County Middle School band members at the
band banquet this week. High school members
receiving awards were, top photo, front row,from left,
Jeff Dowdy, most outstanding band member; Melissa
'Pasch.18, most outstanding color guard; Rick Wagoner,
most outstanding band member; back row, Tad
Dowdy, most outstanding band member; Bob
Houghton, most outstanding band member; and Jeff
Farris, most outstanding jail instrumentalist. Middle
school awards are,. bottom photo, from left, Richie
Johnston, eighth grade most improved; Billy Houston,
seventh grade most improved; and Jeanne Thorn,
.r eventh grade most outstanding band member. Mikal
Grimes, eighth grade most outstanding band member,
is not pictured.
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day after a head-on collision
By The Associated Press
A fatal accident involving between a truck and car on
a motorcycle and.small Kentucky 15 just south of the
pickup truck in Daviess Jackson city limits.
Ms. Jett was a passenger
County brought Kentucky's
traffic toll to seven for the in a car driven by Shelton
Roberts, of Wolverine, state
Memorial Day weekend.
Police said the-bike rider, police said. Tommy Ritchie,
Robert KeithDonahue,24, of of Noctor, was identified as
Curdsville, was killed Mon- the driver of the truck.
Linda Rose Morris, 214 of
day on a county road just
outside the Owensboro city Mount Eden,an employ of
the state police post at
limits.
The year's toll reached 312 Frankfort, was dead on arcompared with 252 at this rival at King's Daughters
time last year, according to Hospital after a one-car accistate police figures. There dent Sunday, police said.
Her husband, Douglas
were seven fatalities during
the Memorial Day holiday Morris, 21, a passenger in
the car she was driving, was
period last year.
State police added a Ken- treated and released, ofton County accident to the ficers said.
State police said the car
toll. Allen E. Gray, 26, of
Taylor Mill, was killed Sun- ran off Kentucky 1795 about6
day in a crash on Kentucky miles north of Taylorsville,
regained the pavement,then
177 at Ryland Heights.
Police also included the
deaths of a 7-year-old Bell
County boy and a 23-year-old
McCracken County woman. &
The boy, Lowell Wilder, 7, Now
of Cubbage,died at 6:45 p.m.
MUNCIE,Ind.(AP)— Out
East Tennessee
at
Children's Hospital in Knox- of the annals of yesteryear,
ville, Tenn., after an acci- those masked men and
dent three hours earlier in painted Indians whose antics
front of hill,. Bell County entertained a generation of
home, said state police kids on Saturday afternoons
Trooper Bill Riley, public af- are being brought back for
fairs officer for the Harlan the next generation — this
time as part of a college
Post.
The child was hit by a car education.
Rootin' tootin' cowboys
while chasing a ball that rolled between two vehicles and come to life in Ray White's
University
onto Kentucky, 217, Riley Ball State
classroom for a history class
said.
The accident occurred about 20th century America.
The students watch old
about three miles west of
Cubbage, he said. No pictures like "California
Gold Rush" with "Wild" Bill
charges were filed.
Debra Lynn Jett, of Elliott, "Dawn on the Great
Oakdale in McCracken Divide" with Buck Jones and
County, died at 1 a.m. Mon- even the -Duke," himself,

ran off the other side, struck
a culvert and overturned.
A Walker,Ky., youth and a
Moorefield, Ky., man were
killed in separate accidents
Saturday night, officers
said.
Curtis Walker Jr., 16, of
Walker, was killed about
8:20 p.m. when the car in
which he was riding collided
with another vehicle on Kentucky 223 about a half mile
from Dewitt, according to
state police. Walker was pronounced dead on arrival at
Knox County Hospital.
According to police
reports, he was a passenger
in a car driven by Richard
Broughton, 19, of Barbourville. The car was ina drag
race when it collided with a
car driven by McQuarry
Shelton, 52, of Walker, of-

ficers said.
Shelton was taken to the
Knox hospital and later
transferred to the University
of Kentucky Medical Center
in Lexington, where he was

listed in stilious condition.
Broughton was treated at
Knox hospital for minor
cuts.
William David Fryman,
25, of Moorefleld‘ was killed

about6 p.m. when the motorcycle he was riding ran off
Cassidy Creek Road about 7
miles east of Carlisle in
Nicholas County, according
to state Police.

'Spider-Man' Climbs To Top
Of Chicago's Sears Tower

(TV
Rig
end
18,1
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By SANDRA BALMER
Associated Press Writer

CHICAGO (AP) — Still
dressed as a comic-book
hero, Daniel Goodwin was in
jail today as he expected
after becoming the only person ever to climb to the top of
the world's tallest building
— on the outside.
The 25-year-old professional acrobat and gymnast
from Las Vegas, Nev., used
suction cups and metal clips
to climb up the metal-andglass west side of the Sears
John Wayne, in -Texas Ter- tower on Monday,outwitting
ror."
authorities who tried to stop
The official title is him and bringing cheers
"History 499, The 'B' from dozens of spectators
Western Movie: Its History 110 stories below. It took him
and Influence on 20th Cen- 7'02 hours, batUing 40 mph
tury America."
winds.
Students learn about "He agreed that this
matinee idols Tom Tyler, wasn't something everyone
Buck Jones, and Roy should do," said Jack
Rimkus, the police officer
Rogers.
who arrested Goodwin atop
"I think the course gives the 1,454-foot building. "He
them a slice of history they'd said he expected to spend a
otherwise miss," said White, few days in jail."
47, who's been on the Ball Goodwin, still wearing his
State faculty since 1967.
. custom-made, red-and-blue
"B" films are lesser "Spider-Man" outfit, was led
cinematic efforts, tradi- away in handcuffs at the
tionally used to fill out the summit.
bottom of a double feature.
He was held for investiga-

Westerns Of Yesteryear
On Schedule

tion of disorderly conduct,
criminal trespass, and
criminal damage to property, Cmdr. Robert Casey.
"He said he grew up where
there's lots of trees and had
always been impressed with
tall buildings and cities,"
Rimkus said.
The 5-foot-7, 180-pound
Goodwin, originally from
Kennebunkport, Maine,
"behaved like a perfect
gentleman" while handcuffed and led away, Rimkus
said. Goodwin suffered no ill
effects from the climb, except for a sore hand, police
said.
"He was very grateful to
be on top," Rimkus said.
"He held out his armsfor the
cuffs...and thanked all of
us."
The climb became a
Memorial Day event
downtown, where streets are
usually deserted on holidays.
Parents brought children,
bicyclers stopped to crane
their necks and a vendor
hawked sunglasses at the
tower.
Goodwin climbed a ladder
and from there used 8-inch
iron climbing hooks to attach
himself to grooves used by
window washers. He would
twist a hook until tight, use it

as a step, then remove one
from below to make a new
step higher up,Rimkus said.
Authorities gave up trying
to stop Goodwin when he
reached the 55th floor. After
15 minutes of negotiation —
while Goodwin dangled —
they allowed him to climb
unhindered while the scaffolding was pulled up behind
him for safety.
Sears, Roebuck and Co. officials said they considered
the stunt a crime and would
try to see if the building was
damaged.
Richard Harris,26,said he
heard about the climb on the
radio and brought his 5-yearold son, Michael, to watch
because the boy is an avid
fan of Spider-Man, a Marvel
Comics character.
Looking
through
binoculars at the climber —
clad in a bright suit with
orange-red belt, hood and
knee-length boots — Michael
said, "Yep, he's the real
thing."
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Tur

alian Government
Collapses Due To Probe
.1 ROME ( AP) — Christian
mocrat Premier Arnaldo
'•' -orlarii's four-party coalton government collapsed
day and resigned because
ee Cabinet members
.NI*
linked to a Masonic
194,ge under investigation as

I

Why pay 500/0
more for a
copier than
you need to!

The new—and very reliable—
A a Dick 990 plain paper copier compares to equipment costmg 50', more
The 990 has all at !he most
wanted features of machines
Costing 50', more—including
the versatility to make 11' x 17"
copies copy on both sides of
piper and use most any kind
pi paper including overhead
transparencies and labels

116 NORTH 7TH
MAYFIELD
247-5912

a possible criminal association.
Eorlani announced his
decision at a brief Cabinet
meeting, then went to the
Quirinal Palace to submit
the 7-month-old government's resignation to President Sandro Pertini.
Political sources said Pertini would ask Forlani and
the Cabinet to stay on as a
careaker government until a
new Cabinet — the 41st since
World War II — can be formed.
The premier gave up after
the Socialist Party, a
member of the coalition,
refused to agree to replacement of the ministers involved in the deepening scandal.
Justice Minister Adolfo
Sarti resigned taturday
.after his name was linked to
the lodge, Propaganda Due
P-2), that prosecutors are
investigating as a possible
criminal association.
The scandal, which has led
to the arrest of a former colonel in the Italian secret service, broke open Thursday
when Forlani made public a
list of 953 names of reported
members Of the lodge. The
list included top politicians,
businessmen, publishers,
diplomats and military officers.

FLORIDA VACATION
DESIGNED WITH

YOUR FAMILY
IN MIND
All 01 i-Infroro with excellent view of pool
arid ocr•ari 105 units rooms, completely
furnished housekeeping efficiencies, suites
Ocean beach Plenty of free parking.

•Reste.irdrit serving
3-meals daily
• LI:mince with
enterlainmeni
•3 swimming pools

A ve, ie

H

.eta', eriloy the seaside Spacious palm studded
lawns, gardens Briny the family plenty of room
'fruf lots to do for everyone Near the best shops,
mod. recreations
i0 minutes to Disney World Tours leave from our
r,
-boo),

You may cap off your next frusty bottle of Coke or TAB by winning up to $1,000 in
instant cash from your Coca-Cola Bottler
Look for the caps on bottles of Coke and TAB with dollar signs on top. Under
each cap is a chance for you to win up to $1,000 in instant cash!
So look for the caps with dollar signs on top,and you could turn up an instant
winner There's no purchase necessary. Get details at participating stores.
Available on all products/packages of Coca Cola & Allied Products.

ON THE WORLD'S MOST FAMOUS BEACH
to,
, Rmiery,itines

PHONE
1-800174-0552
•

T MORE REACH I (Ji)()t
5r..01 A tion•, avenue Ormond Over
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"Coca-Cola" and "Coke"are registered trade-marks which identify the same product of The Coca-Cola Company. Offer good only in area served by:
"TAB"is also a registered trade mark of The Coca Cola Company Bottled under the authority of The Coca-Cob Company by: Paducah Coco-Cola Bottling Co.
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Calloway Teens Who Care
Present Awards At Banquet

ao's Widow's Trial Is
No Longer Talked About

Outstanding Service, for 45
or more points of service.
They included Michael Bell,
Doug Brown, Jeanna
Cooper, Lorrie Green,
Teresa Hurst, Carlie Morrison, Debbie Parrish;
Katrina Perrin, Jackie
Ramsey, Barbara Stone and
Bonnie Stone.
Outstanding
underclassman was Michael
Bell. The "Have-A-Heart"
award went to Debbie ParOFFICERS — New officers for the Teens Who Care club at Calloway County High
rish. Jeanna Cooper receiv- School include (from left, front row) Theresa Hurst, secretary; Barbara Stone,
ed the Outstanding Senior
treasurer(back row)Michael Bell, president; and Bonnie Stone, vice president.
Award.
Herndon was honored with
a special plaque for her
outstanding leadership and
dedication to the club.
New officers installed included Michael Bell, president; Bonnie Stone, vice
president; Teresa Hurst,
secretary; and Barbara
Stone,treasurer.

The Teens Who Care Club vice points, to Carla Bates,
(TWC) of Calloway County Dotty Bell, Tena Brandon,
High School held their year- Monica Brown, Rita Butler,
end banquet Monday, May Rita Duncan, Keith Farley,
18,at Pagliai's Pizza.
Carol Garner, Beverly
Michael Bell, club presi- Green, Lisa Hudson, Glenna
dent, presided at the event Hurst, Tim Oates, Dale
and presented Certificates of Outland, Dorothy Paschall,
Recognition. Certificates are Sharon Pounds, Ronda
awarded to students with a Paschall, Russell Taylor and
minimum of 10 service Debbie Tinsley.
points or participation in two
Senior Appreciation Cerclub projects.
tificates
were presented to
Students honored included
Brown, Rita Butler,
Monica
Mary Paschall, Dwania ColMary Calhoun, Dwania Coles, Barbara Fry, Barbara
Jeanna Cooper, Sherry
es,
Futrell, Lisa Hale, Kathy
Beverly Green,
Garner,
Hensley, Renee Morrison,
Renee Morrison, Regina
Teresa Rushing, Linda
Hale, Tim Oates, Debbie
Shepard, Theresa Smith, .
Parrish and Rebecca Stone.
ThompJean
Dawn Taylor,
The certificates were
son, Barbara Thompson,
presented by Larry
Mike Townsend and James
Paschall,advisor.
Welch.
Patty Puckett, advisor, Donna Herndon, advisor,
presented Certificates of then announced winners of
Certificates of
Commendation,for 20-44 ser- the

III

Americans Grateful To Turks
After Rescue On Airliner
By ISMAIL KOVACI
Associated Press Writer
ISTANBUL, Turkey (AP)
— A hijacked Turkish
airliner returned to Istanbul
from Bulgaria after the
and
crew
Turkish
passengers overpowered the
hijackers to save five
American bankers and three
other foreign passengers.
Five of the passengers and
two of the four hijackers
were wounded, but the five
Americans were unharmed.
"We owe our lives to the
courageous and brave
Turkish stewardesses and

particularly to the Turkish
passengers," George C.
Clark, a senior vice president of Citibank told
reporters after the plane
returned to Istanbul Monday
night, some 41 hours after it
took off.
The bold escape came at a
military airfield near the
Bulgarian Black Sea resort
of Burgas where the Turkish
Airlines DC-9 landed Sunday
after four armed Turkish
left-wing extremists took the
plane over during a flight
from Istanbul to Ankara,the
Turkish capital.

REMEMBER
THE IOTIE

Clark, 56, said he and the
four other vice presidents of
the New York-based bank
"started to get frightened"
when the hijackers ordered
them to the front row of the
plane.
"They checked our identities and found that we were
all Americans, and their attitude toward us got worse as
the negotiations continued,"
he said.
"The terrorists told the
passengers... that at 5
o'clock they were going to
release all but the first three
rows and at 6 o'clock they
would kill the Americans,"
said Brian Carlson, a
spokesman for the U.S. Embassy in Sofia.
passengers
"Turkish
began plotting, apparently
with the pilot, to save the
lives of their fellow
hostages."
One of the passengers,
Kemal Deniz, said several
men used hand signals with
the stewardesses to communicate a plan of action.
Two of the hijackers were
lured from the aircraft with
the promise of holding a
news conference. Pilot Metin
Ilcizogu "gunned the engine
forward,then stepped on the
brakes hard, causing a lurch
in the plane, and the
passengers rose up and
grappled with the terrorists," Carlson reported.
One gunman was disarmed, he said, and the other
fired "at random" before he,
too, was overpowered. He
said explosives were found
on the plane.
The four hijackers remained in Bulgaria, but all the
passengers and crew
members returned to Istanbul.

The 10th of each month is a veil, important date to
your newspaper carrier. Your carrier must receive
your payment by the loth of the month in order to pay
their bill.
You see, these carriers are independent business
men and women. They buy their papers from us at
wholesale cost and sell them to you at the retail
delivery rate. When you don't pay them by the 10th,
they have to dig down into their own pockets to make
up the difference
Please pay your carrier promptly before the 10th of
each month. They depend on you to write their pay
.checks.

PAY BY MAIL
Collection time can be an inconvenience for you and
your carrier.
So ..paying by mail is a simple way to avoid getting
caught without the right change and you avoid the
bother of monthly collections.
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So you tried a
few different ways
to spend your adertising
money and now your sales curve
hasdropped completely offthe chart

ISN'T IT ABOUT TIME YOU STARTED
USING THE EFFECTIVE ONE...
YOUR LOCAL NEWSPAPER?
There are a lot of ways ypu
can spend your hard-earn6d
advertising dolars and some
of them can be very glamorous and quite exotic. 136t
that's not what your business
needs! You need results...
and your bcal newspaper can

the

still deliver the customers and
lots of them for a lot less than'
most of the others. Newspaper
advertising still provides the
kind of good, basic selling that
really gets the job done. Go
with the winner...newspaper.
advertising!

Call 753-1916
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TOP AWARDS — Teens Who Care members receiving Certificates of Outstanding
Service included (from left, front row) Lorne Green, Bonnie Stone, Jackie Ramsey,
Carlie Morrison, Katrina Perrin, (back row) Jeanna Cooper, Michael Bell, Debbie
Parrish, Teresa Hurst and Bonnie Stone. Not pictured — Doug Brown.

AP News Special
By VICTORIA GRAHAM
Associated Press Writer
PEKING (AP) — Four
months ago, Mao Tse-tung's
widow was China's public
enemy No. 1, the avenging
fury of a bygone revolution,
still calling for.blood from
the defendant's dock.
She dominated her trial on
charges of treason and mass
persecutions, many of them
fatal. Front pages of the offlew' press denounced her as
a •.snake," a "scorpion" and
.'evil incarnate."
The highest echelons of
china's Communist Party
deliberated over the
politically explosive issue of
her fate.
Last Jan. 25, after six stormy weeks,'Mme. Mao, Jiang
Qing, was sentenced to death
with a two-year reprieve to
give her time to repent. For
the last time, the 67-year-old
former actress was dragged
struggling out of court,
screaming, "Making revolution is right!" and "Long
live Chairman Mao!"
Today Jiang Qing is a
nonperson. Her vaunted trial

no longer is hailed, or even
mentioned. A promised second wave of trials of other
radicals has been postponed
indefinitely.
There is no word of Jiang
Qing's condition or her place
of confinement. Chinese officials do not answer inquiries about her.
She is believed to be confined, under comfortable
conditions, in the prison on
the outskirts of Peking.
where she was held,
segregated from other
prisoners, after her arrest
following the death of Mao in
October 1976.
Jiang Qing and her codefendants of the "Gang of
Four" were convicted of
plotting to usurp the power
of the state and to defame
leaders of the party and
state apd of persecuting
millions of Chinese during
the 1966-76 Cultural Revolution . Five elderly military
defendants were cohvicted
of plotting to assassinate
Mao in 1971.
The exact terms of Mme.
Mao's suspended death
sentence are not known.

Dr. Robert Hailey
Podiatrist
—Foot Specialist—

Announces
The Opening of a
part-time office
in Murray at
903 Sycamore St.
AWARD WINNERS — Club members receiving Certificates.of Commendation are(from left, front row) Sharon Pounds, Rita Butler, Tena Brown,(back row) Dawn
Taylor, Russell Taylor, Lisa Hudson, Glenna Hurst and Debbie Tinsley. Not pictured
— Carla Bates, Dotty Bell, Monica Brown, Rita Duncan, Keith Farley, Carol Garner,
Beverly Green, Tim Oates, Roger Dale Outland, Dorothy Paschall and Ronda
Paschall.

Thursday Afternoon by
Appointment 1:00-7:00 p.m.
Phone: 753-9909

FBI Hopes Lead
Will Crack 'Perfect'
Bank Robbery Crime
CHICAGO (AP) — It looked like the perfect crime: $1
million in cash smuggled so
skillfully from
the
underground maximumsecurity vault of the First
National Bank of Chicago
that it was days before officials knew it was missing.
No solid leads materialized after the Columbus Day
weekend robbery in 1977. No
arrests ever were made.
None of the money turned up
— until 23 $100 bills confiscated during a Georgia cocaine bust early this month
were traced to the 312-yearold heist.
Now the FBI hopes the
lead will help crack the case.
"It is the only basic thing
we've had to work on since
the robbery,- said Anthony
DeLorenzo, an FBI
spokesman in Chicago.
The bank was closed and
employees worked storing
cash deliveries for the opening of business over that Columbus Day weekend when
precisely $1 million in $50
and $100 bills was removed
from a locked money cart
near the vault. How the 80
pounds of currency was
smuggled out has remained
a matter of speculation, and
where it went,a mystery.
When the loss was
discovered, bank officials
thought it was a bookkeeping
error. By the time it was
reported' missing to police
and federal agents four days
later, the trail was stale.
But early in May,
.authorities v ho seized
$15,000 in a drug raid
discovered that slightly
more than a score of $100
bills was part of the stolen
money.
Five men, including three
Peruvian nationals, were arrested in Savannah, Ga. on
drug charges. The bank bills
were found on one of those
arrested, Fred 0. Brooks,41,
who once lived in the
Chicago suburb of Justice,
DeLorenzo said.

(1001)111E117S
Get a bundle back on any MF 1--MmFAC51510740
500 or 700 Series Combine

MF 760 7w50
MF MI PT

right now, you can get a huge
The big story's out
rebate back from MF w,hen you buy any new Massey
500 or 700 Series Combine. A rebate worth thousands at
dollars! And what's more, if you finance with Massey,
yotA will pay no finance charges until the season of use
Today. that's good news.

REBATE: AND PAY NO FINANCE CHARGES
54°N
St*
S1500

Grain Until August 1 1981
Corn Beans Until Sept 1 1981

Offers are good for a limited time only and may
exclude some units.

Get the full scoop from us soon.

Stokes Tractor &
Implement Co.
753-1319

Industrial Road
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1981 Indy Will Be Remembered For Banishing Winner To Second

Andretti Moved Ahead Of Unser After Protest
When he crossed the finish
startling controversy didn't
Barring an even more sur- be remembered as the one ing a yellow caution period.
begin until the checkered prising turnabout, the 1981 that saw the apparent win- The formal appeal must be line, he was 5.3 seconds
victory flag was waved.
Indianapolis 500 will always ner,the one who triumphant- filed by midnight Thursday. ahead of Andretti. Vern
Unless the penalty is Schuppan, a former Indy
ly took the checkered flag
and drove into Victory Lane, reversed, Andretti will be Rookie of the Year who had
banished to second place.
the official winner of the 65th driven in just one race since
For Bobby Unser, the man Indianapolis 500. At Monday his initial appearance in
whose moment of glory night's victory banquet, An- 1976, wound up third, followKen Griffey started the in- vanished under the scrutiny dretti said, "I don't know ed by rookies Kevin Cogan
1, Cincinnati downed San ings, Chicago started its
Francisco 6-3 and Houston comeback with four runs in ning with a single and stole of a board of race stewards, how to feel. Very honestly, and Geoff Brabham, veteran
the fourth, two unearned, off second. After two were out, second place is no better when I got the news this mor- Sheldon Kinser, rookie Tony
beat San Diego 6-3.
Pirates starter Rick Rhoden. George Foster, who had than last place. For Mario ning I didn't know whether to Bettenhausen and veterans
Meta 13, Phillies 3
In the 11th, Chicago loaded homered in the fourth, scrat- Andretti, the man whose se- jump for joy or what. Since Steve Krisiloff, Johncock
Dave Kingman smashed
the 10th grand slam home the bases against reliever ched out an infield single. cond Indianapolis 500 victory there is a little doubt in my and Dennis Firestone.
Because of the numerous
run of his career and Hubie Victor Cruz with a single by Bench followed with a single ma); fOrever be tainted by mind, when in doubt I'll just
periods,
yellow
,
e
BitiAtr
and
then
left,
to
seto
sysle
try
who
happy.
feel
Brooks ,
,e in three more Leon Durham,
!AM'n35, first
the raCr'gr- an
finished
we
pray
and
hope
just
"I
runs iiiIiM"New -x ork hum- cond', a Single by Henderson doubled.
place may hold little more
Geoff Combe worked the joy than second.
can come back again and average speed of 139.029
ble the defending World and a walk to Jerry Morales.
last two innings for Cincinwin without any controversy mph for the 500 miles - the
Dodgers 7, Braves 1
Series champion Phillies.
In 1979, the auto racing
slowest for a winner since
all," Andretti said.
at
Los Angeles veteran Burt nati, picking up his first maGreg Harris got his first
world was torn apart by the
Jim Ratlunann averaged
of
relief
in
victory
league
jor
would
47
age
at
who
Unser,
major league victory with Hooton won his seventh
feud between the U.S. Auto
oldest Indy just over 138 mph in 1960.
the
been
have
52-3 innings' work. He scat- game without a loss, work- Frank Pastore.
Club, the longtime race
The most serious mishap
Astros 6,Padres 3
winner in history, did not attered six hits and struck out ing 51-3 innings, and Steve
sanctioning body, and the
Craig Reynolds slugged a
said was a fiery crash that virHe
banquet.
the
tend
six before Jeff Reardon Garvey drove in three runs
dissident Championship
earlier, "I have a very emp- tually disintegrated Danny
relieved, earning his second with a single and a two-run two-run triple in Houston's
Auto Racing Teams. CART's
and
inning,
fourth
three-run
ty feeling. I can't feel worse. Ongais' race car and sent the
homer in the fifth inning.
save.
members included the bigI don't think I did anything 39-year-old veteran driver to
The Dodgers scored three Joe Niekro upped his record
Kingman's homer came in
gest names in racing who
wrong. If! did, a lot of other Methodist Hospital with
the second off losing starter runs in the first inning off to 6-3 with seventh-inning
felt they did not have enough
multiple leg, arm and interDick Ruthven, 6-2, and gave Atlanta right-hander Bob relief help from Joe Sam- control of the spert under people did too."
Unser led 88 of the 209 laps nal injuries. He underwent
Walk, 1-4, with the help of a bito.
the Mets an 8-0 lead.
USAC.
Leading by just one run, 3pair of Braves errors. Dusty
on Sunday, but the con- surgery for the second time
Cubs 10, Pirates 9
CART at first threatened troversial lap was the 149th on Monday and early today
Scot Thompson lofted a Baker singled home one run, 2, Reynolds' fourth-inning
bases-loaded single over and Garvey drove in another triple scored Rafael to boycott the Indy 500, then circuit of the 212-mile track. was listed in "serious but
Pittsburgh's pulled-in out- with an infield hit. The third Landestoy and Terry Pull!, had to go to federal court to He had come into the pits on stable" condition in intenfield with none out in the 11th run scored on Ron Cey's both of whom had walked. get in the race when the In- that lap - during one of 11 sive care.
Other accidents involved
Reynolds scored on a dianapolis Motor Speedway yellow caution periods- but
inning to boost Chicago over grounder.
Andretti and others claimed 22-year-old Josele Garza,
Walk left after the first in- sacrifice fly by Cesar rejected their entries.
the Pirates and give the
Cubs their third straight vic- ning with a pulled muscle in Cedeno.
Both CART and USAC now he improved his position by who later was named Rookie
in
run
a
in
drove
Howe
Art
his rib cage.
tory.
maintain separate racing illegally passing a line of of the Year, along with Gordon Smiley, Don Whittington
the first inning, when schedules - except at Indy, cars as he emerged.
Reds 6,Giants 3
Steve Henderson homered
The rest of the race was a and rookie Pete Halsmer, all
Larry Biittner knocked in Houston scored three runs, where they operate under an
twice for the Cubs, leading
off a four-run eighth inning two runs with a double and with a sacrifice bunt, but he uneasy truce. Ironically, the scramble for first place by of whom were uninjured in
and again to tie the score 9-9 Johnny Bench singled home saw his 23-game hitting last hope for Unser - whose Unser, Andretti and Gordon separate crashes.
Rick Mears, Unser's teamin the ninth. They were the a run in Cincinnati's three- streak snapped. After the car owner, Roger Penske, Johncock. Unser regained
second and third homers for run eighth inning, snapping bunt, he grounded out twice was an organizer of CART - the lead for good on the 181st mate and the 1979 Indy winhim this year.
lap, and when Johncock - ner, suffered burns to his
a 3-3 tie and sending the to shortstop and flew out to is an appeal to USAC.
right field.
Trailing 8-0 after 3'42 inn- Reds over San Francisco.
Penske said he will ask a who was riming second at face when his car caught fire
special USAC appeals board the time - lost power with during refueling in his pit.
__,..swettarp the one-lap .six laps to go, Unser 91iised Mears was releaed from the- -hospital Monday, but three .
penalty the race .stewards the rest of the way t
assessed Unser on Monday was sure was Ms thir members of his crew refor passing several cars as triumph in the world's mained hospitalized in faircareer triumph over New record with a bases-loaded fifth with his bases-loaded he came out of the pits dur- richest automobile race.
to-good condition.
York, most of any active pit- single after Texas tied the double after Henderson's
cher, and matched Palmer's score on singles by Mickey RBI single broke a 1-1 tie.
Tigers 12, Brewers 3
26 victories over his other Rivers, Al Oliver and Buddy
Jack Morris won his fifth
pigeons, the Cleveland In- Bell, his third RBI. Stein
broke the mark of six con- game in a row with a sixdians.
And the 41-year-old secutive pinch hits by Bob hitter to run his career
Yastrzemski, appearing in Johnson of Baltimore in 1964. record to 6-1 against
his 3,000th major league The major league record for Milwaukee while his teamgame, delivered a key two- consecutive pinch hits in a mates backed him with a 16run single as Boston wiped season is eight by Dave hit attack. John Wockenfuss
Philley of the Philadelphia and Richie Hebner drove in
Phillies in 1958. Philley add- three runs apiece and Lynn
ed a ninth in 1959 before his Jones, who had been hitting
•
.198, had four hits and two
string was broken.
Echo trimmers have less user fatigue
due to excellent weight distribution
Stein has now hit in 15 con- RBIs. Wockenfuss slammed
out a 6-2 deficit with four secutive games, seven of a three-run double in the
Hebner hit a
runs in the seventh inning those with only one at-bat, fourth
fifth and a
the
in
homer
solo
21
with
.538
hitting
his
and
the
scored
and
walked
cho engines are top end mounted which allows
and
the cutting head to get into tight trimming areas
two-run double in the ninth.
winning run in the ninth as hits in 39 trips to the plate.
Cecil Cooper and Ben Oglivie
Orioles 10, Yankees 1
the Red Sox edged the
Despite DeCinces' slugg- homered for the Brewers.
Cleveland Indians 8-7.
Mariners 7-5, Royals 1-2
Echo engines are equipped with a centrifugal clutch
-The old man did a pretty ing and Palrner'S pitching,
and therefore require less effort to start.
Randle and Rick
Lenny
Belanger,
by
the
run
home
3,000th
good job in his
lead
to
game," Manager Ralph the Orioles' perennial Gold Auerbach homered
Houk said."He had one heck Glove shortstop, was the Seattle in the nightcap. RanEcho's precise engineering with ball bearing
of a night. The man is almost blow that thrilled the dle tied the score 1-1 with a
construction provides low maintenance
and longer life.
unbelievable. He made a Baltimore crowd of 42,949. "I fourth-inning homer and
couple of great plays-in- the knew when I hit it that they Auerbach provided some infield, sparked our comeback were getting the books out to surance with a two-run shot
in the seventh and wound up find out when I hit my last in the seventh. In the -first
by scoring the winning run. one," Belanger said after his game, Gary Gray drove in
He'll beat you any and every 20th career homer and his four runs with his third twohomer game in 10 days and
first in 949 at-bats.
way possible."
After you have chosen
Palmer's complete game rookie Brian Allard checked
Elsewhere, the Oakland
ECHO Gas Trimmer
an
A's downed the Chicago helped an overworked pit- Kansas City on six hits.
receive a FREE Landscaper
Angels 2, Blue Jays 1
White Sox 5-2, the Detroit ching staff."Jimmy has savMike Witt, a 6-foot-7 rookie
Tigers pounded the ed the bullpen many times
Kit with purchase
Milwaukee Brewers 12-3, the since I've been here," said right-hander, blanked
Landscaper Kit includes:
Seattle Mariners swept a Manager Earl Weaver. "He Toronto on two singles for
doubleheader from the Kan- gets complete games at the eight innings before needing
FREE 2.5 gal. Echo fuel can
help in the ninth. RBI singles
sas City Royals 7-1 and 5-2, right time."
FREE 6 pac Echo mix oil
by Bobby Grich and Butch
A's 5, White Sox 2
and the California Angels
2-0
a
Angels
the
gave
Hobson
FREE pair of Echo safety goggles
tripled,
Rickey Henderson
edged the Toronto Blue Jays
the
in
scored
Toronto
read.
and
twice
scored
and
singled
2-1.
Yastrzemski's heroics Tony Armes belted a game- ninth on a pair of walks and
helped the Red Sox over- breaking three-run double in 'Lloyd Moseby's single but
come home runs by leading Oakland to its fifth Andy Hassler retired John
. and Garth Iorg,
Cleveland's Joe Char- consecutive triumph behind Mayberiy
runners at second
stranding
pitsix-hit
McCatty's
Steve
and
boneau, Andre Thornton
ching. Armas,the AL leader and third and handing the
Toby Harrah.
with 35 RBIs, capped a four- Blue Jays their sixth conRangers 4,Twins 3
burst in the bottom of the secutive setback.
run
hit
pinch
his
set
Stein

•

By STEVE HERMAN
Two years ago, a chaotic dianapolis 500 even before
feud within auto racing the green starting flag had
AP Sports Writer
INDIANAPOLIS i AP - threatened to halt the In- dropped. This time, a more

Expos Erasing Memory Of4-8 Road Trip
who lost 13-3 to the New York
Mets Monday.
"Any game we can gain on
the Cardinals is a bonus. It's
sure better being only 242
games back than it is being
4'1," said Speier, who came
the game hitting only
into
Angeles,
It. started rnLos
where the Expos lost three
straight. They stretched that
to four losses in a row in San
Francisco, then stumbled
through San Diego and
. Chicago, where they lost two .250 but belted a two-run
homer in the fourth to give
of three.
the Expos a 3-0 lead. "It's an
They were beginning to especially big win for us conlook very little like the team sidering the .svay we played
that had finished one game on our West Coast road
behind Philadelphia in the trip."
National League East DiviGullickson, 2-4, took a
sion last year.
four-hitter into the eighth inThen, St. Louis came to ning, but he yielded a double
town, leading the division by to Keith Hernandez, three
3'2 games, and, suddenly, singles and a run before
the Expos were cooking. Bill there were two out in the ninGullickson snapped a per- th. Left-hander Bill Lee
sonaT lour-game losing doused the fire, allowing a
streak with 81-3 strong inn- run-scoring groundout by
ings, and light-hitting Chris pinch hitter Tito Landrum
Speier drove in three runs and inducing Tom Herr to fly
with a two-run homer and a out, to gain his third save.
Lary Sorensen, 4-3, was
run-scoring single that
powered Montreal to a 5-3 the loser, giving up 10 hits
and five runs in 62-3 innings.
victory over the Cards.
Elsewhere in the NL,
The victory left Montreal
2',2 games back of St. Louis Chicago edged Pittsburgh
and a half game in arrears of 10-9 in 11 innings, Los
the Philadelphia Phillies, Angeles defeated Atlanta 7By JOHN NELSON
AP Sports Writer
The Montreal Expos were
at home for the first time
since May 10, and the nagging memory of a 4-8 road trip
needed to be erased.

NL Roundup

Yastrzemski Delivers In 3,000th Game
By HERSCHEL NISSENSON
AP Sports Writer
Bill Stein is a good man in
a pinch and Jim Palmer is
outstanding against the New
York Yankees, in particular,
but Carl Yastrzemski is
something else just about
every time out.
Stein, signed as a free
agent during the off-seison,
set an American League
record with his seventh consecutive pinch ,hit in the bot-

tom of the ninth inning. Monday night, singling home the
winning run to give the
Texas Rangers a 4-3 victory
over the Minnesota Twins.
Meanwhile, Palmer, who
Said tWo weeks ago he might
have to become a reliever
because he was having trouple pitching more than a few
innings at a time, hurled his
second consecutive complete
game, a five-hit 10-1 rout for
the Baltimore Orioles over
the Yankees. It was his 26th

HELP US WIN A TRIP TO
HAWAII AND SAVE
We are now in first place with less than two weeks left in
the contest. With your help we can stay in first place and
win o trip to Hawaii.
Your reward will be savings of 10% on all full size Pontiocs including Gran Prix, and 7% on the Phoenix and
T1000, and J2000.
We have on the spot financing available to qualified
customers on all new cars for the rate of 15.99%, 48
months ,to pay. You help us win our trip and we will help
you by discussing the new cars and giving you top money
for your used car.
PONTIAC

The : :lowio); "Winning Combination" ranking represents
reta3
deliveries from February 17 through May 6,
1981.
056 TRIP AWARD
PURDOMOLDS-PONTIAC-CADILLKCO.
Central Buick-Olds-Pontiac, Inc.
BL11 Little Pontiac, Inc.
Bridgers Motor Co.
Walker Motors
Tim Bowles Motors
Capone Pontiac Co. Inc.
Goff Pontiac-Olds-(,MC Co.
lake Floyd Pontiac-Buick-GMC, Inc.
Kippy Woods Chevrolet-Pontiac Co.
Anthony Buick-Pontiac-GMC, Inc.
Hill Brothers, Inc.
H. E. Smith Motor Co.
Mike McKean Pontlac-Cadillac-(;MC, Inc.
House-Merideth Motor Co., Inc.
Jones Motor Co.
Martindale Chew. ,,Ids.Pontiac, Inc.
South Side, Inc.
Mitchell Buick-Pontiac 6 Equipment Co.
Hagedorn Motors, Inc.
Hooker Chew-Pontiac-Buick, Inc.
AlexandA Motor Co.
Dixon Motor Co.
Sonny Paxton Chev-Olds-Pontlac Co.
Johnson Bros. Buick-Pont,GMC, Inc.
Lyon Buick-Pontiac, Inc.
Dun. an & Son, Inc.
Magee Motors, ..Inc.
Jack Dobson,Inc.
Richardson-Wynette.Motors
Dotson, Inc.
Paul Hively Chev-Pontiac, Inc.
Plantation Motor Car Co., Inc.
Doolittle Pontiac Co.
Caskey Chew-Olds-Pontiac, Inc.
Ton Hydrick Motors, Inc.

PURDOM

MURRAY, AY.
Indianola, Miss.
Pontotoc, Miss.
Belzoni, Miss.
Waynesboro, Miss.
Osceola, Ark.
Donaldsonville, La
Lucedale, Miss,
Oak Grove, La.
Corning, Ark.
Wynne, Ark.
Okolona, Miss.
Gloster, Miss.
Homer, La.
Caruthersville, Mo
Savannah, Tenn.
New Madrid, Mo.
Batesville, Miss.
West Point, Miss.
Bogalusa, La.
Sardis, Miss.
Bay Springs, Miss.
Brownsville, Tenn.
Tallulah, La.
Lexington, Tenn.
Warren, Ark.
Philadelphia, Miss.
Franklinton, La.
Martin, Tenn.
Malden, Mo.
Winona, Miss.
Selmer, Tenn.
Bolivar, Tenir.Eupora, Miss.
Newton, Miss.
Forest, Miss.

Satostood Camemersts•
lama Coaests
14•11 West Main-7534311

"SATISIFIED CUSTOMERS ARE OUR MAIN CONCERN"

EllIFD1 [01

•

COMPARE!
ECHO GAS TRIMMERS
TO THE COMPETITION

AL Roundup

*EASIER TO OPERATE
*EASIER TO START
*LONGER LIFE

YOU SAVE

Golfers Divided About Memorial
By GEORGE STRODE
AP Sports Writer
DUBLIN, Ohio (AP) Golf's touring pros are divided over whether Jack
Nicklaus' Memorial Tournament should become a fifth
major for the sport.
Currently, the U.S. and
British opens, the Masters
and the PGA comprise the
game's Big Four tournaments. Mark Hayes, the
first-round leader in this
year's Memorial, which was
won Sunday by Keith
Fergus, says Nicklaus'
showpiece alreaciy enjoys
major status.
"This course is tougher
than Augusta (site of the
Masters), said Hayes. "It's
the best course, it's the best
tournament in the world. It's

done as it should be, and you
know who to thank for that."
But Tom Weiskopf, who
grew up in this central Ohio
Nicklaus,
with
area
disagrees.
"There's going to be four
majors. There should remain four majors. The
theme of the Memorial is a
good idea, but I don't think
golf needs another major,"
he said.
Tom Purtzer, a contender
in the sixth annual event at
Muirfield Village, sides with
Hayes.
"What do you expect from
Jack? He has taken the best
out of every tournament and
molded it into this tournament," said Purtzer, whose
237 tied him for third place,
three shots behind Fergus

and two higher than runnerup Jack Renner.
Nicklaus' burning desire is
to create another major with
the Memorial. To work
toward that goal, he has
created and built a ;10
million layout on the ground
he once hunted on as a child.
Village is
Muirfield
reminiscent of Augusta National. Nicklaus has chosen
the theme of green,the same
as the Masters.- Even the
wrappings on the sandwiches are green. The dye in
the lakes and creeks are
green. And the officials and
volunteers all wear green.
Some of the holes at Muirfield Village, particularly
the 158-ya_rld 12th, bear.strik-1
ing resemblences to those at
Augusta.

Show Dad
A Good Time
Buy Him A White's!

PROFIT WITH A 11011TIll
Find gold, silver, coins, relics and more with
WHITE'S. Largest manufacturer of electronic
mineral/metal detectors - Known worldwide.
Take it with you anywhere when traveling.
Great outdoor fun.

Murray Home
7iiie
& Auto

MANDOMMO MIMI

Chestnut Street
Murray, Ky.

Phone
753-2571
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TENNIS LETTERS - (Girls team, left to right) Mel Kelly, Candy Jackson, Starr ;ones, Elizabeth Stout; (boys
team)Russ Edwards, Brad McNutt, Todd Mills, Robert Stout,Not pictured is Walter Payne.
_

BASEBALL LETTERS - (Front row, left to right) Eddie Requarth, Mark Boggess, Wade Smith, Tom Schwettman;(second row) Tony iierndon, Jon Billington, David McCuiston, Darren Hooperjerry Spann;(back
row)David McMillen, Robin Roberts, Ronnie Pace, David Milton, Bruce Taylor, Vic Marshall.

;Murray High
o s Spring
Sports Banquet

TRACK LETTERS -(Front row above, boys team left to right) Mike Gough, Ken
Murphy, Mark Boggess; (second row) Gus Moore, Scotty Orr, Albert Ball); (girls
team below) Lynette Thompson, Tammy Campbell, Starr Jones). Not pictured -are
Phil Resig of the boys team and Claudia Billington, Kim Tharpe and Glencla-Fox-of
the girls team).

GOLF LETTERS -(Girls team above, left to right) Lisa Clees, Velvet Jones, Jo Beth
Oakley, Natalie Garfield); (boys team) Jonathan Overbev , Mike Boggess, John Purdom,Robert Billington). Not pictured is Greg Turner of the boys team.

Cavalier Air Prevails On Bargaining Table

-v

SPORTS AT A GLANCE
Major League Leaders
By The Associated Press
NATIONAL LEAGUE
BAITING (90 at bats): A.Howe,
Houston,.387; Youngblood, New York,
.363; Easier, Pittsburgh, .361;
Perkins,San Diego,.355; Brooks, New
York,.344.
RUNS: Schmidt, Philadelphia, 32;
Collins, Cincinnati, 32; Raines, Montreal, 28; Hendrick, St.Louis, 28;
Dawson, Montreal, 27; Hernandez,
&Louis,27.
_JU31: Schmidt, Philadelphia, 33;
Concepcion, Cincinnati, 32; Garvey,
Los Angeles, 32; Foster, Cincinnati,
29; J.Crux, Houston, 79; Cey, Las
Angeles,29.
HITS: A.Howe,Houston, 56; Herndon, San Francisco, 53; Rose,
Philadelphia, 50; Griffey, Cincinnati,
50; Garvey, Los Angeles, 50; Baker,
Los Angeles,50.
DOUBLES: Buckner, Chicago, 16;
Concepcion,Cincinnati, 12; Ru. Jones,
San Diego, 12; Rose, Philadelphia, 11;
Hernandez, St. Louis, 11; Chambliss,
Atlanta, 11; A.Howe, Houston, 11;
Garvey,Los Angeles,11.
TRIPLES: Reynolds, Houston, 7;
Herr, St.Louis, 1; Templeton,
St.Louis, 1; Richards, San Diego, 5;
Durham, Chicago, 4; Flynn, New
York, 4; Griffey, Cincinnati, 4; Herndon,San Francisco,4.
HOME RUNS: Schmidt,
Philadelphia, 14; Dawson, Montreal,
11; Foster, Cincinnati, 9; Coy, Los
Angeles,9; Guerrero,Los Angeles,8.
STOLEN BASES: Raines, Montreal,
40; North,San Francisco, 19; R.Scott,
Montreal, 18; Durham, Chicago, 13;
Dawson,Montreal,13; Miller, Atlanta,
13; Puhl, Houston, 13; Lopes, Los
Angeles,13.
PITCHING (5 Decisions): Carlton,
Philadelphia, 7-0, 1.000,2.69; Hooton,
Los Angeles, 7-0, 1.000, 2.09; Rhoden,
Pittsburgh, 54, 1.000, 2.62; Yaltanark, Los Angeles, 8-1, .889,-1.24;
Saner, Cincinnati, 5-1, .833, 1.95;
Shirley,St.Louis, 4-1,.660,2.43; Camp,
Atlanta, 4-1, .MO, LSI; S.Howe, Los
Angeles,4-1,.100,0.40.
STRIKEOUTS: Valenzuela, Los
Angeles,77; Carlton, Philadelphia,73;
Soto, Cindmati, 54; Ryan, Houston,
45.
48; Gullicksontreal,
t
=
AN LEAGUE
BAITING (99 at bets)! Singleton.
Baltimore, .318; Remy, Hosea, .383;
Reeicke, Baltimore, .361; Evans,
.363; Lansford,Boston,.345.
RUNS: Evans, Boston, 37;
&Henderson, Oak/and, 311; Carew,
Caliltada, 21; Lansford, Basks, II;
Murphy,Oakland,27.
RBI: Armas, Oakland, 35;
Singleton, Baltimore, 31; Evans,

Boston,29; B.Bell, Texas,29; Thomas,
Milwaukee, M; Murphy,Oakland,28.
HITS: Lansford, Boston,58; MIMS,
Oakland, 58; Burleson, California, 57;
R.Henderson, Oakland, 56; Evans,
Boston,54.
DOUBLES: Armas, Oakland, 13;
Paciorek, Seattle, 13; Hatcher, Minnesota, 12; Miller, Boston, 11; Griffin,
Toronto,11.
TRIPLES: Griffin, Toronto, 5;
Castino, Minnesota, 5; Baines,
Chicago, 4; R.Henderson, Oakland, 4;
Tied With I.
HOME RUNS: Thomas, Milwaukee,
12; Armas, Oakland, 11; Evans,
Boston, 10; Gray, Seattle, 10;
Singleton, Baltimore,9.

STOLEN BASES: R.Henderson,
Oakland, 28; J.Cruz, Seattle, 21;
LeFlore, Chicago, 14; Bumbry,
Baltimore, 10; Lansford, Boston, 9;
Murphy,Oakland,9.
PITCHING (5 Decisions): Clear,
Boston, 54, 1.000, 2.78; Blyleven,
Cleveland, 64, .857, 1.86; Keough,
Oakland, 6-1, .857, 2.42; McGregor,
Baltimore, 5.1, .833, 2.15; Trout,
Chicago, 4-1, .800, 2.17; M.Norris,
Oakland, 7-2, .778, 3.42; Forsch,
California, 6-2, .750,2.32; D.Martinez,
Baltimore,5-2,.714,3.91.
STRIKEOUTS: Barker, Cleveland,
51; Blyleven, Cleveland,47; R.(levis,
New Yost, 46; Flanagan, Baltimore,
44; Keough,Oakland,44.

Major Leagues
At A Glance
By The Aseadated Press
NATIONAL LEAGUE
EAST
W L Pd. GB
St. Louis
22 13 .629 24 17 .585 1
Philadelphia
Montreal
72 18 .550 29s
Pittstargh
18 18 .471 5%
12 25 .324 ,,11New York
9 23 .243 14
Chicago
war
Los Angela
31 12 .723 Cincinnati
34 18 .571 64
San Francisco
23 22 .511 9
21 22 .488 10
Houston
19 21 .475 104
Atlanta
San Diego
17 26 .395 14
Monday% Gimes
New York 13, Philadelphia 3
Otago 10, Pffisburgh 9,11 innings
Los Angeles 7, Atlanta 1
Channel 6, Sun FTIVICW130 3
Modred 5, SLLouis 3
Houston 6, Ssn Diego 3
Tuesday's Carnes
Pffishirgh (Canech) 90) at Citcago
(Krulow 1-6)
&Leis (Mete 14) at Mcareal (Flo
gas 43), (n)
Les Angeles (Rena 4-1) at Atka@
(B011111 97), (n)
Sim Francisco (Griffin 34) at Cada
mil (Modem 91), (n)
111kidelpt1a (Carlton 74) at New Yost
(-Jams 06),(2)
San Diego (Eldniberger 44) at Hanlon (R2/1111 34), (n)

AMEIUCAN LEAGUE
Ear
W L Pct. GB
Baltimore
Z 14 .641 Cleveland
21 14 .800 -1
New York
23 17 .575 2%
Boston
23 18 .561 3
Milwaukee
22 18 .560 34
Detroit
21 20! .512 5
Toronto
12 31 .279 15
WEST
Oakland
30 16 102 Texas
73 16 .590 34
Chicago
22 18 .579 4
California
22 23 .490 7%
Seattle
15 27 .357 13
Kansas City
11 24 .314 134
Minnesota
12 28 .300 15
kkaday's Gears
Detroit 12, Missoula* 3
Oaldand 5, Chicago 2
Bekaa 10, New York 1
Boston 8, Cleveland 7
Tens 4, Minnesota 3
Seattle 74, Kansas City 1-2
California 2, Rank) 1
Tairsdny's Games
Cleveland (Garkal 3-4) at Boston
(Ediersky 44), (n)
New York (Nelson 14) at, Beltimore
(ffinGregor 91), (n)
Detroit (WV= 54) at Milwaukee
(Vude:oven 4-2), (n)
Minnesota (Redfern 34) at laas (Jenkins 24), (n)
Mimeo (Bina 44) at 041nd (Kant
men 23), (n)
Throne(Imi 24) at Caliendo (Rau II). iro
Kamm Clizr (Leaned 46) at Seattle
(Abbott 14), fro

Fun Is Over For Both Sides Of Strike
By HAL BOCK
There's a coal strike going history are about to hit the a long 72 hours before the baseball into another monuAP Sports Writer
on. Missiles are -pointing bricks.
strike deadline. There's still ment to America's past inWe are now three days across borders in the
plenty of time for shouting, stead of the vibrant, exciting
Amazing.
away from a baseball-strike Mideast. People are starving
Don't expect a settlement threatening and rattling sport of the present.
and it is time for the postur- to death in dark corners of today when the two sabres at one another.
,The-engines still are roaring and preaching to end. this earth where it seems the negotiating teams sit down
The negotia\ors had ing. The accelerators still
The two sides have had their sun never shines.
again with federal mediator Memorial Day off to reflect are being pumped furiously.
fun, pounding tables and
And in America, the best- Kenneth Moffett. It's too ear- on the task ahead. With very Nobody's ready to be
chests with righteous in- paid union members in labor ly to expect reason to prevail little effort, they could turn chicken yet.
dignation over their respective positions. Now,if we are
to save the baseball season,
they had better get serious.
Watching the snail's pace
progress of' the talks,
anybody with a feeling for
this wonderful sport has to
be frightened. There seems
to be a cavalier air on both
sides of the table,spiced by a
good supply of arrogance
and contempt. The two sides
seem like a couple of
teenagers, gunning their
engines and challenging one
another to a deadly game of
chicken.
Well, here's an honest admission. The people who love
this game - the fans who
RATE EFFECTIVE THRU JUNE 8
RATE EFFECTIVE THRU JUNE 1
watch it, the press who
annual
for
Compounded
daily
Federal regulation prohibits compounding
report on it, the ballpark
employees who have no..
yield of 12.747%
$10,000 Minimum
owners' strike insurance or
;500
Minimum
players' cushiony bank accounts on which to fall back
Moral Itsgsistiss Ihigskss A Sebstantial PonsIty For lady Whisks's& From Certificate Accovets.
- and all the others who'll
be hit by the fallout of a
strike,are chicken.
We're afraid that management and the union will
carry this high stakes dice
roll to its logical conclusion
SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATION
- the demand for an absolute victory by both sides.
Push will come to shove and
WI Mos
on Friday there will be no
LENDER
more charade. In its place,
there simply will be no more
baseball.
There are more important
problems in this world.
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Contract Proposals Expected As'Hard'Negotiations Continue
Bc MERRILL HARTSON
AP Labor Writer
WASHINGTON 1API —
1' lit n and industry
-epf.esentativ es are pushing
a strike-settling
emit contract atter failing to
arhieve a breakthrough on
of job securitough
!
thirin,2, protracted
Liargaining over Me holiday
,yekenti •
the United Mine
I
AL,riscrsa:id the Bituininou's

Coal Operators Association
could boast was that hard
negotiating was continuing;
neither side had walked out
in exasperation.
Union President Sam
Church said he expected new
contract proposals today
from the Bituminous Coal
Operators Association, the
industry bargain& group.
"It's going srow, very
slow," he told reporters
after Monday's three-hour
session."I think we're gonna

Nor would Brown say
whether any progress was
beling made.
Thurch planned to confer
with his 39-member bargaining council today, and then
the union and industry were
to face off once more in a
downtown hotel suite,.
With the strike now two
months old, new layoffs are
threatened in related industries. And coal-burning
utilities, which once held
huge stockpiles to protect

against a loss of production,
are now faced with soaring
electrical demand as summer — and the use of air conditioning — arrives.
The two sides have
negotiated every day since
last Friday. As the intensity
of the bargaining increased,
participants were less willing to talk publicly of the
results.
Members of Church's
bargaining council, who
have been meeting each day

for consultations on the talks
at the table, have maintained a strict no-comment
stance.
The main obstacle to a settlement is the union's demand for a "wage standards" clause, which would
lessen the impact of recant
court decisions against the
UMW. These decisions have
held that contract language
giving the UMW automatic
jurisdiction over subcontracting work at mine sites, is il-

"Some of it has to do with
availability and some of it
has to do with variety."
To a lesser degree, dollars
also flow into Juarez from El
Paso.
A Chamber of Commerce
survey this year showed
more than 35 percent of El
Paso residents visit Juarez
The retail industry gets regularly, spending a memost of those peso-dollars. dian amount of $17 per visit,
Signs and most salesclerks mostly on food and liquor.
are bilingual, and many
"Juarez has pretty well
pricetags are in both dollars always been a net profit to El
and pesos. While downtown Paso," Miles said.
"It's
areas in other cities are tended to be a bedroom comdecaying, El Paso bustles at munity. They
do their
all hours.
business in El Paso and live

Rosen said he and others
fought for retention of temporary bridge crossing permits, which the government
planned to discontinue. They
convinced officials to keep
issuing the permits, protecting El Paso's cheap labor
pool.
Tourism once was the
main business in Juarez,and
visitors could buy cheap liquor, gamble, go to
nightclubs or get a quick
divorce. In an effort to
change that image, Mexico
banned rapid divorces and
cleaned up much of the other
activity.
Now, Juarez and El Paso
jointly vie for convention
trade and the new tourism
pours millions of dollars into
the area, said Bob Knight of
the El Paso Convention
Bureau. He said tourism in
El Paso was up 19 percent
last year.
Many U.S. companies
have discovered laborintensive work can be done
as- cheaply in Mexico as in

Hong Kong or Taiwan,and in
the past several years, 112
American companies have
located plants in Juarez. The
plants have had a big impact
on Juarez' economy, Ochoa
said.
Miles agreed, saying,
"Before we had those plants,
their best income was in the
tourist business. They wiped
out quickie divorces about
the time they opened those
manufacturing plants."
"In dollars, $2.7 million is
dumped into the economy of
Juarez each week via
payroll," Ochoa said. "It's
been estimated that 40 to 50
percent of that is going to the
El Paso side for the purchase of goods and services.
That's a million a week."
Shuffstall said the
minimum wage in Mexico is
about $8 a day, making it
much cheaper to produce
items like electronic parts
south of the border. And U.S.
companies can take raw
materials and goods in and
out of Mexico duty-free.
Robert Head, executive
director of the El Paso Industrial Development Corp.,
said El Paso also is favored
because of its Sun Belt location and large workforce. He
agrees Juarez also is important.
"You can't be this close
together without it having
some effect," he said. "The
more jobs there are in
Juarez, the more pesos are
put into El Paso. Anything
that increases the attractiveness of either city will
help both sides."

get some sort of proposal
from them. I think wemight
get a package, but I'm not
going to be overly optimistic."
Representatives of. the
BCOA have refused all along
to discuss the contract
negotiations and Bobby R.
Brown, the chief industry
negotiator maintained that
stance after Monday's
meeting.
"I have no comment to
make on the issues," he said.

legal.
Seeking to protect the
security of some 180,000
rank-and-file
miners,
Church and his fellow
negotiators sought the
wagestandards clause in the
scope and coverage section
of the new contract.
By requiring the coal companies to pay outside
workers at rates comparable
to those earned by UMW
members, the provision, in
effect, would restrict hiring
of non-union subcontractors
for such work as coal hauling
by truck, repair and

maintenance,
Union sources who asked
not to be identified indicated
Church has obtained a consensus from bargaining
council members and
representatives of • the
UMW's mine construction
affiliate to exempt construction work from the provision.
The reported union concession was predicated in part
on the fact that members of
the UMW involved in that
kind of wiirk get paid less
than their coal-digging
counterparts.

El Paso, Juarez Learn To
B SIEVE BREWER
ANsociated l'ress Writer
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for much trade to go on.
There 'is- relatively little
monetary connection
between Juarez and Mexico.
Very little comes into Juarez
from the balance of Mexico."
The cities, with a combined population of about 1.5
million, form the second
largest metropolitan area
along the border. Juarez is
larger, with nearly 1 million
residents, and both cities are
griming rapidly..
-We're really one big community separated by a
stretch of.water and some
bridges::said Don Shuffstall
of State National Bank,
referring to the Rio Grande.
-There are 70 million to 80
million bodies crossing the
bridges here- every year.
More than 70 percent of the
businesses in El Paso accept
pesos. It's big business

A survey by business consultants Thomas F. Lee and
Associates indicated Juarez
residents spent nearly $90
million in El Paso in 1978.
The survey said the average
Juarez family made less
than $270 a month then, and
spent an average of nearly
$30 in El Paso every week.

Sid Rosen, president of the and sleep in Juarez..."
Downtown Development For U.S. citizens, crossing
Association Inc. and owner the border is generally
of two men's stores, said merely a matter of waving
about 70 percent of the at customs agents. Mexicans
downtown customers are officially need documents to
from Juarez. "Our salvation allow entry into Texas, but
certainly has been the thousands cross illegally
every day.
border," he added.
Retailers monitor govern"Some of it has to do with
price," said
'cl Juarez business ment policies to keep .the
leader _Guillerma.---Ochoa,--traffir and mDneY--flawing

U.S. Opinion Unchanged
On Arms Sales To Saudis

A Tcadition Among Gentlemen L Ladies
Broadway at 14th, Paducah, Ky.
Open Daily 'til 5:00

By EVANS WM'
Associated Press Writer
NEW YORK (AP) —
Americans generally oppose
U.S. arms sales to foreign
countries and they make no
exception in the case of the
Reagan administration proposal to sell advanced radar
warning planes to Saudi
Arabia,an Associated PressNBC News poll says.
The proposal to sell, the
sophisticated radar planes to
the oil-rich Middle Eastern
nation draws nearly 3-to-1
opposition from the public.
At the same time,
Americans think U.S. aid to
Israel is about the right
level.
Earlier this year, the
Reagan administration said
it planned to sell five Airborne Warning and Control
Systems(AWACS) planes to
the Saudis. The administration said it also would sell the
Saudis missiles and additional fuel tanks for the ad-

Security Federal
Savings & Loan Assoc.'
1300 Johnson Blvd. — 759-1234

vanced F-15 fighter planes
they have on order from the
United States.
The plan drew immediate
opposition in this country
and in Israel. The AWACS
are large, sophisticated airborne command posts that
use computers and advanced
radar to watch and direct air
battles over a 250-mile
radius.
The sales can not take
place without Congress' approval and the administration is not expected to formally submit the proposal
until later this year.
Only 19 percent of those
questioned said they favor
selling the AWACS to Saudi
Arabia. Fifty-four percent
opposed the sales and 27 percent of the 1,599 adults interviewed by telephone nationwide May 18-19 were not
sure.
This level of opposition is
not surprising since
Americans generally oppose
any arms sales to other
countries.
Fifty-two percent said the
United States should not sell
any arms or military equipment to any foreign country.
Only 27 percent said such
sales should be made.
Fifteen
percent
volunteered that arms sales
should be allowed to some
countries, but not others. Six
percent were not sure.
That is roughly the same
level of overall opposition to
arms sales as was found in
AP-NBC News polls in 1978.
But Americans tend to say
this country is now giving
about the right amount of aid
— economic, military or
whatever — to Israel.
Forty-three percent said
the level of U.S. assistance is
correct, while 32 percent
said Israel is getting too
much. Eight percent said
Israel is not getting enough
aid and 17 percent were not
sure.
As recently as December
1979, the AP-NBC News poll
said the public was evenly
split on whether Israel was
getting too much or the right
amount of aid, with 38 percent endorsing each position.
As with all sample
surveys, the results of the
AP-NBC News polls can
vary from the opinions of all

Five days of riots in the
Watts district of Los Angeles
ended Aug. 15, 1965, with 32
persons dead and 826 injured.

Americans because of
chance variations in the
sample.
For a poll based on about
1,600 interviews, the results
are subject to an error
margin of 3 percentage
points either way because of
such chance variations.

With each Chipper you
• 2piecesof fish fi Mon.TI
creamy cole slc
• crisp french fries
• 2Southern-style hush puppies

That's why we recommend SurfIan.
SUIRAN®
SurfIan is the stubblecrop herbicide
—for no-till bean planting after wheat.
WAITS MOOCH It's the only surface-applied herbicide that
up to 21 days for that 1/2" rain needed for actiginf Ingo waits
vation. And during hot dry weather, those extra days
could be critical to your bean crop. CI Then Surflan
FBI NI-TILL
stays working longer—controls 26 troublesome
and weeds the full season.
STIBBLECROPPEILS.Surflangrasses
also tankmixes with Paraquat CL and broadleaf herbicides
for that broad spectrum weed control a stubblecropper needs. El Ask us for Surflan. In liquid or
wettable powder. It's from Elanco, the people who
make Treflan® —so you know it's dependable. CI
Elanco Products Company, A Division of Eli Lilly and
Company, Indianapolis, IN 46285, U.S.A.
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Call Ky.Toll Free 1-800-592-3969
For All Your Chemical and Fertilizer Needs
Open Any Time By Appointment
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Though Not Grandma'sKitchen, Technology Moves Step Closer'
Tea Room Reminder Of Past
By INALIF.PUGH co-owner, and realized that
SCHULTZ
she would have to fill the rest
The News-Entesprise
of the house with stores to
VINE GROVE, Ky. (AP) pay the mortgage. At that
— As you walk in; your nose time two of the women were
Is greeted with the aroma of part of the same babysitting
cinnamon sthichimmediate- ee-egt. They got together with
ly conjures childhood the third and decided to open
memories.
a restaurant, said Mrs. HerWhile it's not Grandma's ris.
kitchen, it's a delightful But they readily concede
substitute chockfull of lace that they didn't know what
doilies, silk flowers and they were getting into.
miniature gingerbread men. "The first time we had
Precisely the kind of place waitreses was when one day
you'd like to spend a long I was just-working and all of
afternoon with a good friend a sudden the waitress called
over warm conversation.
and said,'I won't be coming
The Tea Room is on main In today.' I thought, 'what
Street in Vine Grove. &con- does that mean? Who's going
verted white Victorian to wait the tables?' And
house, it is the en- that's how we got started."
trepreneurial effort of three The women soon learned
homemakers-turned - more than waitressing, and
restaurateurs.
now share the responHaving no previous ex- sibilities, including keeping
perience, it was a baptism the books, ordering the food
by fire, as they recall. and booking group lun"We're still trying to decide cheons.
who to hang for this," laughs
The cooking is done by
Sue Harris from Alabama, Walter Klipinger, but the
the self-proclaimed southern baked goods are often conbelle of the trio.
tributed by the three women.
It all started when Jeannie Two of their specialties, the
Knightly of Maryland bought Greek Gyros and the Italian
the house for The Cross- Beef, are shipped in from
StItchery of which she is a Chicago. They also have club

sandwiches, Hot Browns,
soup,- salad and an assortment of baked goqdis.
Mrs. Knightly divides her
time between the restaurant
and the Cross-Stitdsery, and
Sue Berry, who hails from
northern Alabama and is the
third Tea Room partner,
also is a partner in the Antique Tulip,down the street.
Usually the three take
turns managing the
restaurant and find that they
usually work only part-time
hours.
Despite their other affiliations, all three women take
particular pride in the Tea

Comedian Says He Was'One Of A Kind'

Hope Remembers Jessel

LOS ANGELES (AP) —
Comedian Bob Hope, saddened by the death of his
friend and fellow laughmaker George Jessel, nevertheless was able to
remember the jokes Jessel
figured in over the years.
Hope summed up his feelings by saying simply, "He
was one of a kind."
The 83-year-old Jessel,
whose long show business
career and endless stints on
the speaking circuit earned
nickname
the
him
"Toastmaster General of the
ty and had planned to sur- USA" from President Harry
prise his girlfriend when she Truman, died Sunday of an
arrived,at Kennedy Airport apparent heart attack.
from Switzerland on Mon- He died in the UCLA
day.
Medical Center where he
"I had visited the Statue oi was admitted last week, acLiberty, seen Annie on cording to his friend and
Broadway and gone to a publicist,Stanley Cowan.
Yankees game," Clas said.
"You know," said the 78"I was trying to be real year-old Hope,"he once said
careful here because I knew he toured 8,500 miles a week,
there was some crime pro- 40 weeks a year, to address
blem, but I thought if I took 200 gatherings. He introducsome precautions I'd be OK. ed the concept of the celebriI never expected something ty roast. He really was a
like this."
'Toastmaster General.'
"They say he even ofoccurred
The int.i‘lent
about 11:10 a.m. Monday in a ficiated at the LastSupper."
Another of Jessel's old
gift shop on the lower level of
the U.N. building. After the cronies, Milton Berle,recallstabbing, police said the ed he and Jessel were
assailant dropped a five-inch "brought up together" in
knife and began walking New York's Harlem, where
Jessel was born April 3,1898,
toward the exit.
on the same street as Berle.
U.N. security guards, Berle called Jessel "one of
alerted by other tourist,s, , the wittiest and cleverest"
quickly seized the man men he had known.
before he could escape and
Funeral services were
turned him over to police, scheduled for 1 p.m. Wednesauthorities said.
day at Hillside Memorial
Park and Mortuary for the
comedian, actor, singer and
producer whose career spanned more than 70 years, and
whose omnipresence as a
popular after-dinner host

Colorado Student Is
Stabbed At UN Building
NEW YORK (AP) — A 20year-old student who planned to be cautious during his
visit to New York because he
knew "there was some
crime problem" was stabbed in die Chest at the -United
Nations, in what authorities
believe is the first attack on
a tourist there since the
building opened in 1950.
Charles A. Clas, a
sophomore at the University
of Colorado, was in critical
but stable condition today at
Bellevue Hospital.
"This guy just walked up
to me and I saw his fist go into my chest," said the Littleton, Colo., resident after
emergency
undergoing
surgery Monday.
Joseph Brown, 23, of
Queens, was charged with
attempted murder and illegal possession of a
dangerous weapon, police
said.
Clas said he had arrived
from Denver Saturday for
his first visit to New York Ci-

Room, which they decorated
with bonafide antiques and
converted sewing machines
with marble slabs which
serve as cafe-type tables. It
assumes a parlor-like atmosphere.
The house, which lends an
air of tranquility, is exactly
why the women opted to
open a tea room.
"I have seen a lot of tea
rooms in Virginia and I felt
there was a need for this sort
of thing in the area," said
Mrs. Berry. "It's quaint. It's
for when you want to spend
some time over lunch or just
sit and enjoy coffee, tea or
dessert."

won him his unofficial title
from Truman in 1949.
Jessel started out as one of
the Imperial Singing Trio.
Columnist Walter Winchell
was another. From there he
went into vaudeville.
By 1918 Jesse' had launched his career as a comedian
with the Shubert Gaities,and
he later toured with Eddie
Cantor in an act called "Kid
Cabaret." Silent films
followed. He wrote a book
and soon was dividing his
Lime between Broadway, the
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(FREE FAMILY PORTRAIT MUST
INCLUDE AT LEAST ONE PARENT
AND ONE CHILD.)
PLEASE PRESENT'THIS COUPON TO
THE PHOTOGRAPHER

per sitting. No charge fir additional group sub1ects. One special
kindly. Backgrounds may occasionally change. Remember, minors
must be accompanied by parent. Satisfaction always, or yaw money
refunded.

musical stage, radio and
nightclubs.
In 1944, he became a film
producer at 20th CenturyFox.
He also gained notoriety
after three marriages,one to
a 16-year-old showgirl. In
1961, when be was 63, he was
the object of a paternity suit
brought by actress Joan
Taylor.
Jessel is survived by two
daughters, Jerrilyn Jacobson of Kansas and Chrissie
Jessel of California.

to, where French and Canadian officials, American
Telephone & Telegraph and
CBS embraced technical
standards to ensure compatibility among different
systems.
Removing the major
technical roadblock was all
it took for most of the participants in the latest
telecommunications field to
rally together and predict
that Americans could turn
videotext into a $12 billion
market by 1985.
Videotext is a generic
term for an electronic
delivery system by which all
manner of printed and
graphic material can be
transmitted via telephone or
cable TV lines and called up
on a TV set or computer terminal.
Such systems are also
"twoway"
interactive,
meaning a consume* could
call up information from a
store catalogue and then
turn around and place an
order without getting out of
his chair.
Another technology known
as teletext allows a consumer to call up such information on a TV set but does
not include the two-way
capability of videotext.
It was the development of
videotext that spawned
grand predictions of a coming electronic "Information
Age." But the different, incompatable systems

Murray State
University
Murray, Kentucky
Art Honors Workshop—June 7-13
Course content for the 21st annual art workshop will focus on basic drawing and painting.
Slide presentations on drawing will be used for
instruction.
Baseball Camp (Boys)— June 7-12
This camp is designed to give each player an
opportunity to develop a thorough knowledge of
baseball. Each player will be given individual
attention in developing his baseball skills.
Basketball Camp (Boys)—June 14-20
Campers will be exposed toj:ioth offensive
and defensive skill development, individual
techniques and team strategy. The camp is conducted by Murray State's own Ron Greene,
Racer head basketball coach.
Basketball Camp (Girls)—June 7-13
Fundamental offensive and defensive player
techniques and team strategy will be stressed.
Video tape and competition will be used in camp
instruction. The program is directed and conducted by Lady Racer Head Coach Jean Smith.
Casavant Cavalcade—July 6-10
The nationally known Casavant Cavalcade of
Performanee Workshops will be offered again at
Murray State University. The following workshops are scheduled:
Field Conductor - Drum Major
Five Days—July 6-10
Rifle Squads
Five Days—July 6-10
Flag Corps
Five Days—July 6-10
Baton Twirling Teams
Five Days—July 6-10
Dance & Flom-Pon
Five Days—July 6-10
Directors Warkshop
Five Days—July 6-10
Creative Writing—July 12-17
Students will have the Opportunity to write, to
learn critical reading skills, and will have their
work critiqued by the poets and fiction writers of
MSU's creative writing section of the English
Department. Promises to be a low-threat way of
peaking into college life during a week of
creativity and fun.

MISS
YOUR PAPER?
Subscribers who have not
received their home-deliverec
copy of The Norm Wier lien by
5:30 p.m. Monday-Friday or by
3:30 p.m. Saturdays ore urged
to call 751111i between 5:31 p.e.
sad I pa.. Mashy Ike* Fridn, w
3310.a. sad I pls. Satirists.
A circulation deportment employee is on duty during these
time periods to insure delivery
of your newspaper. Calls must
be placed by I p.o weekdays or1 La. Saturdays to guarantee
delivery.
The regular business office
hours of Ms Hurray Wear & Ikeaare 1 Ls. le 5 en. Monday
through Friday and am. Is pnk•
Saturdays.

developed thus far have kept
those predictions from moving toward reality.
There are three major
types of videotext systems,
each developed by agencies
of foreign governments. The
British have their CeefaxOracle system; the French
their Antiope; and the Candaians their Telidon. None
has made much headway in
the American market.
Although videotext
systems do not require any
type of regulatory approval,
teletext standards for TV
transmission must be set by
the Federal Communications Commission.
AT&T is looking to
videotext as a major new

market for its equipment
and transmission facilities.
The prospect of offering its
own "data bases" such as an
electronic Yellow Pages also
is attractive to the Bell
System.
The newspaper industry is
challenging that latter idea,
making It even more important to AT&T that other
videotext providers at least
follow standards that match
its own for using the phone
lines.
Most observers agree that
consumers will be unlikely to
pay even a relatively low
price of $400 to $500 for
videotext equipment unless
they are offered a wide
range of services.

,

U.S. Supreme Court
Strikes Down Louisiana
Tax On Natural Gas
By RICHARD CARELLI
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) —
The Supreme Court today
struck down a Louisiana tax
on natural gas that passes
through the state on its way
to consumers in other states.
By a 7-1 vote, the justices
ruled that the tax, which
costs customers in 30 other
states about $250 million a
year,is unconstitutional.
The high court barred-further collection of the tax.

"The effect of (the Louisiana tax)is to interfere with
the Federal Energy
Regulatory Commission's
authority to regulate the
determination of the proper
allocation of costs associated
with the sale of natural gas
to consumers," Justice
Byron R. White wrote for the
court.
The court ruled also that
the tax unconstitutionally interfered with interstate commerce.

Aoitox
---mer Youth Program
Suin

15.48

As water and wind eat at
the terrain of South Dakota's
Badlands National Park,fossils are constantly emerging. Hunting for them is
prime sport, says National
Geographic, but only a
paleontologist with a collector's permit can lawfully
remove a fossil from the
park.

8x10 Family Portrait
With This Coupon!

By NORMAN BLACK
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) —
The day when an average
American can sit down at his
TV set and receive the news,
do his banking or order
theater tickets, all at an affordable price, is a step
closer to reality.
After years of uncertainty
over what type of so-called
videotext technology would
take root in America, the
fledgling industry has
dratted minimum technical
standards that will allow different systems to "talk" to
one another.
The compromise .was
unveiled last week at a
special conference in Toron-

Football Camp—June 28-July 3
Football fundamentals—passing and offensive
strategy, receiving, blocking, kicking, defensive
techniques, pass defense, running, and weight
training—will be covered in this camp. Conducted by Murray State's own Head Football
Coach"Frank Reamer.
Golf Clinic —June 21-26
Campers will have the chance to improve their
golfing skills whether they are beginners or
handicappers. A week of fun. Conducted at
Oaks Country Club, minutes from Murray State.
Heart of Dixie—June 21-25
Classes will be held for beginners,. intermediate and advanced twirlers: drum majc$S;
pompom corps; and additional areas that relate
to the high school and college band front
Jazz Improvisation Workshop— June 22-26
Sessions in this workshop include theory, improvisation, listening, and transcription. The
workshop is designed for middle school, high
school and college age students who are
musicians and interested in jazz.
Photography Workshop—July 12-17
Campers will be exposed to the basic skills of
black-and-white photography. Students will
learn to take, develop and print their own
images. Emphasis on photography as a skill and
an art.
Advanced Competitive Swimming —
May 31-June 5
This camp will emphasize the four basic competitive skills. The camp is designed to build
competitive skills among youth who are already
swimmers.
Beginning Competitive Swimming—
June 7-12
.
This camp will emphasize refinements in
techniques, including style, time, starts, and
turns
Tennis Camp—
June 7-19; June 21-July 3; July 5-17
Individual instruction will be offered in forehand, backhand, serve, volley, .1mash, lob,
dropshot — with singles and doubles strategy.
This popular camp is taught by Murray State's
Bennie Purcell.
UCA Cheerleading Camp — June 8-11
For the first time this year, cheerleading
training will be conducted at MSU by the
Unniersal Cheerleading Association, one of the
best training programs available in the country.
And it's filling fast.

The Murray State University Summer Youth Program is designed for junior high school and
"
senior high school students
For information and a brochure on any of these programs, fill out and return this reply form or
write: Summer Youth Program, Murray State University. Murray, Kentucky 42071.

Rg07
Summer Youth Program

Li UCA Cheerleading
U Advanced. Competitive Swimming
Ll Beginning Competitive Swimming
Casavant Cavalcade:
Li Field Conductor — Drum Major
Exhibition Marching
i Baton Twirling Teams
I Rifle Squads
Flag Corps

Baseball
Lady Racers Basketball
Tennis
Racer Basketball
Heart of Dixie Band Front Camp
Racer Football
Art Workshop
Photography
Creative Writing
Jazz

Name
Street
State
Mail to

CIty
Zip
Summer Youth Progrern, Murray State University. Murray. Kentucky 42071
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Caterpillers Plague 20 West Kentucky Counties

•

FRANKFORT,Ky. — During the past several weeks a
large area of Western Kentucky has been plagued with
caterpillars.
"Caterpillars have caused
light to severe defoliation
over thousands of acres in 20
western counties, ranging
from Graves County to Ohio
County and from the Ohio
River on through the Tennessee border,— said
Richard Dorset, forest pest
control specialist for the
state division of forestry.
Dorset said studies done
by forestry personnel found
there are at least four major
varieties of caterpillars and
many minor onetipvolved in
the infestation. "We've, found Linden
Loopers-a yellow and black
Spring
caterpillar,
CankerwOrms-a grey or
brownish caterpillar, Oak
Leaf Tiers and Rollerscaterpillars which roll oak
and hickory leaves to make a
home and feed from inside
the damaged leaves," he
said.
Many "inchworm" type
caterpillars have also been
found in the effected areas,
Dorset said. "These cater-

pillars, however, are only of
minor importance," he explained.
Forestry officials said
most of the caterpillars are
anly active for six to eight
Weeks. At the end of that
time,they drop to the ground
where they will spin cocoons.
"This year the caterpillars
began appearing around the
first of April. Within the next
week or two most of them
will stop feeding, drop to the
ground and disappear from
sight," said Dorset.
Despite the widespread
defoliation, Dorset said only
those trees under stress
before the infestation are in
real danger of dying.
"Later this spring, probably in June, most of the
defoliated trees will put out a
new crop of leaves. By July
it will be difficult to tell the
caterpillars were ever
around," he said.
"Because the caterpillars
will soon be gone, control
measures at this time are
really impractical and will
only be a waste of money.
The best time to apply
chemical controls will be
next spring when new caterpillars have first hatched,"

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
6 Silver symbol
1 Walk wearily 7 Cover
5 Turban
-= 8 Man's name
8 Date tree
9 Changes
12 Green land
10 Creations
13 Time gone by
of 2 Down
14 Lamb's pen 11 Manufacname
tured
15 Dippers
16 Short jacket
17 Fondled
.18 Mild
19 Handle
• expletive
20 Silly ones
22 Carries
21 Hindu
23 Foot lever
peasant
24 Intellect
23 Young
25 Had brunch
salmon
27 Heavy weight
24 Existed
29 Time gone by
26 Famed
30 Haul
28 Posed
35 Indefinite
31 Pronoun
amount
32 Bushy clump 36 Nuisance
33 Proceed
37 Final
34 Spread for
38 Of the mind
drying
36 — code
38 Cat sound
39 Poems
41 Intertwine
43 Sleeps lightly
45 Intelligence
48 Occurrences
50 Declares
51 Camera part
52 Simian
54 Proverbs
55 Gaelic
56 Obtain
57 Otherwise
DOWN
1 Animal skin
2 Fabricator
'3 Commands
4 Procrastination
.5 Possesses

Answer to Mooday's Puzzle
UDOU MUD UD
UOUU ODUU DU
MOO =MUM
UOUIDOU DOM
CUM UU UUU
I DU UUDUUU OU
DU UO DU ODD
LI DUOUDU UUU
000 OD MUD
DOU CUOMO
CUOMO UUUU
OU UUDU DUD
UDD LUDO UMW
40 Thick
42 Halt
43 Erase in
printing
44 Above

46 Stitches
47 Anis! being
49 Sink
50 Deposit
53 Hebrew letter

MEM NM IMMO
WM WU WM=
WMMIIIMM WWI=
WEIN=
WEE=
WNW WM=
WWII WNW= WWM
WM
WWI
WM
WNW WIMMEW WME
WWIIIM HEWN
WWII=
WMEWW
WIMMEMW WEEMEM
WM= WWM ammo
WM= WM111 ME=

said Dorset.
Forestry officials recommend applying the bacterial
insecticide Bacillus thuringiensis (Bt) or other common chemical insecticides to
protect shade and ornamental trees.
Due to the high numbers of
natural parasites and
predators found in Western

777I

DALLAS ( AP) — Computer magnate H. Ross
Perot says a ruse in which he
sneaked into a Tehran jail to
plan a daring rescue of two
of his employees almost was
thwarted by an accidental
encounter with former Attorney General Ramsey
Clark.
Perot, who got into the jail
in January 1979 by saying he
was delivering food to the
two employees, Billy
Gaylord and Paul Chianparone, said he was not
recognized until he ran into
Clark, who was accompanied by an Iranian
general.
Afraid that Clark, in
Tehran on another mission,

Storage Shed,
Truck Destroyed
By Fires
A storage shed and its contents owned by Bobby Kemp,
Lynn Grove, was completely
destroyed by fire Saturday
night, according to a
Callaway County FireRescue Squad spokesman.
Cause of the blaze is
unknown, the spokesman
said.
The shed housed farm
machinery and some crops,
the spokesman said.
Eight men with three
trucks responded to the fire
and stayed at the scene
abouy two hours, the
spokkman said.
No injuries were reported.
In a separate fire Monday,
a truck owned by Bill Dotson
was destroyed by fire, the
spokesman.
The truck was parked at
Murray Livestock, Kentucky
94, when the incident occurred, the spokesman said.
Cause still is unknown, he
added.
Seven men with two trucks
answered the call.

Stock Market Prices
Turned Mixed Today
NEW YORK (AP — Stock
prices turned mixed today as
investors remained preoccupied with the course of interest rates.
The Dow Jones average of
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30 industrial stocks, which
fell more than 14 points last
week,rose slightly at today's
opening. At noon, however,
the blue-chip average was
down 1.67 points at 970.05.
But advances outnumbered declines by a 7-6
margin among New York
Stock Exchange-listed
issues.
Analysts say investors remain wary that interest
rates may continue to climb,
despite an encouraging
Federal Reserve Board
report Friday of a largerthan-expected decline in the
nation's money supply.
The NYSE's composite index of all of its listed common stocks rose .05 to 76.31.
At the American' Stock Exchange, the market value index was up 2.32 at 375.85.
Volume on the big board
reached 18.56 million shares
over the first two hours,
down from 19.11 million in
the comparable period Friday.

11 Institutions
Represented At
Writing Program
Representatives from 11
institutions of higher education representing three
states recently participated
in the Kentucky Writing Program
Administrator
(KWPAI meeting on the
Murray State University
campus.
The participants,, all of
whom are responsible for
directing freshman writing
programs, discussed ways of
using student
writing
samples for placement.
Dr. Judith Bechtel, director of freshman English,
Northern Kentucky University, was the principal
speaker.
Coordinator for the conference was Dr. Charles R.
Duke, director of freshman
English, Murray State. Dr.
Fred Cornelius and Doris
Cella, Murray State faculty
inembers in the developmental English program,
assisted.
KWPA is an organization
developed specifically for individuals who direct college
writing pragrarns.

defendants.
In 1973, a federal grand
jury charged Texas Industries and the three other
companies with violating the
Sherman Act by conspiring
to raise and fix the price of
ready-mix concrete in the
New Orleans area. All four
firms pleaded no contest to
those criminal charges.
Under another provision of
federal antitrust law, allowing private parties to sue for
triple damages sustained as
a result of an alleged pricofixing conspiracy, Wilson P.
Abraham Construction Corp.
sued Texas Industries in
1975.
• Texas Industries then
sought to have the three
other firms, Jinico Inc.,
Radclif Materials Inc. and
OKC Dredging Inc., named
as additional defendants in
the suit so they might contribute to paying any
damages that might be
awarded.
The trial court and the circuit court both dismissed the
three other companies as
defendants, holding that
federal antitrust law contains -no right to contribution," as Texas Industries
had tried to assert.

Foster Named
Superintendent
ASHLAND, Ky. (AP)
William R. Foster Jr. has
plant
named
been
superintendent at Ashland
Petroleum Co.'s Louisville
refinery, according to
Robert E. Yancy, group vice
president.
Foster will be responsible
for all activity at the 26,000barrela-day plant.
Foster, who joined
Ashland in 1972, has held
supervisory positions at Buffalo, N.Y., Catlettsburg, Ky.,
Canton, Ohio and St. Paul,
MMn.

Representative
Speaks Out
WASHINGTON (AP) —
U.S. Rep. Carl Perkins, DKy., is calling the effort to
reduce activity at the Portsmouth, Ohio, Gas Centrifuge Enrichmment Project "penny-wise and poundfacility
foolish." The
employs many workers from
his district.
If a planned cutback goes
through, Perkins said the action will increase actual
costs to the government
rather than reduce them.
He said U.S. Rep. Clarence
Brown, R-Ohio, first pointed
out the cuts at the plant.
Perkins noted that Brown is
a strong budget cutter.

Lexington Man
To Face Charges
LEXINGTON,Ky.(API —
Jonathan T. Johnson, 21, of
Lexington, faces a murder
charge in the weekend
shooting death of a Lexington woman,police said.
The body of Carrie Lee
Conyers,33, was found about
midnight Saturday outside
her apartment complex, officials said.
She was pronounced dead
att the scene by the Fayette
County Coroner's office and
her body was sent to
Louisville for an autopsy.
Authorities said Ms. Conyers was shot in the back
with a high-powered rifle.
Police are continuing the investigation.

Bible Facts. Free Store to
the needy. 759-4600
We can stretch and
frame your nondiepoint

Carter Studio
304 Main 753-8298

•
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Viva Radial
P195-15 Whitewall

They're
Here

40°Mobil

Kenny Rogers
Jeans
His/ Hers
Matching Sets
All sizes
Only place
in Murray
VERNON'S
WESTERN
STORE

Glass -Belted
White
H78-14 Premier
Many Other %es and
Types. Al Prices Include
Fed. Tax and Installation

Economy
Tire &
Service
753-8500
203 Main St.
Permanent
Position
Wanted
Will watch elderly
woman at her home
day or night. Call
759-4189 after 2:30
p.m.
Strawberries, picking every
day, bring container. L.T.
(Pete) Valentine, phone
(901)642-4439.
I.

OPENING
MAY 20, 1981
Now Leasing
Unique Shops in
recreational park inbuildings,
cluding
utilities, parking.
Aquaboggan Pork.
Call Don Miller 502753-7559.

qt.

SUMMER
GYMNASTICS
Lyndia Cochran
Dance-Gym
Studio
753-4647

Steel Rod: White•
4".
wall
BR 78 - 13
Cus.
Polysteel

45°Goodyear

per

Jessie Jones, Sedalia
1-328-8543.

Polyester Cord

were freed by the mob, including the. two EDS
employees. "
The late Col: Bull Simons,
a longtime friend of Perot,
led the rescue, which was
planned after Perot's
secretive visit.

your own

45C

35°Goodyear

Supreme Court Ruling
To Affect Businesses

MY DOG CHEWED
IT UP

42322^21
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TIRE
SALE!

D78-14 Cruiser
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Magnate Talks Of Escape Plan

L

777.7
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WHY DO YOU
SAY THAT?

as tachiruds, are parasites
which feed on caterpillars
during the various stages of
their life cycle. These
tachinids are present in the
area in large numbers this
year," said Dorset:

would ruin his cover, Peroi employees with military
said he walked up to the backgrounds, that induced
former attorney general and an Iranian crowd to storm
asked, "Ramsey, what are the prison under the guise of
rescuing political prisoners
you doing in jail in Irah?"
Perot said he tried to con- left from the regime of Shah
vince the general that he and Mohamad Reza Pahlavi.
About 11,000 prisoners
Clark were old friends.
The Electronic Data
Systems founder, speaking
to a reunion of former Vietnam prisoners of war in
Washington Sunday night,
also said he was smuggled
into Iran aboard a jet
chartered by NBC.
WASHINGTON (AP) — In
After learning that an NBC a case with enormous imporemployee'ferried tapes from tance for American
Jordan to Tehran and back businesses, the Supreme
every day, Perot waited un- Caurt ruled today taat comtil a day when no one showed panies sued for civil anup with tapes "and simply titrust violations 'cannot
got on board posing ai an force all alleged wrongdoers
employee," EDS corporate to help pay court-ordered
communications director monitary damages.
Bill Wright said today.
Writing for a unanimous
Ron Najman, director of court, Chief Justice Warren
news information for NBC, E. Burger said then- is no
said Monday that the net- "right to contribihtion"
work had no idea of Perot's amorig businesses alleged to
scheme.
have violated the nation's
"We did not charter a jet antitrust laws.
for Mr. Perot's purposes and
The case involved a New
would not do anything like Orleans ready-mix concrete
that for any purpose," he manufacturer who now ap-,
said.
• parently will have to pay all
The two EDS employees the monitary damages in an
had been arrested by the Ira- antitrust suit.
nians during the political
Today's opinion affirmed a
turmoil that accompanied ruling by the 5th U.S. Circuit
the rise to power of Court of Appeals last
Ayatollah Ruhollah Kho- December that the company
meini. Perot claimed the involved, Texas Industries
Iranians were asking for Inc., cannot seek to limit its
;12.7 million in ransom.
potential liability in the case
Perot sent in a rescue by adding three other readyteam, composed of EDS mix manufacturers as co
-

PA

2. Notice

reduce the numbers of caterpillars next year.
For more information on
these or any other forest pest
problems, contact local
forestry personnel or the
Kentucky Division of
Forestry, Forest Control
Dorset said natural con- Specialist Richard Dorset,
"Another natural control trols, such as mice, birds 618 Teton Trail, Frankfort,
agent, a group of flies known and Insects, should help Ky.40601.
Kentucky, repeat infestations may not occur next
year, officials said. Two of
the predators, the lady-bird
beetle and a large green beetle called the "caterpillar
hunter," have been reported
in large numbers in the area.

THANK YOU..I'M 6LAD
YOU LIKE IT

THE LAST BOOK
I GOT HERE
DIDN'T WORK
OUT

2 Not
t
i
st, CLASSIFIEDADS!

Olympic Plaza
Open 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.
753-7113

6. Help Wanted
BE A WINNER! Beat inIIation! Work your own hodir,
demonstrating Mei ri-Alac
toys, gifts, and home decor
items. We need party plan
demonstrators in this area
High commission No in
vestment, no deliverng
collecting. Call toll tfec
now! 1-800-553-9077. ot
write: Merri-Mac. 801
Jackson Street, Dubuque
Iowa 52001.
Dental Assistant, minimum
high school education, hkes.
helping others anc eoloy
working with your ' hands
Send resume to P 0. 'Bo'.
1040 V, Murray. KY.
Receptiont,i
Dental
Secretary. 21 years lr
high schopt
minimum
education. typing skills ant
enjoys4working with peuoie.
Send resume to F 0. ta,
1040W, Murray. KY 4201

7. Storage Bldgs
SPECIAL
THIS WEEK
COLT BUNTLINE
SPECIAL •
45 Caliber
12 inch barrel
GOLD 8.
SILVER PAWN
SHOP
Olympic Plaza
Open 9 a.m. to 8 p.m.

753-7113

portabft
Custom
Built
buildings. Call 753-0984
T. Situation

Wanted

Singer/Guitarist can pla
for weddings, receptions, C
other functions
Have
references Call Chuck's
Music, 753-3682, ask for
Monte Fisher.
We do housecleaning, tiaue
references Call 753-8209
or 753-7187

PRODUCTION SUPERVISOR
PRESS DEPARTMENT
A local mdhufacturing concern has immediate
openings for a Production Supervisor with experience in sheet metal press operations arid
equipment. Candidate must be willing to work off
shift. This is a growing company offering outstanding fringe benefits and salary.
Send confidential resume and salary
requirement to:
Employment Relations
Supervisor
Emerson Electric Company
- P.O. Box 610
Paris, TN 38242
or contact Tony Meyer at(901)642-1120.
' An Equal Opportunity Employer

NOTICE
THE CITY CLERK'S OFFICE
WILL BE OPEN, SATURDAY
MAY 30, 1981 8:00 till
1:00

[C

10% Penalty on City
Stickers and business licenses after June 1, 1981
100% Penalty on City
Stickers after July 1, 1981.

A
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9. Situation Wanted 22. Musical
Will break and disc
gardens. Call 753-5463 or
114.Today
753-0144.
MUSIC
Will do yard work. Call
LESSONS
753-7245.
Piano
Organ
Will work on lawn mowers.
Beginners and Advanced
Call 753-0751.
Clayton's
Would like job house cleaning. Have referances. Call
753-7SIS
759-1255.
Would like to stay with sick For sale: Hammond organ
or elderly person, 5 days a and amplifier, $425. Phone
week, $500 per month. 753-7777 after 3 pm.
Phone 1-527-9073.
New and used Baldwin
piano and organs, Lonardo
Piano Co., across from the
12. Insurance
a. MFA INSURANCE CO. Post Office, rartf.
Piano, old Kimball upright,
JIM FAIN
good condition, just repaired, $175. Call 753AGENT
9866.
1114 So Oh St
Nkirway, Ky 47071
Bus. 15021 753-0132
Res:(5021 7534375
LIFE, HEALTH,HOME
CAR

13. For Sale
Or Trade
Hands for hire, will trade
hours work for small salary
and acreage. Negotiable.
Call 753-3058.

14. Want To Buy
Tow Bar. Call 753-3058.

15. Articles For Sale
16' Low car trailer, factory
made tandem axle with
ramps, electric brakes,
$1600. 759-4070.

Own a new 25"
Magnavox color
TV for only $24.46
a month. No
down payment.
Four year warranty available on
parts and labor.°
CLAYTON'S
Nome
Osetortsisemeenst
Or.
Hwy.641 S.
753-7575

24. Miscellaneous

Condominium for rent:
Hilton Head Island, SC;
home of the famous Family
Circle Tennis Tournament
and Heritage Golf Todrna16. Home
ment. For more information
Furnishings call 1-926-4031.
For sale: Bedroom suite, 3 Go-cart, 5 hp, excellent
piece, full size, bed and brakes, kill switch, $135.
chest of drawers. Call 753-1818.
759-4592.
"Let's go fishing!" Red
For sale: Early American worms, Nite crawlers, fresh
hurculon couch with hide- from bed to box. Free cane
poles. Rex's Worm Farm,
a
bed, asking $100. Call after Rt.6, Box 325 Oman Cobb
Road), Murray, KY 42071.
5 pm, 474-8020.
Phone 436-5894.
Large modern refrigerator;
chest type freezer; and 30 27. Mobile Homes
inch electric range. All in
For Sale
good condition. Call 75310x50, 1963, Good invest9992 after 5 pm.
ment. $1850. 759-1987.
19. Farm
12x60 Mobile home, 2
Equipment bedrooms, 1 bath, central
1977 M-2KS Gleaner com- heat and air. 753-7192.
bine; 6-row corn; 15' Grain; 1971 Kingswood, 12x65, 2
AC 600 no till drill; AC bedroom, Ph baths, fully
cultivator; Rowterra-Lely furnished, price $4500.
with bridge hitch; 181
/
2 ft. Call 753-3163 or 436-2877.
Kewanee disc; 13' chisel
plow; 1975 7040 Allis Town House, 12x70 mobile
Chalmers tractor; 1974 home. 2 Bedrooms, 1 bath,
Ford flat 2-ton truck; 1973 refrigerator, stove, disposal,
Ford F-600; 1963 Ford central air and gas heat,
2-ton truck; 165 bushel new carpet and wallpaper.
gravity wagon; 1970 Dodge Other extras included. Priclime truck; 400 gallon Lely ed to sell! Call 753-8295.
saddle tank; 1500 gallon 28. Mobile Homes
tank; 1965 Ford 5000
For Rent
diesel; 1977 Case front end
loader, 5 ft. bucket; a pool 12x60 Mobile home and
sprayer with hydraulic lot, furnished, will accept
pump. Call 489-2348 or $1200 down, $138 monthly
489-2666 or 437-4845.
or $9000 cash. Garage, on
600 Case combine, good city water, shade trees,
condition, 1-4 row John large lot. Call 436-5830.
Deere planter. Call 436- 12x60 Two bedroom, furnished, with air, summer
2269 after 6 pm.
Best tire deals in town! We rates. Coleman Real Estate,
have a tire truck to repair 753-9898.
tires on the farm. Call us TRAILER SPACE- Mobile
for best prices and snappy Home Village, water, sewer,
service! Vinson Tractor garbage pickup, cablevision. Small quiet court.
Company, 753-4892.
New Gravity Boxes, up to Select. Phone 753-3895.
285 bu. with 10 ton gear, Three bedroom trailer. Call
list $1850, will sell at 20% 759-4592.
discount this month. 14' Trailer for rent, see Branhyd. augers $450. B & G don Dill at Dill's Trailer
Equipment, Paris, TN Court.
38242,(901)642-1242.
Two bedroom, all electric,
Used Do All, 6 row hyd. mobile home, 11
/
2 miles
folder, $950. B & G from Murray. $150 per
Equipment, Paris, TN,(901) month, $100 deposit.
642-1242.
Available June 1st. Call
753-9829.
20. Sports
Equipment Two bedroom, 4 miles
south of Murray. Deposit
The Pistol People: Invest in and references required.
a feeling of security, largest Call 753-6753.
variety, lowest priced, no
registration or red tape-in 29. Heating-Cooling
Kentucky. Country Boy Air-conditioner, 3-ton, cenStore, 9: miles west of tral with electric heating
Hopkinsville junction KY unit, excellent for mobile
164-117. Hours 8-5, Sunday home and duplex. $490.
12-5,(502)885-5914.
753-1818.
Two electric air cleaners,
$20; dehumidifier, $15.
Gall 753-3976.

30.Business Rental 32. Apts.-FTRilit
o
Two room apartment, $110
per month plus utilties,
$100 deposit, 1 year lease.
Call 753-8411.

33. Rooms for Rent
Furnished room for men
students, half block from
campus, 1626 Hamilton.
Air-conditioned, kitchen,
Mal
private entry and parking.
Wareham
$100 per summer tern.
Storage Spec.
Call 753-1342 or 436-5479.
For Rost
Furnished room
for
rent...private bath, carpet,
733-47S$
private entrance. Kitchen
31. Want To Rent
and laundry room available.
Apartments for rent at Em- ..Close to campus and exbassey Apartments. Call
753-3530 or 753-4331 only. $65 per month. Call
759-4538.
after 5 pm.
Want to rent 3 bedroom 34. Houses For Rent
house, in Or near Murray. 417 South 10th, 2
Call 753-7650 after 5 pm.
bedroom, unfurnishod,
highest heat bill, $30.
32. Apts. For Rent References
and deposit.
$185. Call 753-8198.
Two bedroom duplex,
drapes available,
Four bedroom house, $500;
3 bedroom house, $350; 2
quiet streets available
bedroom townhome, $275;
now. $50 scovert on
bedroom duplex, $150.
1
2 months matt!
.Appointment 753-5791.
Call 753-6782.
Lake front cabin, near
Free draperies included, 2 Hamlin, KY, with deck, 2
bedroom duplex, nice, new, bedrooms, available June
quiet street, $250 month. 15th, $175 per month. Call
753-7980 or 753-1863.
753-6782.
2 Bedroom apartment, - Nice 2 bedroom, 2 bath,
$175 per month plus furnished house with
deposit and utilities, one washer and dryer, $200 per
month plus deposit. No
year lease. Call 753-8411.
Available now, country liv- pets. Garden spot available.
ing within city limits at 753-4110.
Hamlet North Apartments. 37. Livestock Nice
bedroom
2
Supplies
townhouses with private
deck and central heat and Saddles,
English &
air, kitchen appliances furWestern
Soles nished. 753-7559 or 753Repairs • Custom
7550.
Worts - Tents end Rost
Furnished effeciency apartCovers mode.
ment...wall to wall carpet,
TAYLOR
air-conditioning, water and
LEATHER CO.
sewer paid. Washer and
116 S. 616 Mayfield
dryer facilities available.
1-247-3934
One block from M.S.U.
$115 per month. Call
REE MAR ARABIANS.
759-4538.
Purebreds for sale. Trained
Furnished one bedroom and started. 753-6126 or
apartment, close to Univers- 753-8467.
Visitors
ity, private entrance. Call welcome.
753-7418 after 3 pm.
38. Pets-Supplies
New 2 bedroom duplex in
Northwood. All kitchen ap- AKC Boxer puppies, champliances furnished, private pion bloodlines, flashy,
fawn, and brindle. Also
deck. Call 753-0814.
Boxer at stud. 753-0347.
Nice 1 or 2 bedroom apartGerman Shepherd pupAKC
ment with shaded yard and
private patio, kitchen ap- pies, 28 champions in 5
pliances furnished. 753- generations. Also registered
American Eskimo Spitz
75541or 753-7550.
puppies. 502-554-2153.
One and 3 bedroom furnished apartments adjoin- Dog obedience classes are
fun for you and your dog. A
ing M.S.U. Call 753-3134.
sport all ages can enjoy.
One bedroom furnished Discover the thrillof knowapartment, one block from ing how your dog really
campus, $145, water fur- .communicates. 436-2858.
nished. No pets. Couples
only. Call 753-1203.
41. Public Sale
One bedroom furnished
apartment for rent. Inquire
MOVING SALE
100 South 13th Street.
PRICES NEXT
TO NOTHING
One bedroom basement
apartment with all utilities
Go 8 mies east on
furnished, private entrance.
94 turn left on 464
753-8294.
at two story white
house. Furniture,
Two bedroom duplex in
Avon
bottles,
Northwood Subdivision,
available now. Phone 753organs, guitar,
9400.
sound equipment,
clothes. Much more
Two bedroom apartment, 2
items. Starts May
blocks from hospital on
South 8th. Completely
22nd at 9 a.m.
redecorated, adults only, no
pets, lease and deposit
required. Call 753-9208 Huge moving out of county
sale, 12 to 7 PM everyday
after 4 pm.
untill everything is gone,
Now leasing
rocking chair, high chair,
and stroller, Midland linear
NUR-CAL
500 watt, etc. Call 767APARTMENTS
4413, 413 College Cts.
1, 28 3 bedroom snits from
$165.00 per no. Haw
dicapped unit. Newly cow
strechd central beat aid air,
carpeted kikkee appliances.
Office Ran Not-fri. 1100240
Norkwood Dr.
Kerrey, Ky.
581-759-4984
Espial Honk, Oppernsity
free soft drst Drawing for
$50 Sift Certificate
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Strout Realty
KENNON,Spoke.
1912 Coldwaik Rd
kidway,Kaihmlxv 421171

I want to thank all of my customers in Murray and
Calloway County for their. past business. Circumstances
have forced me to return "to Indianapolis temporarily.
My son who was trained by me is carrying on the
Auto Repair business at the same location, 8 miles
South of Murray on Hwy. 121.
Your continued patronage will be greatly appreciated.
Fronk Mattox

FRANK'S GARAGE

OWNER RNANCING TO
QUALIFIED BUYER. Interest
rates are up again, but we
can get you into this lovely
home at a lower rate you
can afford. This 3 bedroom,
11
/
2 bath home, near town
has many extras, including
new family room, fireplace,
fenced yard, redwood porch, and large lot with many
trees. This home is well
cared for and is in perfect
condition. Owner leaving
town must sell. Call Spann
Realty vAssociates, - 7537724.

43. Real Estate

43. Real Estate
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BOYD-MAJORSa
"
REAL ESTATE
753-8080
COMMERCIAL LOT
FOR SALE
Lot measuring 65' x
282' on Arcadia Court
near the new city
park. All city utilities
available. Offered at
$15,000 through Kopperud Realty, 711
Main in Murray.
Phone.7,51110-es
FIVE BtDROOM
-HOME
Locafed on a tree
shaded lot near the
old city park, this
remodeled
older
home offers comfortable, economical
family
living.
Fireplace in livingroom, formal dining room,central gas
heat, and full baspment are a few of the
fine features of this
roomy home. First
time offered. Phone
753-1222, Kopperud
Realty for full-time
real estate service.

Professional Seri, es
With The Friendly Touch

MINI-FARM
10 level acres, mostly
tendable,on blacktop
N.E. of Murray.
Well-constructed
one-owner 2 B.R.
home, electric heat,
draperies range, air
conditioner Included.
Also wood space
heater for economy.
Large garage and
implement shed,
stock barn, grain bin,
well house, additional buildings. 900'
highway frontage.
New on the market at
only 49,900.00.
INVESTMENT
PERFECT
1909
Westwood,
almost new duplex,
cedar siding, each
side features 2
B.R.'s, living room,
kitchen, bath, wall to
wall carpeting, appliances, city water
and sewer. Each side
rents for $225. See
this one soon. In
50's.
ValearbastP-.

NEW LISTING, EXCEPTIONAL VALUE. Handy location for this well priced
brick home in the $30's.
Three bedroom home on
large, deep lot with outside
storage. Well insulated and
the heat bills show it! Bring
the kids with you today and
ask for Wendy at Spann
Realty Associates, 7537724.

Don't rent, buy you a
mobile home lot. Owner
financing at 6%, payments
as low as $26.00 per month. Call 474-8025 or 7538914 or 759-1715.

Get that tobacco set
today with the purchase of this 27 acre
farm with three
acres of tobacco
base! Located just
off of Highway a280
and hosting a nearly
new tobacco barn.
Good building site
with well already
there. Priced in the
530's.

Plonks.& Thearmon
tantrums &
Real Estate
Sootiest& Court Sq.
Murray, Kentecky
753-4451
MMII5M111101110

BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITIES
Three houses, total
price, $1 5,000; Franchise business for
sale, $8,500; Ladies'
dress shop for sole,
$8,000.

11Pr

ShreatWaldrop
Real Estate

304 N. 12th Si,
Merroy, Ky. 42071

Nide Jen Castor 7M-1707

by A. Iterts•Briolter

Hidden Treasure! It will do
your heart good to say
nothing about your pocket-.
book when you inspect this
home we have located just,
for you...Three bedroom
brick located on quiet street
nice in
neighborhood. Priced in the
mid $30's...See this home
before all others by calling
753-1492 at CENTURY 21
Loretta Jobs, Realtors.
REDUCED
PRICE!
Owner says he must
sell NOW! An insInoculate 2 bedroom
home on nke, level
acres. Priced int he
$30's.

71:2

Murray-Calloway
County Realty
(502)7534146

Plenty of •'Stretch i n •
Room"! A really large home
that can change to fit your
needs. The home provides a
living room, dining room.
kitchen with all the counter
space and cupboards you
need. The den is plenty
large, back to back
fireplaces in den and living
room and all the bedrooms
are spacious.. Let us show
you a new way of life by
calling 753-1492 at CENTURY 21 Loretta Jobs,
Realtors.

0

I•

7531222

753-9898
•
RI.1
/1. PROPERTY MANAGEMENT

FOR RENT
Own 12 x 60 Mobile
Nem on large shaded
let with garden specs.
$150 per month and
security deposit.
Ron Talent
Rooky
753-9894
Nice 2 bedroom, 2 bath,
Bel-Air house trailer,
14x70, located in Scenic
Acres on % acre. Call today
for your appointment,
Spann Realty Associates,
753-7724.
Reduced to $32,000.
Nice home on P4
acres on Hwy. 641
South approx. 2
miles. Family room,
3 BR, garage and
fruit trees.
Nearly new BV home
on 51
/
2 acres. 3 BR, 2
baths, heat pump &
central air, range,
refrig.,dishwasher. 3
walk-in closets.
Landscaped.

Roberts Realty
12th &Sycamore
753-1651

4tids ForSale

51.Campers

53. Services Offered

Two lots in Memorial Pickup truck
slide in Carpenter Service New
Gardens cemetary 753- self-contained
camper. h-omes, remodeling,
3593.
111
/
2 ft., good condition cabinets, decks, anything
Call 753-3674
with wood, quality work
46. Homes For Sale 53. Services Offered Phone
753-0565.
Beautiful brick home, near
Concrete and block, brick
University. marble bath,
AI'S Super theff
work
Basements.
new carpets, fireplace.
Swath 4th Street
driveways,
storm cellars
Reduced low $30's. 753Murray
porches. 20 years ex3942.
Complete
Auto
perience. 753-5476
Repair. Free hobo with
For sale on South 11th
Fence
sales at Sears now
oil and filter change.
Street 3 bedroom frame
Call
Sears
753-2310 for
753-71196.
house, hardwood floors,
free estimate for your
electric heat, quiet
neighborhood, short walk to ALCOA ALUMINUM SIDING needs
shopping centers. Owner or vinyl siding and trim Guttering by Sears Sears
can finance first year. Aluminum trim for brick connnous gutters installed
'° 9„Q9. hone 753-7508. houses Jack Glover, 753.„)7N:.`fr44?
1873
•
SE5rS /53-2310-fOr free
Two bedroom, carport,
garden, nice lot, located COLDWATER LAWN & estimate
SHOP. Heating. refrigeration, and
Stella, 514,800, $1500 GARDEN
down, balance monthly Lawnmowers. Roto-tillers. electrical repair Bob's
chain saws, expertly Refrigeration
12%. 489-2595.
Service,
repaired. Pickup and Hazel, KY, 498-8370 or
delivery available. 489- 753-7829. Bobby Lockhart.
47. Motorcycles
1974 Harley Davidson 2853. 8 AM to 5 PM.
Sportster. good condition. GENERAL HOME REPAIR.
it
ccar and hernial
15 years experience carpen- l
Phone 753-6984.
try.
masonary.
plumbing,
repair.
ereo
1979 Yamaha 650 Special,
WORLD OF SOUND.
black, less than 3000 roofing, and siding. Free
222 S. 12th St.
miles, $1695 Call 759- estimates No lob too small.
Call 474-2276 evenings or
753-5865
4749 after 5 pm.
474-2359 daytime
Two mopeds, 1979 Concords, good condition. Call K & K Stump Removal. Do Licensed electrician and
you need stumps removed gas installation, heating in753-3716.
from your yard or land stallation and repairs Call
48. Auto. Services cleared of stumps' We can 753-7203
remove stumps up
24"
Import Auto Salvage. below the ground, to
leaving Need work on your,. trees?
Motors, transmissions, only sawdust
Topping, pruning, shaping,
and
Honda, Opal. Chevy Luv, Call for free estimate.chips. complete removal and
Bob
Toyota Fiat, Datsuns. Call Kemp 435-4343 or
Bob more. Call BOYER'S TREE
474-2325.
SERVICE for professional
Kemp. Jr. 435-4319
tree care, 753-8536.
49. Used Cars
MITCHELL BLACKTOPPI NG .
1970 4 door Impalla, $175 Commercial and residen- Professional paperhanging.
tial. Also patching, sealing. painting, farm buildings,
Call 753-8367
and striping. For estimates top,sides. Commercial or
residential. Call Tremon
call 753-1537.
1979 Cutlass, 2 door,
Farris, 759-1987.
23,000 actual miles.
MOBILE HOME REPAIR. InSanitation
Service to all of
owner.
stalling tie downs, underOne
Calloway County. Weekly
pinning,
roofing,
installing
PURDOM
doors and windows. We also pickup service, reasonable
Oldsmobile
build porches and patios. monthly rates. Special
Pontiac
Senior Citizens rate. Call I
Call 753-6973.
Cadillac
& D Sanitation Service,
MOBILE HOME ANCHORS 436-2562 after 5 pm.
1406W. Main
underpinning, roof's sealed.
753-5315
patio awnings. and house Spraying, mowing, and
pruning. Call T & D -LAND1971 Eldorado Cadillac, type roofs for mobile SCAPING, 436-2333.
homes.
753-1873.
Jack
2-door, loaded, for $1700
Warning! Don't read this
or best offer. Call 753-6642 Glover.
before 5:30 or (901) REPAIR
SERVICE: unless you're in need of
Electrical- refrigerator - air roofing, carpentry. or elec644-1533.
conditioner
- appliances, trical work. New or repair.
1973 Nova Hatchback,
icemakers,
well pumps. Call All guaranteed. Call -Joe.
power brakes, steering, and
753-9226 for free estimate.
John
P_ritchard
435-4284
air, V8 automatic, good
transportation. $695. 753ROOFING
Aluminum Service Co.,
4174.
Beilt-Ilp a Shiegies
aluminum
and vinyl
Iteforeacos. AN work
1981 Mercury Lynx
siding, custom trim
so•rest••41.,
Frei ,
work. References.
estieurtos.
GL, AM/FM, 4-speed
Call 735-18S9 Sr
Call Will Ed Bailey,
transmission. The
753-61Ij
753-0689.
World Car. $5700.
All of your plumbing and
HATCHER
air-conditioning needs. Also Wet basement' We make
AUTO SALES
do carpentry, painting, roof- wet basements dry, work
515 S. 12th
ing,
and concrete. All work completely guarenteed. Call
753-4961
done to satisfaction. 753- or write Morgan Construction Co., Route 2. Box
9822.
409A. Paducah, KY 42001,
1978 Firebird Formula, Asphalt
Power steering, Power ing lots driveways and park- or call day or night, 1-442sealed by Sears. For 7026.,
Brakes, air, tilt wheel, free
estimates call 753AM,FM Casette. Call 1-527- 2310.
Will haul driveway white
1181 or 753-3675 after 5
rock and Ag lime, also have
Beat the heat! Have your any type of brown or white
PM
air-conditioners cleaned pea gravel. Also do backhoe
FIAT XI/9. Targa top con- now!! We
also
vertible, extra, extra sharp, plete appliancehave com- work. Call Roger Hudson,
42,000 miles, new custom Phone 759-1322. service, 753-4545 or 753-6763.
velour-leather interior, new
Will mow yards, 15 years
Michilen • radials. Needs Bob's Home Improvement experience Call 753-6564
minor valve work. Must sell Service. Remodeling, painOR TRADE this week! ting, cement work, general Will sharpen hand saws and
$2500 or good offer. Phone home maintenenace and in- skill saws. 753-4656.
759-4051 or 753-9164, ask spections. Free estimates. 57. Wanted
753-4501.
for Steve.
Wanted at once: Someone
WEST
to live on lot and take care
of yard. garden, large
KENTUCKY
stockbarn. pond. Horses to
ASPHALT
(oot,g ond
ride. All rent free! Close to
sahny
New Providence, KY. 436ANNIVERSARY
75: F
2405.

ktossli

I COMMERCIAL LOT
FOlt SALE
Lot measuring 65' x
282' on Arcadia Court
near the new city
park. All city utilities
available. Offered at
$15,000 through Kopperud Realty, 711
Main in Murray.
Phone 753-1222.
STATELY OLDER
RESIDENCE
Fresh on the market
is this 2-story brick
residence on large
wooded main street
lot. Upstairs consists
of 2 large modern
apartments and 1st
floor is main
residence. New central gas heating
system, new 25 year
roof, and home has
been restored to an
excellent state of
repair. Very attractive assumable loan
is available. Phone
753-1222, Kopperud
Realty.

44. Lots For Sale
Lake lot for sale in Anderson Shores, owner will
finance 6% interest,- good
building or mobile home
site. Payments $50 per
month. Call 474-8025 or
753-8914 or 759-1715.

5% off base price
EVERY VW in
stock including
diesels
and
during
Audi's
month of May.
CARROLL VW

/14Vi

800 Chestnut
753-8850

/
1
4A
50. Used Trucks

1941 Willis jeep, 4-wheel
drive, 4 cylinder, lock-out
hubs, restored. Call 7532632 or 753-7400.
1978 Chevrolet Silverado
pickup, loaded, new tires,
sharp, clean. Call Paris
(901)642-7043 after 5 pm.
1979 Chevrolet Silverado,
low mileage. Call 753-9648
or 753-6084.
For sale. 1972 Chevrolet
pickup, V8 motor, new
tires, good shape. Call
437-4119

51. Campers

,

IDLEWILD CAMPER - Cabover sleeper for El Camino
or RAnchero trucks. All
fiberglass unit. Sleeps 4.
Equipped with all accessories such as
refrigerator, range, furnance. Like new Would sell
El Camino with unit if
desired. 753-7745.

HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP
225 I.. P. Miller St. (Across from Community Center)

Specializing in Senior Citizens
Open Hours
Mon., Tues., Thurs., Fri., Sat.
8-12 753-3685
For Appointment
1111WA
-;-

TERMI
W TES

Also household, lawn, indoors
and outdoorsI

FOR DEPENDABLE
Proles:14mA Pest Coatrel

Kelley's Termite &
Pest Control, Inc.
Termites. You spend thousands of dollars for o
home but never think about termites - they cause
the most damage next to fire. Have your home
treated now! 753-3914, Kelley's Termite & Pest
Control, 100 South 13th Street, Murray, KY.
Over 33 years experience. Home owned and
operated.
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are vying for the seat being vacated
by Rep. Porter Reynadt.
In the state's most populous city,
Louisville, the mayoral race appears
to be attracting attention more for its
general election implications than for
any evidence it provides for a hardfought primary.
Both Democrat Harvey Sloane and
GOP contender George Clark face
nominal opposition in the primary.
One of the more interesting local

races is in Pike County, where JudgeExecutive Wayne T. Rutherford is
facing a strong challenge from Paul
Patton, a former coal operator making his first politicl race.
Patton has used modern campaigning techniques, including a nationally
known pollster and public-relations
experts, in an attempt to unseat the
threeterm incumbent.
Also getting attention is the race for

mayor in Lexington, in which former
District Judge Scotty Baesler and
businessman-civic leader William E.
Hoskins are expected by many
observers to emerge above four other
candidates as the two mayoral
finalists for November. Incumbent
James G. Amato did not seek reelection.
The polls are open from 6 a.m. until
6 p.m. Anyone in line before 6 p.m.
will be allowed to vote until 7 p.m.

Reagan Looks To Vietnam Vets
For Help With Central America
' answers to largely political South America and,-fin
-Iteffred Gen. Vernon A.
problems.
Associated Press Writer
sure, eventually North Walters, 64, a behind-theWASHINGTON AP) '"They're emphasizing the America," Reagan said scenes figure on El Salvador
President Reagan, assembl- military aspects," said Enri- March 6.
and Guatemala, was an aide
ing a team to handle U.S. que Baloyra, a University of
Among officials involved to Kissinger during the
policy in the volatile states of North.Carolina professor on with U.S. Latin American secret Paris peace negotiaCentral America, is drawing Latin American affairs. policy:
tions with the North Vietheavily on men who played -The see only one side."
-Haig commanded troops namese.
Reagan dispatched 56 non- in Vietnam from 1964 to 1967
active roles in the Vietnam
-Col. Eldon Cummings,
War and other past interna- combat military advisers to and later, as deputy to Na- 50, who as former head of the
El Salvador to help the rul- tional Security Adviser military assistance group in
tional hot spots.
From Secretary of State ing military-civilian junta Henry A. Kissinger, played a El Salvador, wanted 75 U.S.
Alexander M. Haig Jr. to defeat leftist guerrillas, who prominent role in U.S. ef- military advisers sent there,
military advisers on the the State Department con- forts to block Allende from was a military attache to the
ground in El Salvador, tends are supplied and taking office.
U.S. embassy in Laos from
Reagan's Latin American directed by Cuba and the
-Thomas 0. Enders, 49, 1969 to 1972 and was involved
policy team has con- Soviet Union.
Reagan's choice to be assis- with training and supplying
"A friendly country in our tant secretary of state for pro-American Laotians.
siderable experience in Viethemisphere is trying to halt inter-American affairs, was,
nam, Laos and Cambodia.
-Kenneth W.Bleakley,40,
Other key State Depart- the infiltration into the deputy chief of mission in the deputy ambassador to El
ment officials were on the Americas by terrorists, by Cambodia from 1970 to 1974.
Salvador, arrived in the
scene in Chile during U.S. ef- outside interference and
-John Bushnell,47, acting Dominican Republic in 1964,
forts to -destabilize" the those who aren't just aiming assistant secretary for in- one month after Bushnell,
Marxist government of at El Salvador but, I think, terAmerican affairs and a and stayed there through the
Salvador Allende in the early are aiming at the whole of spokesman for U.S. policy in start of the U.S. interven1970s, and several were in Central and possibly later El Salvador.
lion.
the Dominican Republic
when 14,000 U.S. troops occupied the island in 1965.
Administration officials
say it is only natural for
Reagan to turn to people
with such backgrounds in a
situation that has "gone
dumped
Thundershowers drenched lower Michigan. Scattered thunderstorms
beyond talking." Critics, the Southwest from eastern showers stretched from Kan- almost 7 inches of rain on
however contend Reagan Texas to the Florida panhan- sas westward to California parts of the city between
selected officials who are dle early this morning as and Montana.
Saturday night and Monday
likely to seek military several dozen residents of
The National Weather Ser- morning.
Later today, showers and
North Little Rock, Ark., vice issued a flash flood
planned to return to their watch for western Tennessee thundershowers are forecast
bomes after a day of flooding this morning after locally for northern -New England
heavy rains Monday night, through the Appalachians.
in low-lying areas.
Elsewhere in the nation and a tornado touched down Showers and thunderthis morning, thunder- near Baton Rouge, 'La., showers are also predicted
to dampen Georgia, Florida,
showers rumbled from nor- earlier in the evening.
theastern Missouri and the
Monday's dounpour in cen- the lower Mississippi Valley,
central Appalachians into tral Arkansas brought more southern Illinois and norMrs. Vera Edith Hargrove
than three inches of rain to thern Wisconsin.
died Sunday at the Westview
Showers are also expected
North Little Rock, flooding
Nursing,Home, Murray. She
streets and highways. No in- for Montana, central Colwas 81 years of age.
orado, Idaho and northeast
juries were reported.
The deceased was the
Residents of Austin, Tex- Nevada.
widow of Earl C. Hargrove
Temperatures around the
as, meanwhile, are recoverand is survived by several
ing from weekend flooding nation at 3 a.m. EDT ranged
nieces.
CHICAGO (AP)- Traffic that killed at least nine peo- from 44 degrees in
The funeral was held Monaccidents
claimed the lives ple, left four others missing Houghton, Mich. to 85 in
day at three p.m. at the
of at least 346 people nation- and 'destroyed hundreds of Blythe, Calif., and Phoenix,
chapel of the Byrn Funeral
line
of Ariz.
wide during the three-day homes. A
Home, Mayfield, with the
Memorial
Day
weekend,
far
Rev. Charles Nelson ofbelow both last year's total
ficiating. Burial was in the
and
the National Safety
Chapel Hill Cemetery.
Council's estimate for the
holiday.
Last year, 411 people died
WARSAW,Poland ( AP)- gered by his decision to raise
during the Memorial Day Two Cabinet ministers have meat prices. The strikes led
observance.
committed suicide and two to the creation of Poland's
The funeral for Terry L.
This year's total of 346 in- former premiers appeared independent trade unions
Ray was held Monday at 2:30 cluded deaths that occurred before a Communist Party and a series of government
p.m, at the chapel of the between 6 p.m. Friday and review panel in a far- reshuffles that included the
Blalock-Coleman Funeral midnight Monday in each reaching investigation of the ouster of party leader EdHome with the Rev. Gerald time zone.
roots of Poland's economic ward Gierek.
Owen officiating, Gus
The National Safety Coun- crisis, the Polish news agenIn another development
Robertson, Jr., as soloist, cil had estimated, that cy reported.
Monday, the government
and Richard Jones as between 450 and 500
Meanwhile, 15,000 people issued a statement on Warorganist.
motorists could be killed marched in Warsaw on Mon- saw television criticizing
Pallbearers were Tom over the weekend.
day to demand freedom for citizens' "improper atWells, Harry Ray, Charles
Drenching storms in parts alleged political prisoners. titudes" toward Soviet
Ray, Glen Beach, Gerald of the Southwest may have The action organized by troops stationed in Poland. It
Coles, and Arlie Ross. Burial helped keep some motorists students and a prisoners' was the first official indicawas in the Murray City home, and rain spoiled rights group defied appeals tion of popular resentment of
Cemetery.
outings in scattered sections by the -independent union the troops, which the governMr. Ray, 68, a resident of elsewhere around the nation. Solidarity, - church and ment said are "fulfilling a
701 North 18th Street, Murdifficult task" and, in the
Council statisticians academic leaders.
ray, died Saturday at 5:45 estimate hat during a threeSympathy marches took past, have enjoyed the
p.m. at the Murray- day, nonholiday weekend at place in Lublin, Opole, Lodz -sympathy
and
Calloway County Hospital.
this time of the year, 496 Torun, Bialystok, Wroclaw understanding" of the naHe is survived by his wife, traffic deaths could be ex- and other cities, a student tion.
Mrs. Lorene Wells Ray; two pected.
spokesman said.
sons, Dr. Gene W. Ray, San
The worst toll on record - Edward Barxzcz, former
Diego, Cal., and Bobby Ray, for a Memorial Day weekend minister of construction and
LOUISVILLE, Ky. I AP) ( USDA) Louisville; one brother, Buel was in 1969 when 629 people building materials, killed Estimated
receipts cattle and calves
Ray, Benton Route 7; five were killed in traffic ac- himself Monday,and former 1500; slaughter steers and heifers 1.00mostly
2.00
lower; cows steady; bulls
grandchildren.
cidents.
Minister of Foreign Trade steady to weak; slaughter calves and
Jerzy Olszewski committed vealers steady; feeders weak to 2.00
few partloads mostly high
suicide Sunday night, PAP lower;
choice slaughter steers 1000-1210 lb
KEEP THAT GREAT
news agency said.
65.40-65.90; choice 835-1365 lb 61.51)GM FEELING WITH
The ex-premiers question- 64.50; good and choice 800-1520 lb inchiding dairybreds 55.50-61.10; choice
GENUINE GM PARTS.
ed by the panel were Piotr slaughter heifers 900-1065 lb 60.90Jaroszewicz, who served 62.90; 1130-1225 lb 58.00-60.800; good
and choice 6541150 lb 53.50-60.25; vod
from 1970 to February 1980, 615-1150
lb 50.50-55.00; comrnehcal
and his successor, Edward cows 43.00-47.50; utility 42.00-48.00;
cutter 39.50-42.50; .canner and cutter
Babiuch.
under 800 lb 35.00-40.00; slaughter
Babiuch was suspended bulls grade 1 1220-1685 lb 56.75-60.50;
graded
1-3 815-1990 lb 53.50-56.50;
Party
Communist
from the
grade 2 850.1150 lb 48.00-53.00; choice
last week. He lost his post and
prime vealers 230-250 lb 82.00'Aug. 24 after months of na- /16.50; choice 240.295 lb 73.00-77.00;
tionwide labor unrest trig- choice calves 320-515 lb 58.00-63.50;

Thundershowers Drench
Southwest; Residents Return

Funerals

Mrs. Hargrove Is
Dead At Age Of 81

Several Treated For Injuries
Following Accidents In County
Several people were
treated for injuries at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital following weekend
accidents in Calloway County.
Frank Page Jr., 58, Route
7, Mayfield, and Clara
Starks were treated and
released while Henry Wilson
for
admitted
was
observation following a twocar collision on U.S. 641, one
mile south of Murray, Sunday.
Wilson later was released
from the hospital.
A6cording to Calloway
County Sherifi"s Office
reports, the Page vehicle
was southbound and the

Wilson car was northbound
when they collided.
No citations were issued in
the incident, the reports
stated.
In a second accident,
Robert B. Outland, 16, Route
7, Murray, was listed in
stable condition after his
vehicle reportedly ran off
Story Chapel Road and
struck a tree Sunday night,
the reports said.
In , a third -accident,
Michael Cruse, 10, Lynn
Grove, was admitted for
head contusions Saturday
and then released after his
three-wheeler collided with a
car on Kentucky 94, threetenths miles east of Lynn

Summer Reading Contest
Planned, Public Library
"Kentucky Reading Derby" will be the theme of the
Summer Reading Contest to
be held at the Calloway
County Public Library starting Monday, June 1, according to Margaret Trevathan,
librarian.
Any child in grades one
through six is eligible to participate in the contest.
Registration has been offered in many schools and is
available at the circulation
desk of the main library.

Each participant will be
required to come to the
library the first week of the
contest to pick up an official
entry form that will serve as
a record of every book the
child has read. On this form
the child will write the title
of the book,the author,and a
two sentence summary of
the book.
All children in the city and
county are urged to take part
in this special summer program,Mrs. Trevathan said.

Special Reading Program
Scheduled For Summer
A Summer Reading Program starting Thursday,
June 4, will be held by the
College of Human Deveropment and Learning, Department of Special Education,
Murray State University.
Sessions will be held from
7:30 to 8:45 a.m. and 9:45 to
11 a.m. on June 4, 5, 8, 9, 15,
16, 22, 23, 29, and 30, according to a department
spokesman.
Persons may call 762-2446
to register their children for
the program and state the

session preference to be
honored if possible. The fee
will be $40..The Division of
reading will contact parents
with regard to the final
enrollment.
Parents desiing only a
reading diagnosis for their
children should call the
same number and specify
"diagnosis only." The
diagnostic fee is $30.
Although the university is
required to charge a fee, no
child will be denied services
for lack of ability to pay, a
department spokesman said.

Grove,the reports said.
Cruse's mother, Rebecca
Cruse, was charged with
premitting an unlicensed
operator on the road, the
reports said.

when Cruse reportedly
crossed in front of Garrett,
the reports said.
In a fourth accident,
Micky Cavitt, 21, Route 2,
Murray, was admitted and
released Saturday after he
Driver of the other vehicle, reportedly lost control of his
James Garrett, 59, Route 2, motorcycle and ran off KenSmyrna, Tenn., was not in- tucky 444, three miles east of
New Concord, the reports
juried,reports said.
The accident occurred said.

Police Chief Returns
Money To Specie,
NEWPORT, Ky. (API Police Chief William Henley
has returned $1a50 to a
special fund of the Newport
police araj firemen's pension
board, according to city
manager Ralph Mussman.
But a state police investigation is under way to
find out why it wasn't returned sooner.
Henley, who was reported
missing Friday by his wife,
is being treated at a hospital
and is not receiving visitors

A chain saw and two 15foot sections of log chain
were reported missing from
a truck parked at Taylor
Motors, 4th and Poplar
Streets, a Murray Police
spokesman said.
The • theft occurred
sometime between 6 p.m.
Thursday and 8 p.m. Friday,
the spokesman said.
An unknown object was used to open the truck door,the
spokesman said.
A person or persons charged involved in the incident
could be charged with theft
by unlawful taking over $100,
the spokesman said.
In another incident,
Hutisha Taylor, Fulton, was
charged with shoplifting Fri-

Two Commit Suicide

Final Rites Held
For Terry L. Ray

1979 Cutlass Supreme
2 door, green, light green vinyl roof, power steering,
power brokes, air condition, 32x x x miles, power windows, cruise, rally wheels, sport stripes.

$5977.00
Dwain Taylar Chevrakt Inc.
753-2617 ,

641 South, Murray

Hog Market
Federal-State Market News Service
May 26, 1981
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes6 Buying Stations
Receipts: Act. 866 Est. 900 Barrows &
Gilts fully $1.50 higher Sows $1.00-11.50
higher
544.50-45.00
US 1-2 210-240 lbs.
844.2544.75
US 2 210-250 lbs
543.25-44.25
US 2-3 240-260 lbs
US 2-4250-270 lbs.
Sowl
$34.00-36.00
US 1-2270-350 lbs. .
135.50-37.00
US 1-3390-450 tbs.
P7.00-39.00
US 1-3 450-500 lbs. ...
5004501bs.
839.00-40.50
US 1-3
334.5045.50
US 2-3300s0('lbs. ..
Boars 30.00-33.00

feeder steers medium frame 1 300.500
lb 62.75-68.00; 500-700 lb 58.0045.00;
700.780 lb 57..00.
63,50; ainedilgll .0051
large frame 1 feeder Fetters 300.500
55.75-60.50; 500-760 lb 51.50-57.50;
Hogs 1000; barrows and gilts 1.501,75 higher; 1-2 205-265 lb 46.10-46.20; 2
220.250 lb 45.90-46.10; 2-3 205-255 lb
45.50-45.90; 3255-270 lb 44.50-44.95; 270350 1b44.00-44.50; sows 1.00-1.50 highs',
full advance on weights over 450 lb; 1-2
300-400 lb 37.00-38.00; 400-450 lb 38.0039.00; 450-500 lb 39.00-10.50; 500-580 lb
40.5041.75; boars over 300 lb
39.75.
Sheep 50; slaughter lambs 200
higher; choice and prime 88 lb spring
Lambs 68.00; choice and prime 104-107
lb old crop shorn No.2 pelts 58.0040.00;
some 138lb 48.00.

39.00-

ma

Chain Saw, Log Chains
Reported Missing From
Break-In Of Truck

Traffic Accidents
Claim At Least
346 Over Holiday

Livestock Market

or telephone calls. When she
reported his disappearance,
Henley said her husband had been gone four
days, was despondent and
was contemplating suicide.
City finance director
Gerege Hetteberg said it was
discovered about a month
ago that last summer Henley
cashed three checks totaling
$1,250from the special fund.
Mayor Irene Deaton said
that she asked for an investigation Friday before
Henley returned the money.

Doing business without advertising is like
winking at a girl in the dark...
...You know what you are doing, but nobody
else does.

day night for reportedly taking infant clothing from Big
K,the spokesman said.
In a third case, Willouise
Outland, Route 4, was charged with theft by unlawful
taking under $100 for
reportedly switching price
tags on foods at Big John's,
the spokesman said.
The total deficit came to
$3.12, the spokesman said.
--Thomas Edison applied for
a patent for a motion-picture
machine in 1891.
On Aug. 24, 1949, the North
Atlantic Treaty Organization was officially proclaimed at Washington.

1

